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FOREWORD

I

Very little is kno about the.character Of employer selection and train-
.

ing policies and hoW they interfact with schools. To address these and other

issues, the National Center for. Research in Vocational Education commissioned

the Gallup Organization to conduct telephone interviews withAower 3,500 em-

ployers. This report is one ofa series of papers analyzing how employers

select and train employees and the implications of their behavior for schools,

.1
We wish to express our gratitude to the National Instftuteof Education for

funding the data collection effort that' provided the database for .this study

and it6'°support of the analysis presented in this report. We wish' to 'also

thank Ron Bucknam who served as institutional monitor for his guidance- and

support. We wish to acknowledge the support from the'National ComMission for

Employment Policy, Department of Labor, and the'Swedish Institute for Social

Research for earlier stages of this research.

(
This research would not have been possible without the cooperation and

assistance of 3,500 employers who so graciously responded to our telephone in-

terview. We greatly appreciate the time and the insights that,theseovery busy

uen and women contributed to the study.

/ The project is also indebted to the many employers who assisted in the

design of the interview instrument. In this regard, spdcial thanks are due to

Jim Medoff, Harvard University; Frank Stafford,.Chairmdn of the Department of

Economics, University of Michigan; Clifford Rae, Supervisor of Salaried'Union

Relations and'vEE0 Administrator (retired), Buffalo Divisions, Westinghouse.

Eleqtric Corporation; and William J. Dennis,' Research Director; National Ped-

pration of Indepdhdent Business. Wilson S. Johnson, President oe4ths,National

Federation of Independent Business, was very'supportive of the study and

graciously provided a letter of introdnctionthat we sent to all the employers

Selected.for an interview.

Thanks are extended to the staff at the Gallup Organization who super-

vised the telephone survey: Mitchell Cohen, Nancy Nygreen, Peggy Ashton, and

Corinne Kyle. Reviewers Of an earlier draft of this .report: John McCall,

Masanori Hashimoto, Lawrence Kehn, Dale Mortensen;. John Gardner, and Kevin

Hollenbeck made many helpful suggestions. Terrence Davey did the programming

and database preparation; the manuscript was edited by 'Judy Balogh, and Janet

Kiplinger of the National Center's editorial staff; and it was typed by Cathy

Cathy Jones, Colleen Kinzelman, and Vera Mueller. A nontechnical summary

version of this papelij.th the same title is available.

Robert E. Taylor
Ex.cutive Director
The.National Center for psearch

in Vocational Education

vii
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ExEcurIvr.; Su/MAR

1.0 EXTENSIVE SEARCH, INTENSIVE SEARCH, AND HIRING COSTS'

Ny,

The recruitment,' screening, and *valuation process that precedes a hiring
fi

selection'is an information gathering process. Since the collection and'

`processing of information is costly, the amount and character of the firm's

investment in information depends upon acalculation of costs and benefits.

The benefit being sought is the selection of the best possible worker. To the

employer, the true present' -value of laboK services ofTered.by a new employee

is a 'random variable who*;e distribution can be changed by the acquisition of

information.
/

Since the information set.use'd to make the hiring select'i'ons is subject. 0

to the firm's control, there are really two margins or dimensions of starch

investment. First, there is an extensive marg "n. A good proxy for the extent

of search is the number 1 applicants evaluated per job offer. The extent of

a firm's search is determined by PoliCies like the following: whether ads are

placed in the paper; whether and from where referrals are requested;.how long

the search process is allowed to continue; and whether job- applications are

acceli4d when there are no immediate vacancies, and then reviewed when an

opening occurs. Manufecttpiiig.employers typically engage in the most exten-

sive search. Mining and construction companies engage in the ieasi. extensive

search. The extent of seArcheseems to be greatest for clerical jobs and least

fgr professional, technical, manverial, and blue-collar jobs.

There is also an inten&ive margin--the amount of.,,information obtained on

each candidate and the Care with whilh that infoimation is used to make selec-

tions. The firm's ,search' intensity is determined by variety of policies and

practices that regulate th'e selection process: the information requested on
ti

the job application, whether referenceseere call,q0; whether school transcripts'

or examplei of previous. work are requested; the number and length of inter- ,

views, and the existence and nature of medical, psychological, or.skill exami-

nations. A reasonably good proxy for the intensity of search is given by the

total number of hours spent by company personnel in recruiting, screening, and

interviewing divided by the number of applicants for the position. There are

a
6
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important differences across occupations in. the intensity and.total cotit.of

search. Employer search is much more intense and cgstly for professional',

technipal, and managerial jobs, and least intense and Costly 'for service and

blue-collar jobs.

An employer survey sponqored by the National Institute of Education and

the National Center for Research in Vocational Education that was conducted

between February and June 1982 provides the basis for analyzing employer

search and hiring ,coats. Each employer surveyed was asked about the screen -

ingand interviewing activity associated with the last employee hired_prior

to August 1981.

Models explaining the ratio of applicants to interviews, the ratio of

, .

interviews to of the ratio of hours inveq

L
d to applicants, and total

direct costs (hours spent per offer) were ei ted. Explanatory variables
,

included employment size of the establishment and firm,°measures of the flow

of phone and in-person contacts, temporary or seasonal nature of the job,

amount and type of training required for the job, physical capital requiredl'to
h .-1

perform the job, unionization, measures of indirect hiring costs, degree6f
.

. .

difficulty of dismissal, and occupation.

Large employers were expected to engage in more extensive and intensive

search for two reasons: (1). their marginal cost of search is lower because

the screening and interviewing function'is specialized; and (2) the dispersion

of possible-outcomes and, therefore, the payoff to search is greater because

monitoring and dismissal costs are higher in large establishments and in

multiestablishment firms. The evidence indicates that large firms do engages

in more extensive search:
establishmentii wit:it 10 times as many employees

review 19 percent more. applicants per interview and conduct 17 Nercent more

interviews to fill a position. 'Multiestablishment firms conduct 28 percent

more interviews to make one offer than single establishment firms.

Firms that have many job seekers, phoning or visiting them seeking em-

ployment, have lower marginal costs for extensive search because it.lowers the

expected time that a position is vacant if the employer chooses to wait for an

additional applicant. As expected, increases in the flow of people contacting

the firm seeking work increased, extensive search. A doubling of phone
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,.... contacts and in person contacts increased the number of applications reviewed

per interview by 4 percent and the number of interviews per offer by 3

cent. An increase in the number of 'visits often reduced the time spent per

applicant or per interview, however. The reduction in thecost of extensive

search causes extensive search to be substituted for intensive search.

.There are a number of reasons why employers can be expected to be more

careful when they are filling a job that requires a great deallof.on-the-job

training. First, much of thd° training will. inevitably be specific to the firm

so'the cost of turnover will be high and it will pay to' seek workers who are
4-

unlikely to quit or be disMissed. ISecend, the distribution of job applicant

expected productivities is likely to be more dispersed because some of the job

seekers will already have received related training at school or in other

firms. (Both of these fadtors raise the returns to employer search. These

hypotheses are strongly supported by the data), A doubling of the total amount

of training increases the number of interviews per offer by 16 percent and the

time spent per applicant by 19.7 percent. The number of applications reviewed

per ,interview are not affected by the amount of training.

Larger physical capital inputs utilized by a worker may directly affect

the -value'of labor services just as the amount of training does. As expected,

the grekter the expense of the machine the individuals work on or with, the

greater the time employers devote to recruiting, screening, aid interviewing

applidants: Interestingly, :the 3 percent increase.in.direct hiringocitsts

associated with a doubling Of the cost of the machines worked op or with

occurred.because,of an increase in intensive search (i.e., in hours spent per

applicant). The number of applicants seen was not significantly affected.,

The benefits of additional search (both extensive and intensive) arise in 4

.part because of the avoidance of mistakes, such as the hiring of an individual

whose productivity does.not exceed the compensation package promised. If it

is difficult to fire a new employee, these Mistakes are more costly; as a ren

suit, employers will choose more extensive and intensive search prior to hir-

ing. This prediction is confirmed by the evidence. Employers who state that

1 great deal of documentation or paperWork is required to fire an employee

incurred 70 percent greater direct hiring costs, which reflects a 21 percent



increase in hours spent per applicant/and a 35 percent increase in applicants
per employment offer. Employers 06 stated that same tint nOt A gCr',At of

doCumentation or paperwork is' required to tire du omployeo %;

greater direct. hiring costq,.4ch reflects 4 22 percent increase in hours

spent per applicant, and.a 21 percent increase in the number of applicants per

employment offer.

The expected tenure and intensity of an employment relationship clearly

affect the marginal gain from additional inforliation on potential-employees:

Thus it can be predicted that positions whith are temporary or seasonal in

nature and positions that are part-time would be ones for which employers

choose less extensive and intensive search. As expected, the number of hours
%

spent per person'hired was 36 percent lower if the position was a temporary

one, reflecting a 16 percent drop in intensive search (hours spent per appli+

cant) and a 26 pecenleldrbp in extensive search thenumber of applicants e

interviewed per effer). Similarly, the number of hpurs spent per person hired

:,was 22 percent. lower if the position was part-time. 'However, this was due

mainly to a drop in the hours spent per applicant. The number of applicants

per offer was essentially unchanged, as a.fall in the number of applicants

. interviewed per offer was offset by an increase'in the number of applicants.

per interview.

Having advance notice of a vacancy will presumably reduce the indirect

costs of extensive search for the employer, since for a'portion of the search

41,-- time there is no cost to seeing an additional applicant because of the exis-'

tence'of an unfilled 'vacancy. On the other hand, if the employer has multi-

ple openings, this suggests a greater marginal cost to intensive as wet1 as

extensive search. The greater,cost for intensive search can be attributed to

rising coats for time devoted to hiring activity by company personnel. As

expected, advance notice of a vacancy raised direct hiring costs (though the

implied sum of direct plus indirect hiring costs was lower), specifically be-

cause,it raised. extensive search (in this case, both the number of applicants

seen per interview and the2numbe interviewed per offer were greater }. .0n the

other hand, while thei existence of!multiple openings reduced direct hiring

coste, this,reflected.a fall in the hours spent per applicant.

xii 12
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2.0 WHY DO EMPLOYERS PREFER INFORMAL RECRUITMENT MECHANisms*:

Employers seldom invest in all of the recruitment channels that are

available to them. Their decisions about which recruitment channels to empha-

size are heavily influenced by their beliets about where they are likely to

find the best workers. Many employers also feel that who made the referral

and how the applicant came to hear.of the job helps in making a.selection

amongst the candidates that are interviewed. As a result, even-after an

application is made, the decision\to interview a particular candidate and the

selection f6t hiring may be influenced by who referred the applicant.

These beliefs were put to an empirical test by comparing individuals

entering the same job at the same firm who were recruited from different

sources. Four questions were explored.

Is the time required pp train new employees associated with the source

of their recruitment? If yes, which groups require less training?

Is the reported productivity of new employees associated with the

source of their recruitment? If yes, which groups are more productive?

Is the wage paid new employees associated with the source of the

recruitment? If yes, which groups get the higher wages?

Does the firm obtain greater profits if it recruits workers from one

source rather than another? In other words, is the productivity net of

training, recruitment, and wage costs consistently higher for new hires

obtained through certain recruitment channels? If yes, which recruit-

ment channel seems to be most profitablel_.

Theory

The theoretical and empirical issues raised by the first three questions

are quite different from the issues raised by the fourth. "Yes" answers to

the first three questions are quite consistent with a perfectly competitive

labor market where all skills Are general and information is costlessly avail-

able to everyone. The data ..,uggest that it is not uncommon for people in the

same job with the same tenure to receive different wage rates. If the firm

can offer different wage rates to different new hires, a perfectly competitive

labor market is quite consistent with substantial differences in the expected

productivity of the new employees hired for a specific job. If employers'

beliefs are correct about the correlation between recruitment channel and

productivity of the sample of job seekers that contact them, this same
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correlation will appear when different workers hired in the same job are

compared. Perfect competition implies that the more productive groups will

receive higher wage rates and that the higher wage will, exactly offset the,

higher productivity net of training and recruitment costs. If a firm has a

policy of not varying the wage rates paid to people in the same job, then

perfect and costless information and the absence of specific human capital

imply that everyone hired by the firm has the same present discounted ex-

pected productivity.

Labor markets, however, are not perfect. Skills are often specific to

particular employers, and information about the competence of job applicants

is incomplete and costly to obtain. In firms that pay the same wage to eyery-

one, circumstances may, therefore, arise whereby employees recruited from one

source (e.g., referral by another employer) are on average more productive

than other employees who do the same work and were recruited from another

source (e.g., the state employment service). In firms that adjust the e'ntry

wage to the perceived competence of the worker, the productivity net of wages,

recruitment, and training costs may vary systematically with the recruitment

source of the worker.

Whit kinds of market imperfections can produce variations in the Pi'sgit-

ability of new hires that are Isedictable according to the recruitment source

of the new hire? The short answer to the question is imperfections that pro-

duce a correlation between recruitment source and the employer's monopsony

power in hiring that specific individual. Competition forces the firm to

offer each worker a compensation package that is at least equal to what the

worker can obtain from other firms. A worker with characteristics that are

visible to many employers that predict higher productivity in many. firms will

inevitably receive higher compensation. A worker with charactbristics that

predict higher productivity in a specific firm but not other firms, or

positive attributes that are visible to only one or two employers, may not re-

ceive appreciably higher compensation, and thus may provide the firm an oppor-

tunity to receive a profit.

If the recruitment source that yields an applicant is correlated with

that individual having a comparative advantage at the jobs in that firm, the

result will be a systematic tendency for the recruitment source to relate

xiv 14
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to the profitability of a new hire. An individual may find a comparative

advaniage in working= at particular firms for a' number of reasons.

A job applicant might already know skills.'specific to the firm,
possibly because of previous employment at that firm or a simi-
lar firm, or from being a relative of a current employee.

s A job applicant might have a comparative advantage in learning
skills that are specific to the firm, possibly because he or
ahe knows the, trainer already.

A job applicant might enjoy the job more because he.or she will
be working with relatives and friends and this might result in
a higher propensity to stay at this firm. (The effect of re-

cruitment 'mechanism on turnover is not examined in, this study.)
Another effect of enjoying.the work more might be that the
employer can pay a low wage to the new hire.

A job applicant might have special coMpitibility,with other

team members (presumably resulting in greater productivity)
possibly because of similatethnicity or existing friendships
with current employees.

The second reason for systematic variation in the profitability of new

hires would be the availability to the firm of information about applicants

from a particular recruitment source that is not available to other employers

contacted by the applicant. Such information allows the employer to make a

more refined choice among'applicants: avoiding the losers and hiring the

winners without having to pay extra. When an employer gets a referral from a

current employee or another employer, the person hiring normally receives

information. about the job applicant that is not available to other employers.

As a result, the theory predicts thatt,these new hires will typically be more

profitable than other new hires. The state employment service and schools

treat all employers equally, so one woad not anticipate that hiring such

referrals would have this profit advantage for the firm.

Results

Predictions generated by the theory just outlined can be tested by esti-

mating models that characterize how the differences in the training required,

reported productivity, and wage rates of two new hires in the tame job are

affected by the source of recruitment of these new hires. Such predictions do

not imply a rejection of a perfect labor market in relation to the impact of .

recruitment source on the levels of training, reported prodpctivity, and wage

rates. They are as follows:

XV 15



New hires referred by a union will receive higher wages and

be more productive and less costly to train.

New hires obtained from an expensive referral source (i.e.,

private employment agencies) will either be more productive,

less costly to train, or paid lower wages.

New hires obtained by referrals from government agencies and

schools will be less productive, more costly to train, and

Aid less.

New hires referred by another employer will be more produc-

tive, less costly to train, and paid more.

New hires referred by a current employee or who are friends

or relatives of a current employee will be more productive

and less costly to train.

The results showed that new hires referred by as union received signifi-

cantly higher wage rates (52 percent for the starting wage), were reported to

be significantly (55 percent) more productive in the first 2 weeks, and took

t significalVy (35 percent) less time to train than walk-ins who were hired to

do the same' work. Employer referrals took significantly (13 percent) less

time to train, were 8 percent more productive in the 3rd through 12th week

and were paid 7 percent more at the time of the interview. About 30 percent

of those hired were friends of the owner or a current employee, and 11 percent

were relatives of the owner or 'a current employee. Friends were reportW
re ,1

be 4 percent more productive during-the-.1rd-through 12th weeks of employment,

and 4.4 percent more productive at the time of the study interview. Training

time was 4 percent lower and current wage rates were 1.7 percent higher fOr

these employees, but the differences were not significant at the 10 percent

level. The only statistically-significant effect of being a relative of the

owner or a current employee was that wage rates were 5 percent lower.

About 3.7 percent of the new hires had been referred by a school, and

another 4.2 percent had been referred by the employment .service, CETA, a

welfare agency, or the Urban League. The measured effects of being a referral

from one of these agencies had the predicted signs in 12 of 14 comparisons.

Compared to a walk-in, the productivity net of training costs was 12 percent

lower (p = .133 on a one-tail test) for school referrals and 14 percent lower

(p =, .109) for employment service referrals.

16
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One of the most interesting findings of the studi, is the flat rejection

of hypotheses about the effect of private employment agency referrals. Such

firms generally.. charge a substantial fee, so it was expected that their refer-

rals would le more produttive, require leSs t.raining, and receive lower wages.

Point estimates, however, flatly contradict the first'two hypotheses. Agency

referrals were reported to be less product iv& in the first 3 months and to

require more training.

The prhOictions that are uniqUe to the imperfect labor market elements' of

the theory related to the profitability of a new hire (the difference between

productivity net of' training costs and the wage)sare as follows:

Union referrals.will be less profitable (here it is assumed

that some firms .are being induced to hire a union referral by

threats ofa strike).

Employer referrals will be more profitable.

Referrals by current .employees or friends and relatives of

current employees will be more profitable.

Employment agency referrals will seem to have higher produc-

tivity net of wages and training costs. Since the fees paid

these agencies are not subtracted, the true profitability of

the recruitment source is considerably lower than the mea-

sure available.

Referrals by a government agency will be less 'profitable.

Referrals by schools will be less p ofitable.

The only prediLtion of the imperfect/Tibor market theory that was re-

jected by the data was about referrals from private employment agencies.

Point estimates imply that such referrals were less profitable by an amount

equal to 5.3 percent of the productivity of a worker with 2 years of tenure.

The hypothesis that employment agency referrals are sufficiently more produc-

tive to warrant a fee of 10 percent of wages was rejected by the data.

The impact of referral source on the profitOility Of a new hire during

the first 3 months (relative to the productivity of a worker with 2 years

tenure) was as follows:

Union referral
Employer referral
Friend
Relative
School referral
Government referral

-29.7 percent (1)=.069)
7.1 percent (p=.13)
2.1 percent (p=.27)
2.5 percent (p=.305)

-3.6 percent (p=.26)
-8.7 percent (p=.075)
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The union referral and, employment service referral sects are significant at

the 8 percent' or better level on a one-tail ten, and the employer referral

effect is significant at the 13 percent level. The other effects. had lower

statistical significance. These results are moderate support for the theory

developed at the beginning of the-AlisCussion.

3.0 ON-THE-JOB TRAINING/SORTING

Every year employers and employees jointly invest a massive amount of

resources in on-the-job training (OJT). Despite pie importance, however,

little is 'known about its magnitude, distribution, and effects. The training

received on a\job is part of the understanding (the implicit contract) that

defines the nature and compensation of the job. A theory is developed of the

determinant's, of investment in on-the-job training and the compensation paCkage

that distributes the costs and returns of the training. The theory assumes

that there are (1) two distinct types of skills, general and specific, that

are produced jointly; (2) the training firm can accurately measure the amoun0

of general training received by its worker but other firms cannot; (3) work-

ers are not able to borrow money at as attractive rates of interest as their

employers (consequently; they make choices between alternative job oppor-

tunities placing a very high value on receiving compensation now rather than

later); and (4) the compensation offered by a fivm has a bigger effect on job

seeker's decisions to take 'job than on whether to quit a job at a later

time. These assumptions about the environment in which training and compen-

sation decisions are made are combined with a model orcompetitive labor

market. We get the following predictions about time pattern of compensation.

/

e Employers bid for,new employees by offering front loaded compensa-

tion packages. Since most workers have a stronger desire to have,

a dollar now rather than later, the firm in effect uses its

borrowing power to offer ne employees a wage package that Pays in

advance' of performance. Moving allowances are a clear example of

this phenomenon, but the same thing is also accomplished by offer-

ing higher starting wages and raising wages with tenure by less

than the rise in productivity net of training costs. The tendency

of firms to front load compensation is greatest when quit rates

are not very responsive fo the second period wage, and when there

is a big difference between the worker's and-the_employer's

ability to borrow.

18
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Compensation tends to be 'front loaded if the people who stay at ,a

firm tend to find that the attractiveness, of alternative jobs

falls with tenure on their current job.k The factors that have

this effect 'are costs of job search or job changing; an underesti-

mate by other employers of the amount of general training receiv-

'ed;. and the tendency of with the better alternatives or the

greater dissatisfaction with War current job ta leave, and of

those with lessattractive alternatives and greater-satisfaction

with their current job to stay.

Front loading of compensation is greater when the second period

wage has a greater proportionate impact on the probability and the

employer will keep a worker that he or she has on the probability-

the worker will want to stay (i.e., choose not to quit).

Anything that raises productivity in the firm, but does _not raise

it outside the firm,'will raise the wage in the Second period, but

not by as much as productivity- at the firm increaaes., TWO factors

that will pioduce this effect are training that is specific to the

needs of the employer (and not useful to other employers) and the

ability Of the firm to fire the least productive employees. Here

again the result is a front loaded wage package.

General training, which raises productivity equally both in and

out of the firm, results in wages rising along with the rise in

productivity net of training costs. Posttraining wage rates will

have" o be higher, and starting wage rates will consequently be

lower.

The Consequences of a Front Loaded Compensation Package

A front loaded compensation package means that at first the firm is in-'

vesting more in training and in learning about the new employee's productiv-
.

ity. Later in the worker's tenure, these investments pay off and the employ-

ee's output exceeds the wages paid. If the worker quits before the return

from the investment is recouped, the employer loses money bn the hire. As a

result, em loyers offering front loaded compensation packages will tend to

give hirin priority to job applicants who: are not likely to quit.

The theory predicts that most compensation packages will be front loaded,

or in other words that wage rates will rise more slowly than productivity net

of training costs when training isenti'rely general. This prediction con-

trasts with the predictions of Becker's theory of general human capital,

Lazear's agency model, Jovanovic's sorting model, and Salop and Salop's self-

selection model. These models all predict that when training is general that

wage rates will rise at a rate that is at or above the rate of growth of
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productivity net of training cost. Data from a sample of 1,493 recently hired

workers from the National Center's 1982 survey of employers on training, .re-

,
ported productiyity, and wage rates during the first 2 years of tenure on a

job were used to test these competing theories.

11"P Employers were asked "How many of the skills learned by new 4employees in

this job are useful outside of this company?" Fifty-nine percent responded

.:'almost all," 13 percent 'responded' "most," and only 7.5 percent answered

"almost none." This question provides us with an indeperillOt direct measure

of the generality of the training provided by a firm. It alibvh. Nts to test

Our hypotheses about relative rates of growth of wage rates and training in a

sample of jobs that require highly general skills.

.
The worker3 in jobs with. "the most general training seem to receive A real

wage increase of 5 to 7 percent. Training for jobs with the most general

training and many local competitors involves an average of.49 hours watching

others do ,the job, 9.6 hours In formal training, 52 hours in informal training

by management, and 25.6 hours in informal training by co-workers in he'.first

3 months. The time devoted to training has a value equivalent to 147 hours of

an already trained co-worker's time.'

This training seems to have the hoped fo results of increasing the pro-
.

ductivity, of new employees. During the first rweeks, the typical new em-

ployee at firms offering general training is reported to be only 59-60 percent

as productive as the typical worker with 2 years of tenure and experience.

During the next 10 weeks at the firm, the typical new4employee's productivity

is reported to be 79 percent that of a worker with. 2 years of tenure. As one

would expect, the reported productivity of new employees increases more

rapidly in the first month or so than it does later. 'Estimates of the ratio

of the worker's productivity net of training costs during the first 3 months

to their productivity after 2 years of tenure in the job were made by

combining these productivity ratios with the earlier reerted estimates of

training investments. These figures were then adjusted for the possibility

that compensation rises faster than wage rates and for the fact that .the time

others spend training the new employee during year two were not included in

xx
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the calculation of the denominator. Our rAl hypothosis--thAt productivity '
4-

net of training costs,risesworelapidly than compeusat ion dor k tv, the t l rst 7.

years in a job, even when the training is reported Lo be completely gene.1N1,

was then tested under a variety of maintained assumptions about the appro-

priate scaling and measurement of productivity net of training costa.
1

These tests produced a decisive rejection of the hypothesis that the

rates ol-compensation 'for jobs reported to offer completely'general training

rise at a rate that is equal to or greater than% the rise in productivity net

of training costs. The finding that in the first 2 years of tenure comper-

sation rises less rapidly than productivity net of training costs is quite

,robust,:. If compensation rises no more than 5 percent faster'than wage rates,,

the hyppthesis is rejected even when we make the truly extreme assumption

'that, although respondents report to the contrary, there is no increase in

worker productivity in the first 2 years.on a job. If compensation increases

10 percent faster than wage rates, the hypothesis'is.rejected even when it is

assumed that the true increase in relative productivity with tenure is only

half of what was reported by our respondents,

These results can be viewed as evidence that in the firstvear or so on a

job, the forces tending to cause wages to grow more slowly than productivity

net of training costs are stronger than those having the opposite effect.

This occurs even when the training is reported to be general. The forces that

tend to cause starting wage rates to be higher than productivity net of train-
.

ing costs, and therefore wage growth to be slower than the growth of produc-

tivity net of training costs, are workers needing and wanting income more

strongly now rather than later, than firma and sources of job - worker match

specificity such as sorting, costs of transfer, specific training, and extra

general training that is not recognized by others in the labor market. The

forces that work in the opposite direction are the need to design wage struc-

tures to Attract thosewith low quit probaoilities (Salop and Salop 1976), and

to reduce shirking (Lazear 1981). The great deal of specificity to lob-worker

matches that is implied by these results means that turnover is extrewely

costly for the worker, the firm, and society.
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The Training Decision

to

The theory also makes some important predictions *bout the determinants

of inve7tment in on-the-job training:

Firms and workers will invest more in general add/or specific OJT

when interest rates are lots, when tax rates on the returns to,'the

investments.lre/kow, when separation rates are low, when other em-.

ployers recogAize tkp value of improvements in the quality of a

firm's training; when costs of investment are deductable in the

year incurred, and when the tax rates during the investment year

are high.

Decisions about the provision of specific human capital depend

upon the ta* raes faced by the firm and the interest rate the

firm must pay to borrow money. The fact that the costs and bene-

fits of specifig human capital investments areshareddoes not "

mean that decisioi miakipg about the,amount of specific training is

shared. The Interest rate the employee must pay to borrow money

and his tax situation does not affeci; the decision.

When general OJT is perceived accurately by all potential empldy-

oers, the worker must fitiance all its costs and it is the interest

rates and tax rates laced by the worker, not the firm, that deter-

mines whether tt,le investment is undertaken. The impact of these

factors. on the'l.evel of general training is similar to their

impact on a young person's'decision to remain in school. The

primary diffe;ence is that generous low interest loans are not

available to finance employer-provided general training, as they

are for attending institutions of postsecondary education.

When the quality of general .OJT provided by an employeis not

accuratelnperceived by other potential employers;the Costs and

benefits of the training are share' between employer and employee.

Decision-making authority, over the amount of training is also

shared. The level of investment is influenced by the rates of

interest and taxation faced by both the employer and the

3
employee.

Workers and firms tend to underinvest in general training. This

occurs for, four r(easona.

--The worker's discount rate (the rate at which the worker can

borrow and therefore trade off future consumption for current

consumption) is considerably higher than the social discount

rate (the interest rate on government bonds>.

--The tax rates faced by the worker when the returns to the in-

. vestment are being received are typically higher than the tax

rates when the costs are being incurred.

--Other employers do not accurately perceive the quality of the

general OJT received by the worker, and as result do toot fully

compensate the trained worker even if he or. she receives good

training.
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"If a minimum wage constraint -4s binding, the starting wage on a
job will have to be higher than it would otherwise have been and

this increases the cost of training andethus reduces its amount.

A second impact of the minimum wage is that the rise in the

starting wage is partially compensated for by a fall in the wage

rate in the posttraining period. This increases the quit rate,

whiah in turn reduces the payoff to training and therefoie the

amount of training.

If the interest rates facing employers are higher, tan the social discount

rate, there will also be underinvestm ent in specific training. The degree of

underinvestemnt in specific training is considerably smaller than the under-

investment in generalAraining.

From the point of view of'yublic policy, t e most important conclusion

from the economic analysii of on-the-job training is that from society's point .

2Lyiewenveeetincierir.neneralor.n.
There is a good deal of empirical evidence supporting'this findilg. If there

is underinvestment in general OJT; we would expect to fin PrivAte rates of

4
return 'to OJT to be very high. The studies that have estimated the return to

OJT do find that rates of return are very high (Rosen 1982, Mincer.1974).

kespondents'rep rt that in the 3rd through 12th week of employment, pro-
ti %

ductpity. is 16 percent higher on averse than in the first two; weeks. Since

the training that produces this dranatic increase in productivity is occurring

over the course of only 2 months, the calculated costs of his training are._l

not likely to exceed 2 months of output from the new worker. If so, the

average rate of return to this training exceeds 100 percent.

'4°A different type of evidence for underinvestment in general on-the-job

,trainingis provided by finding that employers who hire workers who have

already received relevant training at other employers benefit from the bire

(BiShop 1982). In other words, OJT creates an externality--a benefit that is

nct appreciated by either the trainer or trainee.

Now might government induce firms and workers to increase it*estments in

general on'-the -job. training? Four different approaches are evaluated: (I%
4k

lower taxes on the returns that the employer receives from training in-

vestments, (2) lower taxes on the returns the employee receives from training

investments, (3) subsidize the costs of training investments, and (4) abolish.

the minimum ;Age for jobs that offer considerable training.
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The first two options are Aot viable because the returns to a training

investment cannot be admi!nistratively distinguished from the returns.of other

investments, and general teducticps in tax rates (both during and after train-

ing) do not increase the incentives to invest in training. It has been,demon-

,

straeed both theoretically and empirically (Hashigioto 1982, Bishop 1982) that

the minimum wage reduces general OJT so reductions in the minimum would in-
,

crease general OJT somewhat. Eliminating the minimum wage would not however

end or even significantly reduce the underinvestment in general OJT. The rea-

son is that the minimum wage is a binding constraint for only a small minority

of jobs, and even in its absence, underinvestment in general OJT would occur

for a variety of other reasons.

This leaves us with a subsidy of the costs of general training as the

:only policy that might significantly increase general on-the-job training.

Since general OJT typically gets mixed together with specific OJT, and both

occur simultaneously with actual production, the primary barrier to subsi-

dizing general OJT is finding a way to measure it. One way society can

promote on-the-job skill training without having to solve the measurement

problem is for community colleges (or some other public agency) to establish

cooperative training ventures with specific local employers in which teachers

on the college's payroll provide training that meets that employer's

specifications, but is also useful at other firms. The measurement problem

can be solved, however, and the final section of this document presents two

practical proposals of how general subsidies of on-the-job training might be

.defined and admin-

isle red.

Marginal Training Subsidy

A marginal training subsidy (MTS) would offer a partial subsidy of

training expenditUres above a threshold level. The .rate of subsidy or tax

credit would be set somewhere b&ween 10 and 33 percent. The training costs

that would be eligible for subsidy would'include payments to industry train-

ing funds., tuition reimbursements for job-related training. contributions of

materials or staff time to vocational-technical institutions, the-budget'ed

costs of the firm's formal training of new and continuing employeps, and

certain costs for informal training of new andupgraded employees.
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'Participating companies with more than 100 employees would be required to have

a training:aavisory committee that contains worker representation. At the

conclusion of.tile training piogzam or the firm's fiscal year, the employer

would be required to award each trainee a certificatesdescribing the number of

hours of formal or informal training provided/attended, skills taught'and

where. appropriate, and the competence achieved. The threshold that must be

exceeded before a subsidy or &ax credit, would be'paid might be equal to 10

percent of the firm or establishment's wage payments to employees with less

than 1 year of tenure at the,firm, plus 1.5 percent of wage.payments to all

other employees.

All employers--profit making, nonprofit and governmental -- should be

eligible for the ma-.:giraltraining,subsidy if their training expenditurei

exceed the thresholdrdefined for their organization. In order for incentive

effects to'be maximized, employers must feel they are assured a larger subsidy

payment if they increase their firm's training investment. Together these two

considerations imply that the MTS should be administered as a subsidy entitle:-

ment, as a tax credit against a broad-based tax on the firm's wage bill like
1,

Federal Unemployment Insurance Tax or social security tax, or as a tax credit

against income taxes,that can be sold to other firms. The MTS would be

financed either out of general revenue or a special training tax on the wage

bill of all employers.

The MTS has a number of important advantages:

The social benefits of on-the-job training are probably just as large

as the social benefits of occupationally specific ,training provided by

schools. The MTS would create an incentive for firms and workers to

generate adore of such benefits, and would reduce currently- prevailing

distcrtions of the choice between these two modes of providing occppa-

tionaily specific training;

Since the employer pays 67 to 90 percent of the cost of training; there

is always an incentive to do the training in the most efficient manner

possible.

The choice of which jobs to train for and how to do the training is made

by the employer not by an educator, a government official, or by the

trainee. The employer s the person best able to project the firm's

future need for skilled orkers and to select the best method of train-

ing for those skills.

The inclusion of the costs of informal training in the definition of

subsidizable training expenses is fair to small business, and reduces the

tendency of the subsidy to distort choices between formal and informal

training.
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While the MTS is 'not directly targeted on the unemployed dislocatedi ,

worker, it will reduce unemployment nevertheless. The MTS reduces'Un-

employment in two ways:'
1

0

It encourages firms to hire and train new workers, and to retrain

rather than lay-Off workers whose skills were becoming obsolete.
,

- If encouraggs the firm to expand the supply of skilled workers rather

than engaging in a bidding war for.the limited supply of already Q

,trained workers, thus producing an acceleration, of inflation.° .

.
The MTS should discourage turnover. A firm with high rates of"turnover

will have a higher threshold, .-and will as a result receive a sialler,aub-

eidy payment.

-A Critical Skills Training Incentive
4

An alternative approach to promoting more private investment in on-the-

job training. is to target certain critical occupations that Nareexperi.endingo

severe shortage's. A subsidy would be offered for training newly jvire and/QT

transferred employees in a few selected occupations. Legislation wou

restrict the subsidy to atlipited number of industries that currently extsort a

majot share of their output, or are service firms'that provide specialized

high-tech services. To be eligible for a training subsidy, an,occupation/

ill would have to involve considerable initial on-the-job training, be .

required at many firms, and be ins shortage.
The'detert-Ination of whether an

occupation is in shortage would be based on current data on changes in

relative wage rates, changes in vacancy rates or newspaper advertising if

available, and on recent and projected growth of demand for the skill. The

Department of Labor would be given a fixed budget and empowered to select a

limited number of skilled jobs for which training subsidies would be

'(\\available. Once an occupation had been selected as a potential candidate for

subsidy the' Secretary of Labor would appoint an industry/labor committee to

make recommendations regarding the definition of the critical skill, the

competencies that a trained individual would be expected to have, and possible

mechanisms to insureithat subsidized, trainees achieve these standards.

There would be.no limit to the number of trainees for which an employer

could be subsidized, and the firm would not have to obtain advance agreement

from DOL as to this number. The employer would only have to,apply for the
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subsidy immediately upon initiating the training, and once the training is

completed, to certify that the trainee did not have that skill prior to the

training and,gained it by the end of training. This certification would be

audited on a randdm basis. Workers who complete training would be awarded a

certificate attesting to the skills they have achieved.

The plan described has a number_orattractive features:

It is limited in scope to occupartons in critical shortage.

Great flexibility is given to program administrators. (This is essen-

tial because the very concept of the program is new, and because it

must quickly respond to the changing needs of the economy.)

Workers who complete training are awarded a certificate that describes

the skills they have gained.

The firm always faces 4 marginal incentive to expand its training of ,---,

targeted skills. . It doti not have to get prior agreement from DOL

about how many people to train (an administrative hassel that would be

a major barrier to participation).

The firm is given an incentive to retain the workers it trains.

'bespite the almost "entitlement" nature of the training subsidy, its

total cost is capped by the monitoring of usage and DOL's ability to

lower subsidy amounts and tighten eligibility.

A sunset provision automatically ends a skill's eligibility for sub-

sidy.

Cost could be further reduced by requiring that firms already employ-

ing people in the targeted skilled occupations exceed a given level

of training before being eligible for subsidy. It could be assumed

that in the normal course of events such firms would have to replace

10 percent of their stock of workers with the targeted skills anyway.

The subsidy could be paid for trainees above this threshold.

The firm's administrative costs are kept low. The firm does not have

to calculate and report how much it is spending on training.

Eligibility for subsidy is a function of an output--the number of

people trained for certain specific jobs--not a measure of input.

This creates a strong incentive to be as efficient as possible in

doing the training.

The critical skills training incentive has some important drawbacks, how-

ever. Its success depends upon the wisdom and timeliness of the selection of

skills for which training subsidy is provided. The CSTI has features-7the

sunset provision, great administrative flexibility, and a fixed budget - -that

are intended to prevent a recurrence of the poor timing that characterized the
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graduate fellowships programs. There is aWays the possibility, however, thtp

the projections of future demand will be wrong, or that politics will result

in the wrong occupations beiug selected and that the selective nature of the

training incentive would increase rather than decrease market distortions.
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CHAPTER 1

EXTENETVESEARCH, INTENSIVE SEARCH, AND HIRING COSTS;
NEW EVIDENCE ON EMPLOYER HIRING ACTIVITY

John. Barron and John Bishop
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1.1 Introduction

Some time ago, Stiller (I 4L siota **kg miipoetanot of "Ka search, Aor

information." Subsequent to Stigler's seminal work, an extensive literature

on search has developed. With respect to labor markets, the focus has beenon

characterizing the optimal job search behavior of unemployed or employed work-

ers in an environment i which the job seekers know neither the location of

employers who are willing to hire them nor the compensation offers of poten-

4 tial employers. The theoretical work on job search offers explanations for

differences across individuals in search intensity, labor force status, and

the duration of unemployment. Empirical tests of job search theories typi-

cally find the evidence consistent with the job search approach.'

One reason to focus on job search is that it plays an important role in

the matching of employment positions and workers. In particular, job search

increases the likelihood that workers are placed in jobs according to their

comparative advantage: workers reap this gain in the form of higher wages

obtained through search. Such a view suggests at least an equally important

role for employer search, since clearly, it too affects the matching process.

Yet, primarily due to the lack of data, research on employer search is not

extensive. The purpose of this chapter is to characterize employer search in

a simple way *nd to provide te.. a of search theory utilizing a unique data set

on employer search activity. This can be viewed as a first step toward a more

complete investigation oflthe implications of employer search.

A characterization of search by employers for new employees requires a

broader view of search than that suggested by standard search theory. One

important change is to recognize that the time spent processing each applicant

as well as the number of prospective employees screened by the employer are

important measures of employer search activity. As Rees (1966) states, "a

buyer can search at the extensive margin by getting a quotation from one more

seller. He can search at the intensive margin by getting additional informa-

tion-concerning an offer already received" (p. 560). The organization of the

chapter is as follows. Theoretical Framework outlines a model of employer

search that incorporates both intensive and extensive search2 and discusses

how these search variables relate to an employer's choices about information

4
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produCtion and to the resulting costs of selecting a new hire.3 The third

part of the chapter defines operational measures of intensive search, exten-

sive search, acid total hiring costs and describes how these costs vary by

'industry and occupation. Part 4, Determinants of Employer Search and Hiring

Costs, examines the.effects o,41 f such factors as employer size, dismissal costs,

unionization, on- the -job training, adjustment costs, and labor market condi-

tions on intensive search, extensive search, and hiring costs. In the Conclu-

sion, our findings are summarized, 'a number of implications of the findings
.

are suggested, and future research possibilities are cited.

1.2 Theoretical Framework

Consider an employer who seeks to fill a position. Following Lippman and

--'11.1cCall (1981), it is assumed that the true presdnt value of labor services of-

fered by a new employee, V, is a random variable at the time the decision to

hire is made. However, the employer can alter the distribution of V through

investments An the screening and interviewing of prospective.employees. Fol-

lowing Rees (1966), these investments are categorized as search at the inten-

sive margin and search at the extensive margin. The magnitude of intensive

search is measured by the quantity of information gathered oncerning a typi-

cal applicant.. The extent of extensive 'search is measured y the expected

number of applicants seen prior to an employment offer.

The search problem confronting the employer involves the choice of an

amount of intensive search and an amount of extensive search that will maxi-.

mize the expected present value of labor services of the person hired, E(V),

minus hiring costs and the present value of compensation paid the new em7

loyee. In the remainder of this chapter, we describe the hiring process,

indicate what changes in the screening and interviewing procedure of an

employer imply concerning intensive and extensive search, and relate inten-

sive and extensive search to hiring costs. The next section introduces

empirical measures of intensive and extensive search. The stage is then set

for a discussion of the determinants of employer search.

Assume individuals apply for a position at intervals of average length

T.4 The employer screens each job seeker to obtain the set of information

denoted by vector Is. The cost of screening an applicant is denoted by psIs,

3
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where ps is a price vector for the information obtained. The set of infor-

mation obtained is summarized by an index referred to as the screening index

of qualifications.5 Employers follow the procedure that only individuals

with screening indices meeting or exceeding a critical, oeureservation,"

screening index are offered an interview.6 Let APERINT.denote the expected

number of applicants per interview offer; 1 /APERINT then indicates the

probability that an applicant is interviewed.

During an interview, the set of information4denoted by 'vector Ii is

obtained. The cost to the employer to interview an applicant 4c1 denoted by

piqi, where pi is a price vector for the information obtained via an

interview. The set of information obtained through interviewing is. summarized

by an index referred to as the interview index of qualifications. Only indi-

viduals with interview indices that meet or exceed a critical, or "reserva-

tion," interview index are offered employment. 7 Let NINTERVW denote the .

expected number of applicants interviewed prior to an employment offer.

In the screening and interviewing activities ofan employer, an increase

in the set of information obtained from each applicant screened, Is, an

increase in theet-d4 information obtained from each individual who is

interviewed, Ii,t6r a decrease in the expected number of applicants per

interview, APERINT, implies greater intensive search.8 Greater intensive

search raises the expected present value of labor services. provided by the

individual who is hired, E(V), by improving the accuracy in predicting the

true value of labor services offered. An increase in the expected number of

applicants per interview, APERINT, or an increase in the expected number of

applicants interviewed prior to an employment offer, NINTERVW10, implies greater

extensive sear4.9 Either change increases the expected number of appli-

cants interviewed prio,r/o an employment offer, NAPPLIC, and thus.raises the

expected value of labor services supplied by the individual who is offered

employment.

Extensive and intensive search affect not only the expected value of

labor services of a new employee but also hiring costs. To formalize this, let

DCOST denote agyt expected direct cost of hiring. In general,

(1) DCOST COSTPERA NAPPLIC NOFFER,

where COSTPERA is the expected cost of search per applicant, NAPPLIC is the

.2
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expected number of applicants per emPlOyment offer and NOFFER denotes the

expected number of employment offers made in order to hire one individual for

the position. An increase in intensive search raises the direqt hiring cost

by increasing the expected cost per applicant, since

(2) CUSTPERA peIs + (1 /APERINT) piIi.

An increase in extensive search, raises direct hiring costs by increasing the

expected number of applicants per employment offer, NAPPLIC.

When se rch is undertaken, an employer incurs not only direct but also

indirect cos s. Let'v denote the indirect or opportunity cost per period

associated with a position not being filled. The etpeced indirect hiring

cost then equals v ,Inee the expected length of time the vacancy remains

unfilled. The expected duration of a vacancy is simply the product of three

variables: T, the average time between applicants, NAPPLIC, the expected

number of applicants per employment offer, and NOFFER, the expected number of

offers to fillthe position. Thus, indirect hiring cost, ICOST, is'given by

(3) ICOST v T NAPPLIC NOFFER.

Summing equations (1) and (3), one obtains the expected total cost to fill a

position.

1:3 Measures of Extensive Search and Intensive Search

An employer survey sponsored by the National Institute of Education and

the National Center for Research in Vocational Education that was conducted

between February and June 1982 provides the basis for analyzing employer

search and hiring costs.1° Eaph employer surveyed was asked about the

screening and interviewing activity associated with the last employee hied

prior to August 1981.111 The 2,264 employers who provided answers to a

i

1

series of questions concerning the last person hired make up the sample f

employers whose hiring activity is to be examined.12 These employers

answered questions on the number of individuals who applied for the position,

the number interviewed; the hours spent recruiting, screening, and interview-.

ing applicants for the position and the number of offers made., From answers

to such questions, measures of extensive search, intensive search, and hiring

costs can be computed." Consider first extensive search.
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Extensive Search

Extensive search is ,eisured by the number of people who applied for the

posit&pn per person offer9d employment. It is computed as the ratio of the

employment offers, made. This measure of NAPPLIC equals the number of appli-

cants per applicant interviewed, APERINT, times the number of individuals

interviewed per employment offer, NINTERVW. Table 1-1 presents the above

measures of extensive search categorized by employers' industrial classifi-

cation and by the occupation df the position filled.

Table 1-1 indicates significant differences in extensive search across

,
positions in different occupations or displayers in different industries,

differehces attributable to differences in likelihood an applicant is inter-

viewed, as well as to differences in the number of appliCants interviewed per

employment, offer. Thus, in the Subsequent rests of the determinants of exten-

sive search, the two components of extensive search, APERINT and NINTERVW, are'

consid4ed separately. A second reason for considering these two components

of extensive search separately is that the number of applicants per interview,

APERINT, is directly related to extensive search but is inversely related to

intensive search. Thus, factors that increase both intensive and extensive

search will have an ambiguous effect on APERINT.

Intensive Search

According to equation (2), a variable that reflects intensive search

choices is COSTPERA, the average screening and interviewing costs per ap-

plicant. A measure of this is the total number of hours spent by company

personnel in recruiting, screening, and interviewing divided by the number

of applicants for the position. Table 1-1 indicates differences across

industries and occupations in hours spent per applicant as well as in total

hours spent recruiting, screening, and interviewing applicants. The total

hours spent is a measure of the direct cost "f hiring, DCOST.

In subsequent discussions, differences in intensive search cost,

\'\COSTPERA, will often be cited as evidence of differences in intensive search.

From equation (2), this is correct only if we assume that all firms face the

same vector of prices, ps and pi, for obtaining information during

screening and interviewing. Making this assumption, we can obtain evidence on

the relationship between intensive and extensive search." Intereptingly,
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' TABLE 1-1

INTENSIVE SEARCH, EXTENSIVE SEARCH, AND HIRING COSTS

NAPPLIC NINTERVW APERINT COSTPERA' DCOST

Number
of

Emplo ers

Number of
Employees

per
Emplo er

Industry

.10

Miningand agri. 5.64 2.56 2.07 1.48 6.98 42 131

Construction 5.06 3.99 1.76 2.69 8.23' 154 38

Manufacturing 13.18 3.97 . 8.75 2.03 11.64 '275 167

Transportation
and utilities

10.55 4.41 2.67 2.51 12.42 96 '94

Wholesale 8.79 6.19 1.57 2.58 12.81 221 45

Retail 8:12 4.37 2.36 1.53 7.23 712 '41-

Fin., ins., and
real estate

8.04 *-1\.45 1.86 2.61 11.10 165 69

Other services 8.31 4.50 2.17 2.29 10.97 599 46

Total , 8.69 4.48 2.93 2.09 9.87 2264 64

Occupation

Professional or
technical

7.03 4.28 1.58 3.34 15.71 183 64

Managerial 7.83 4.05 2.24 3.43 16.99 85 74

Clerical 10.22 5.81 1.98 2.10 12.90 539 66

Sales 9.64 5.19 2.18 2.05 10.60 308 39

Service 8.54 3.86 2.99 1.48 6.30 427 57

Blue-collar 7.77 3.66 4.35 1.99 7.08 722 75

Total 8.69 4.48 2.93 2.09 9.87 2264 64

Note: Since means reported are arithmetic means, the pro
and NAPPLIC does not necessarily equal the mean of the di

there was only one employment offer made. Note also that

product of the means of INTERVW and APERINT does not equa
rif
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there appears to be a trade-off between intensive and extensive search. Specl-

ifically, a 10 percent increase in.the(number of applicants seen per employ- s

ment offer implies a decrease in the hours spent per applicant of 3.2 percent.15

We now turn to a discussion of how and why extensive sparch and intpnsivp

the direct cost of hiring.

1.4 Determinants of Employer Search and Hiring Costs

Let Z denote a vector of variables that, in influencing an employer's

choice of intensive search costs and extensive search (measured by C0STPERA

and NAPPLIC = APERINT e4NINTERVW, respectively), affect the direct cost of

hiring as'defined by equation (1). To obtain the effects of changes in ele-

ments of Z on intensive search cost, on the components of extensive search,

and on direct hiring cost, the following equations are estimated:

(4) ln(COSTPERA) = ac + acZ + e

(5) In (APERINT) = as fiaZ + e

(6) ln(NINTERVW) = ai + eiz + e

Let the number of offers per person hired be estimated by

(7) ln(NOFFER) = a, + eoz + 6

The logarithm of total hours spent per applicant hired is then estimated by

(8) ln(DCOST) = (aci-@a+i+ao) + (13c-f3a+f3ifl30)Z + C

Table 1-2 provides a description of the variables involved in the estima-

tion of equations (4) through (8). Table 1-3 Summarizes the discussion to

follow and indicates the predicted effect on intensive search cost, extensive

search, and the direct cost of hiring of each variable IL. the vector of inde-

pendent variables, Z. Table 1-4 presents an estimation of equations (4)

through (8). For each variable, its effect on intensive sear cost is given

by its coefficient in equation (4), the sum of its coefficients in equations

(5) and (6) indicates its effezt on extensive search, and its coefficient in

equftion (8) summarizes the net effect on direct hiring cost:16

In a recent article on the relationship between employer size and wages,

Mellow (1982) suggests that at both the establishment and the firm level, an

increase in size "results in increased difficulties in monitoring worker per-

formance" (p. 495). ,3reater monitoring costs for larger establishments or for

firms with more than one plant imply an increase in dispersion in the net ex-

pected present value of labor services offered by a new employee. That any
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TABLE 1-2

DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES

Meant'

Variable (Standard

Naie Description , Deviation)

Number of, hours spent by company personnel recruit- 9.87

ing, screening, and interviewing applicants to (17.16)

hire one individual for the position.b
(total number hours/number hired)

DCOST

NAPPLIC Number of people who applied for the position per 9.22

person hired (number of applicants/number hired) (23.17)

INTERVW Number of applicants who were interviewed for the
position per person hired (number interviewed/

number hired)

NOFFER Number of applicants who were offered a job per

persoi hired (number of offers/number.hired)

OSTPERA Number'of hours spent recruiting, screening, and
interviewing per applicant for the position
(DCOSTS/APPLIC)

APERINT

NINTERVW

SIZE

OTHESTAB

Number of applicants per applicant interviewed for

the position (APPLIC/INTERVW)

Number of applicants.interviewed for the position

per offer (INTERVW/OFFER)

Number of full and part-time employees .at"the

establishment during the week of July 1, 1981
.,

Equals one if company has a division or
subsidiaries located in other ateas

4.85
(8.55)

1.08
(.42)

2.40
(4.14)

2.89

(26.58)

4.48

(6.85)

63.58
(235.65)

.26

FREQVISIT Number of .people who came looking for work in the .37

past .10 days divided by current, employments (1.01)

FREQPHONE Number of telephone calls received from people .64

looking for work in the past 10 days divided i (3.02)
P

by current employmentd

UNION Proportion of current nonsupervisory workers .09

Covered by collective bargaining (.27)

TRAIN Measure of the total cost typically incurred to 169.78

train individual hired for the position during (241.49)

the first 3 months of employment('
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Table 1-2--Continued

Variable
Name

PROPGEN

Description

1.4earTa
(Standard
Deviation)

Indicates proportion of skills learned by new
employees in the position that are useful outside
the companyf

Jo
(.28)

PARTTIME Equals 1 if usual hours worked per week at .14

the position is less than 30

TEMPSEAS Equals one if position was supposed to be .15

temporary or seasonal when individual was hired

COSTMAM Current cost of the most expensive machine 24,261.70
people in the position work on or withh (52,751.58)

lI

MULTOPEN Equals one if there were more than one opening .13

for the position during the period when the
individual was hired

ADNOTICE - Equals one if there was any advance notice of .53

the existence of the vacancy that was filled

DIFFIR Equals one if a great deal of documentation or .11

paperwork is required to fire an employee

DIFFIRS Equals one if some but not a great deal of .20

documentation or paperwork is required to
fire an employee,

.1M.11.11.

aMeans are for the 2,264 employers in the sample that (a) had one or more employees
during the week of July 1, 1981, and (b) provided information on the hiring process
associated with the last position filled prior to August 1981 concerning DCOST,
number of applicants, number interviewed, number of offers, and number hired. Zero
answers for DCOST were assigned the value of one half, as were zero answers with
respect to the number interviewed. In the few cases Where the number of applicants
was less than the number interviewed, the number of applicants was set as equal to
the number interviewed.

bConcerns last position filled prior to August 1981. Approximately 10 percent of
employers hired more than 1 person.

cZero answers to the number of people who came looking were assigned the value of
0.1 (before dividing by current employment). "Don't kaw"and "not available" were
assigned the mean value.

dZero answers to the number of telephone calls were assigned the value of 0.1
(before dividing by current employment). "Don't knoW" and "not available" answers
were assigned the mean value.

10
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Table 1 -2 -- Continued

eTRAIN is a weighted sum of the total hours during the first 3 months that the

averager new employee in the position spends in training activities in which he

or she it' watching other peop:. do the job rather than doing it her or himself

(weight = 0.8), plus the total hours during the first 3 months typically spent on

formal training possibly done by specially trained personnel (weight = 1.5), plu's

the total hours during the first three months that management and line supervisors

typically spent away from other activities giving informal individualized training

or extra supervision (weight = 1.5), plus the total hours during the first 3 months

that co-workers who are not supervisors typically spent away from their normal work

giving informal individualized training or extra supervision (weight = 1). "Don't

know" and "not available" answers were assigned the mean value. If the sum was 0,

TRAIN was ,assigned the value of 0.5'. An upper bound of 520.hours was also set.

(Obtained by assigning value of 0.9 to employers who said "almost all", 0.67 to
employers who said "most", 0.33 to employers who said "some", and 0.1 to employers

who said "almost none". "Don't know" and "not available" answers were assigned the

mean value.

gFor those answering less than 5 or greater than 100, the values of 2 and 115

were assigned. Otherwise, it represents the geometric Mean of the interval chosen,

where the intervals to choose from were 5-15 and 16-100. "Don't know" and "not

available answers" were assigned the 'mean value,

hFor those answering less than $2,000 or greater than $200,000, the values of.

$1,000 and $250,000 were apsigned. "Don't know" and "not available" answers were

assigned the value of $10,000. Otherwise, the value represents the geometric

mean of the interval chosen, where the intervals to choose from were $2-10,000,

$10,000- 50,000, and $50,000-200,000.
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TABLE 1-3

44'

HYPOTHESIZED FECTS OF DETERMINANTS OF

EMPLOYE SEARCH AND HARING COSTS

Explanatory
Variablea 1000STPERA) ln(APERINT) ln(NINTERVW) NINTERVW) ,ln(DCQ$T)

Intensive

De endent Variable
Applicants' .

Extensive Direct.

per Interviews Search Hiring

Search Cost InterView per Offer Costi

ln(APERIN

ln(SIZE)

OTHESTAB

DIFFER

3 DIFFIRS

ln(FREQVISIT)

ln(FREQPHONE)

ln(TRAIN
PROPGEN

- + +'

ln(TRAIN) + +

(1- PROPGEN)

ln(COSTMACH) + ? + + +
t

PARTTIME%ox . - ?
- - -

. TEMPSEAS - ? - - -

UNION ?

ADVNOTICE ?

MULTOPEN
4

ln(NCOMPET)

ln(NCOMPET)
PROPGEN

I WO

aVariables are defined in table 1-2.
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TABLE 1-4

ESTIMATES OF DETERMINANTS OF EMPLOYER SEARCH
AND HIRING COSTS

De endent VariabIea

Expanatory
Variableb Mean

ln(COSTPERA)
(4)

ln(APERINT)

(5)

ln(NINTERVW)
(6)

fn(NOFFER)

(7)

ln(DCOST)

(8)

ln(SIZE) 2.77 -.032 .074 .067 .003 .111

(1.67) (6.02) (3.99) (.72) (5.26)

OTHESTAB .26 .012 .004 .247 -.010 .254

(.21) (.12) (4.93) (.88) (4.04)

DIFFER .11 .192 .122 .181 .033 .528

(2.25) (2.28) (2.44) (2.04) (5.69)

DIFFIRS .20 .201 .008 .185 .024 .418

(3.26) (.21) (3.44) (2.00) (6.21)

ln(FREQVISIT) -2.35 -.048 .037 .031 -.002 .018

(3.15) (3.82) (2.34) (.55) (1.09)

ln(FREQPHONE) -2.13 .004 .018 .013 ,.002 .037

(.27) (2.05) (1.09) (.81) (2.44)

ln(TRAIN)' 3.07 .146 -.011 .103 .006 .244

PROPGEN (7.04) (.82) (5.69) (1.47) (10.79)

ln(TRAINO' 1.28 '.135 .011 .110 .004 .260

(1-PROPGEN) (4.40) (.56) (4.12) (.66) (7.77)

ln(COSTMACH) 8.59 .029 .010 -.002 -.009 .036

(1.98) (1.11) (.14) (.32) (2.29)

PARTTIME .14 -.218 .127 -.184 .020 -.256

(3.13) (2.89) (3.03) (1.47) (3.36)

TEMPSEAS .15 &-.181 .029 -.305 -.011 -.468

(2.70) (.69) (5.24) (.87) (6.41)

UNION .09 -.217 .242 -.259 -.032 -.265

(2.36) (4.18) (3.23) (1.83) (2.65)

ADVNOTICE .53 .017 .093 .205 .001 .316

(.37) (3.17) (5.07) (.12) (6.24)

MULTOPEN .13 -.149 .074 -.100 .051 -.123

(2.70) (1.66) (1.63) (3.79) (1.59)
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Table .1-4--Continued

De endent Variablea

Expanatory
Variableb Mean

ln(COSTPERA)
(4

ln(APE'RINT)
5)

Ln(NINTERVW)
6

ln(NOFFER)

(7)

ln(DCOST)
8)

ln(NCOMPET) 3.03 -.042 -.006 .061 .005 .014

(1.08) (.24) (1.80) (.07) (.32)

ln(NCOMPET). 2.22 .034 .011 .039 .003 .087

PROPGEN (.68) (.56) (.90) (.34) (1.59)

Constant -.741 .076 .008 .008 -.650

(4.52) (.73) (.06) (.25) (3.64)

R2 (adjusted) .05, .06 .14 .01 .24

Std. error 1.09 .69 .95 .21 1.19

aThe mean of ln(DCOST) is 1.39. The mean of ln(COSTPERA) is 0.067. The mean of . 4

ln(APERINT) is 0.35. The mean of ln(NINTERVW) is 0.91. The mean of ln(NOFFER) is

0.05. The absolute values of the t-statistics Appear in parentheses. Regression

results are for a sample size of 2,264 employers.

bVariables are defined in table 1-2.

tka
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mistake In taring is likely to impose greater costs at larger firms leads

larger firms to exercise more care in selecting new employees. Thus it is

hypothesized that extensive search, intensive search cost, and direct hiring

cost will be greater at larger firms. Ambiguity does .exist with respect to

the predicted effect of firm size on the number of Applicants seen'per in-

terview, since it is negatively related to intensive search but positively

related to extensive search.

The above hypotheses were tested by examining the effect of two measures

of size, ln(SIZE) and OTHESTAB. ln(SIZE) denotes the logarithm of the number

of employees at the establishment as of July 19r1. OTHESTAB is a dummy vete.-

able equal to one if the company has other dfcisions or subsidiaries located
ti

out of the area.

The evidence indicates that employers of larger establishments do, in

fact, engage in more extensive search. A doubling in the establishment size

increases both the number interviewed per offer and the number of applicants

per applicant interviewed by approximately 5 percent, and thus increases the

number of applicants per offer by approximately 10 percent. However, the

number of hours spent per applicant unexpectedly falls by over 2 percent. The

net effect on the direct cost of hiring is that it increases approximately 8

percent with a doubling in the size of the employer. Consistent with greater

monitoring costs, companies having other establishments outside the area have

29 percent higher direct costs, reflecting greater extensive search, specifi-

cally an increase in the number of applicants interviewed per offer. Inten-

sive search in terms of the number of hours spent per applicant is not changed

by being part of a larger company.

These findings, although, in general consistent with the theory, have

two peculiarities: the large positive effect of establishment size on the

number of applicants per interview and the negative, effect of establishment

size on intensive search cost. This suggests a second complementary rationale

to explain why larger establishments invest greater resources in recruiting

and selecting workers. Specifically, assume that larger establishments are

more likely to have individuals whc specialize in the screening of applicants.

Due to specialization, the price vector for information obtained from each

applicant, ps, is lower.17 According to equation (2), a lower ps reduces

the marginal cost of information obtained oneach applicant, Is. One thus

expects Is to increase, and this increased information obtained at the



application stage to substitute for jnformation gathered via an interview.

This leads to the prediction that larger escablishments will gather less in

formation by interviews and will have/a lower probability of interviewing an

applicant (i.e., an increase in the expected number of applicants seen per ap-

plicant interviewed). The net effect on intensive search cost, COSTPERA, is

unclear, although a reduction is now not unexpected.18

Lippman and McCall (1981), in examining the implications of the existence

of belated information on the .optimal search strategy, argue that in en-

vironments in which belated information exists (in our case, information is

obtained by.the employer on the productivity of the new employer after the

hiring decision is made), if turnover is not permitted then the "searcher. . .

is more careful in his irrevocable decision making" (p. 142). Thus, indepen-

dent of any difficulties in observing a worker's contribution, if employers

find it difficult to react to a mistake (i.e.,,to fire an individual whose

discovered productivity does not exceed the, compensation package), then mis-

takes will be more costly. As a result, such employers are hypothesized as

engaging in more extensive search and intensive search prior to hiring, and

thus incur greater direct hiring costs.

The predictions of the effects of firing,difficulties on employer search

and hiring costs are confirmed by the evidence. Employers who state that a

great deal of documentation or paperwork is required to fire an employee

4\(DI IR 1) have a 70 percent higher direct cost of hiring. This reflects a

21 percent increase in hours spent per applicant and a 35 percent increase in

applicants, per employment offer. Employers who state that some but not a

great deal f documentation or paperwork is required to fire an employee
11.,

2(DIFFIRS 3. ) incur 52 percent greater direct hiring costs. This reflects a
f

22 percent increase in hours spent per applicant and a 21 percent increase in

the number of applicants per employment offer.

Mortensen (1970) argues that one response of an employer to an increase

in output demand is to lower the minimum skill requirements In hiring. One

would predict changes in labor market conditions to have similar effects on

16
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employer search. At the time of the survey each employer was asked "during the

past 10 days, how many telephone calls did you and yopir peisonnel office re-

ceive from people seeking work" and "during the past 10 days, about how many

people came to your company looking for work." Divisicn of each of these by

the current number of employees and taking the logarithm generates two mea-

sures, ln(FREQPHONE) and ln(FREQVISIT), of the flow of individuals seeking

work at the firm at the time of the survey. If differences across employers

in ln(FREQPHONE) and ln(FREQVISIT) tend to remain constant over time, then

these variables indicate the flow of applicants to the employers

at the time a new employee was hired.19

An increase in the flow of applicants to an employer reduces T, the

average time between applicants. According to equation (3), a reduction in T

lowers the increment in the indirect cost of hiring to an increase in exten-

sive search in terms of the expected number of applicants per employment of-

fer, NAPPLIC. Thus, we hypothesize that the components of extensive search

are related directly to ln(FREQPHONE) and In (FREQVISIT),,as emplOyers raise

their minimum skill requirements in response to an increased flow of appli-

cants. On the other hand, intensive search costs are expected to fall with

increases in ln(FREQPHONE) and ln(FREQVISIT), as extensive search is substi-

tuted for intensive searchIc..The net effect on the direct coat of hiring is

ambiguous, although the sum of direct and indirect hiring costs must fall.

The evidence indicates that extensive search does increase with an

increase in FREQPHONE and FREQVISIT. However, an increase in the rate of

telephone calls increases the number of applicants per interview but not the

number of interviews per employment offer. On the other hand, an increase in

the rate of visits by job seekers increases not only the number of applicants

per interview but also the number interviewed per employment offer. Thus, as

one might expect, employers' extensive search choices are more responsive to

changes in. the number of individuals who visit the employe4i seeking work than

to changes in the number who telephone the employer seeking work. This is

also true with respect to the substitution of extensive search for intensive

search. A greater flow of applicants visiting the employer reduces the aver-

age time spent with each applicant, while a greater rate of telephone calls

does not significantly alter the investment in intensive search.

17
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Now, consider the effects of on-the-job training. If training is impor-

tant, there will be greater dispersion in the distribution of the present

value of labor services offered by individuals applying for a particular posi-

tion. Since the wage profile specified for the pftition does not perfectly

reflect the actual increases in productivity, increatted training implies a

larger gain to additional information gathered by intensive and extensive

search. We therefore hypothesize that the firm will be more careful in

selecting new employees when the job requires a great deal of on-the-job

tra ning. Let ln(TRAIN) denote the logirithm of the weighted sum of different

typ s of informal and formal training typically associated with the position

dur ng the first 3 months of employment.", The prior discussion leads.to

the ypothesis that ln(TRAIN) is directly xelated to extensive search, inten-

sive search, and the direct coot of hiring.

Thl variance of the difference between the value of labor services re-

ceived and the wage paid will be particularly grvt if the training is spe-

cific to the firm.21 Thus training that is predominantly specific to the

firm should lead the firm to take great care in hiring and engage in extra

extensive and intensive search. Thus, in estimating equations (4) through

(8), ln(TRAIN) is interacted with PROPGEN and (1 - PROPGEN), where PROPGEN

denotes the proportion of skills lerned by new employees in the position that

are useful outside the company.

The evidence indicates that an increase in either general or specific

training raises the direct cost of hiring by increasing extensive and inten-

sive search. Unexpectedly, the effects of specific and general training on

intensive and extensive search are very similar. The number of applicants per

employment offer rises approximately 1 percent given a 10 percent increase in

either general or specific training, while the hours spent per applicant rise

by over 1 percent given a 10 percent increase in either general or specific

training. One interpretation of general training having an effect similar to

specific training on hours spent per applicant is that, with general training,

the hours spent reflect not only greater employer search but also the increas-

ed gathering of informatio by applicants on the investment opportunity (gen-

eral training) offered.
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Like training, larger physical capital inputs .utilized by a worker may
increase the dispersion in the net present value of labor services offered. A
measure of the physical \capital input, COSTMACH, is computed from the answer
to the question "if it were purchased today, what would be the cost of the
most expensive machine people, in this position work on or with." As expect-
ed, the greater the expense of the machine individuals work on or with, the
greater the time emplitoyers devote to recruiting, screening, and interviewing
applicants. Interestingly; the close to 3 percent increase in direct hiring
cost associated with a doubling in the Cost of the machines worked on or with
occurs primarily due to an increaiii in intensive. search (i.e., in hours spent
per applicant). The number of applicante seen is not significantly affected.

Other variables that are directly associated with the dispersion of the
net present value of labor services offered are the expected tenure of the
employment relationship and the intensity of the employment relationship.
PARTTIME denotes a position in which a typical week is less .than 30 hours
and TEMPSEAS denotes a position that is temporary or seasonal in nature. We
hypothesize that either variable will be inversely related to intensive
search, extensive search, and direct hiring cost.

As expected, the number of hours spent per person hired is 23 percent
lower if the position is part-time. This reflects a 20 percent drop in in-.
tensive search costs (hours spent per applicant) and a 6 percent drop in
extensive search (the number of applicants seen per offer). Note that the
fall in extensive search reflects a drop in the number of applicants inter-
viewed per offer that offsets an increase in the number of applicants per
interview. Similarly, hours spent per person hired is 37 percent lower if
the position is a temporary one. This is due to a drop in the hours spent per
applicant of 17 percent and a fall in the number of applicants per offer Of 24
percent.

Brown and Medoff (1978) suggest that employers may respond to the higher
employee compensation package imposed by a union by hiring higher-quality
workers. They express reservations concerning this view, but suggest that the
issue "should be studied in greater detail, (in part by utilizing) data sets
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which provide additional measures of labor quality" (p. 375). The vari-
able UNION denotes the reported proportion of workers covered by collective
bargaining agreements. An Increase in the proportion eovpro4i JP likplv $

reflect an increased probability that the position filled ia-'s unionized

position. Following Brown and Medoff, we hypothesize that the variable UNI9N4

should be directly related to extensive search, intensive search, and direct

hiring cost, as employers seek higher-AuLaity workers for unionized positions.

Surprisingly, the evidence indicates that direct hiring costs are lower

for unionized jobs, due to reductions in the hourki-spent per applicant, the

number interviewed per offer, and the number' of offers per hire. Offsetting
this to some degree is a higher number of applicants evaluated per applVant
interviewed.22 Potential explanations of this are (1) search activity 1:1\

the union has been neglected; '(2) self-selection occurs whereby only high

quality job seekers apply because unionized employers are mown to hire only
high quality individuals; and (3) the higher compensation of unionized posi-

tions alters the behavior of workers (i.e., reduces the likelihood of quit-

ting) in such a way that it reduces the gain to additional search that derives

from discovering individUals possessing preferred characteristics (i.e.,

greater employment stability).

Advance notice of a vacancy (ADVNOTICE a 1) means that for at least a

while extensive search incurs no indirect costs. This should allow the firm

to review more applications and interview more people. As expected, advance

notice of a vacancy raises direct hiring costs (although the implied sum of

direct plus indirect hiring costs is lower), specifically by raising extensive

search- -Loth the number of applicants seen per interview and the number inter-

viewed per offer.

There likely to be diminishing returns to recruitment investments and

intensive search, so employers with multiple openings (MULTOPEN a 1) will face

high marginal search costs and consequently invest less in search. Unexpect-

edly, the existence of multiple openings does not significantly reduce exten-

sive search. However, the existence of multiple openings does reduce the hours

spent per applicant. It is evident that less is invested in search prior to
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an employment offer when the employer has multiple openings. This is consis-

tent with the hypothesis that higher adjustment costs are associated with a

more rapid increase in employment (see, for example, Mortensen 1973). This

follows since the reduced care taken to locate an acceptable new employee by

a firm with multiple openings imposes costs on the firm in terms of a lower

expected contribution to output from the additional worker.

Two variables whose effects are difficult.to predict are the logarithm of

the number of oe4er employers'in the area who require skills learned by the

new, employee, ln(NCOMPET),. and this variable weighted by the proportion of

skills learned that are useful outside the company, ln(NCOMPET) PROPGEN.

One could argue that the greater ln(NCOMPET), and 'especially ln(NCOMPET)

PROPGEN, the greater the fIrow of potentially qualified applicants to an em-

ployer. This implies lower, costs for ihcreased extensive search. On the other

hand, the increase in the number of alternative employers who require the

skills taught by the employer would tend to increase the likelihood of quits,

reducing expected tenure, and thus, the gains to extensive and intensive

search by the employer. Yet, the increase in the number of such alternative

employers might increase not only the mean quit probability of an applicant

but also the dispersion of this quit probability across potential applicants.

This would provide an incentive for the employer to seek additional informa-

tion on applicants to alter the quit probability. The evidence is that nei-

ther variable has a significant effect on intensive search costs, extensive

search, or the direct cost`of hiring.

The specification of equations (4) through (8) reported here excluded oc-

cupational and industrial dummy variables, since no immediate justification

for their inclusion is apparent. 8'pecifications including occupational and

industrial dummy variables were also estimated and the findings remained

essentially unaltered.23 The search process to fill a managerial or pro-'

fessional/technical position is considerably more intensive (50 percent) than

the process for filling a blue collar position. It is not, however, more

extensive: the number of applicants per interview and the number of in-

terviews per offer are essentially the same. Filling a clerical position

typically requires 17 percent more time per applicant and 40 percent more

interviews per offer than filling a blue collar position. Sales positions do
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not require a more intensive search process but the number of interviews per

hire are typically 28 iaercent higher than for blue collar Positions. The

extent and intensity of the search process for a service occupation is very

similar to that for a blue collar position.

1.5 Conclusion

In the labor market, t4T screening and interviewing activity of employ-

ers prior to a' new hire plays an important role in determining the matching of

workers across'firms and tasks. Miring costs also determine to some degree

the fixity of labor. Yet, with the notable exception of'Rees and Shultz

(1970), a systematic study of employer search activity and hiring costs has

been lacking. Utilizing' n extensive new data source that was designed In

part to solicit information on the nature and degree' of employer search, this

ahapter fills the volii: While many unanswered questions remain, the following

findings have emeiged:

Employers engage in both extensive and intensive search, which, involves
an averageatne applicanti per job offer and spending per appliint over
two/haters of company personnel time in recruiting, screening, and inter-
viewing activities.

Employers appear to trade off intensive and.extensive search.

,targer employers engage in more extensive search (more applicants per
offer) but lees intensive search (fewer hours spent per applicant).
Total hours spent to fill a position are on net higher for larger
employers.

Increases in the flow of job seekers phoning or visitingthe firm result
in greater extensive search, with some substitution of extensive for
intensive search.

Employers choose less intensive and extensive search to fill part-time
and temporary or seasonal positions.

Employers offering more training search both more extensively and
intensively.

Employers with a greater proportion of their work force unionized, spend
fewer hours searching, although they do see more applicants per inter-
view.

Employees with,advance notice of a vacancy search more pktensively.

Employers who face greatei- costs of discharging employees are more
careful about who they hire and demonstrate this by investing greater
resources in both extensive and intensive search.
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The imFortant implication of these findings for the management of schools

will be discussed in chapter 4 so they are not developed here. The study also

has a number of implications for general research on the job search/hiring

process. For instance, the evidence presented in this chapter suggests that

the higher wages occurring at larger plants and at larger firms is in part due

to a propensity to hire workers of higher quality--as indicated by the greater

search undertaken by such employers. The effect of size is strengthened if

there are controls for'industry.and occupation, a doubling of establishment

size increases direct hiring costs by approximately 14 percent, the'number of

applicants seen per interview by 6 percent, and the number of individuals

interviewed per employment offer by 7 percent. Firms with more than one

establishment incur 40 percent higher direct hiring costs, reflecting again

greater extensive search.

Employer search appears to be no greater for union than for non-union

workers'. This result is consistent with Brown and Medoff's evidence that
. ,

union workers do not differ in iality from nonunion workers. Finding a

positive relationship between the difficulty of firing a worker and employer

search provides support for the belated information search theory offered by

Lippman und McCall. The fact that employers are less careful in screening

applicants when faced with a lower applicant flow supports Mortensen's

hypothesis of changes in hiring standards in response to changes in output or

labor market conditions. The less careful search by employers with multiple

openings provides evidence of labor adjustment costs that increase with the

rate of change in employeat. Finally, the evidence that positions involving

greater training are positions for which employer search is greater suggests

one must be careful in interpreting the results .of training, either general or

specific, on thd wage profile. Specifically, we argue that increased train-

ing raises the gains to a more careful search if training and ability are

positively correlated. Thus, a comparision of the experience of'two individ-

uals with different on-the-job training will tend to overstate the return to

the additional training since the individual who :eceivea greater training is

likely to have been more carefully selected by his or her employer (and there-

fore of somewhat greater ability).
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There are at least two important extensions to the analysis in this

cnapter. First, we.hbve #0,00.4 ti villatIN lt1 SuviAgi wily file C0004

information-gathering activity of an employre prior to hiring. Important

attributes of this search process are thus neglected. For instance, our

measure of intensive search, hours spent per interview, ignores differences

in information about an applicant that might arise given Ulf, source of ap-

plicants. Thus, our analysis cannot take into account Granovetter's (19/4)

suggestion that information available on an applicant isviewed by employers

as "better- if the individual became .acquainted with the job opening by

"personal contact" (e.g., is'a referral from a current employee). This

possibility is examined in the ndxt chaptei.

A second important extension of the analysis in the paper is suggested by

its focus on differences in the resources employers devote to the search for

new, employees. Suppliers of labor also incur costs to locate a suitable em-

ployer, and these search costs contribute to the degree of fixity of labor as

well. For instance, Barron and Mellow (19/9) discuss differences in hours per

week unemployed job seekers spend searching. Granoietter, in a more indepth

study, considers the various methods job seekers .Imploy to obtain information

leading to employment; An extension of work in this area would involve a

shift in focus away from either employer hiring activity or worker job-seeking

behavior to consider the job- matching process and the interrelations that

develop in the matching of jobs and workers. The recent theoretical paper by

Ramaswami (1963) is an important contribution to this endeavor. It is inter-

.

estiag to note that our preliminary finding (see footnote 23) of a positive

correlation between the starting wage and employer extensive search, other

things equal, tE-. consistent with Ramaswami's hypothesis that employers who

engage in more extensive search must compensate applicants for the reduced

probability of an employment offer.

4o.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Recent empirical tests of job search theory include Black (1980), Yoon

(1981), Kahn and Low (1982), and Flinn and Heckman (1983).

2. The model draws upon the recent work in search theory by Lippman and

McCall (1981), which considers search when information is incomplete at
the time the decision to act (in our.ase, hiring a new employee) is

made. Other theoretical papers that address this issue in the context of
job search include Johnson ( ,78) and Borjas apd Goldberg (1978).

-'
3. Walter Y. Oi (1960), in a seminal paper, develops the implications of

fixity of the labor input. Analogous to Tobin's "q" in capital invest-

ment decisions, Oi's "q" measures the degree of fixity of the labor input

by the difference between an employee's value of marginal product apd the

wage. This discounted difference reflects, in part, hiring costs.

4. Specificallyit is assumed the length of time between applicants is
exponentially distributed, with 9 denoting tie constant probability of

an individual applying for employment during 1-very small time interval

and T 1/9.

5. Typically, this information is obtained from an application form. The

choice of information that makes up a set of qualification measures and

the method of combining such information into a one-dimensional measure

to aid in the prediction o V are optimization probleme.not dealt with in

this paper. The screenin literature argues that education may b.! one

variable that enters spec an optimization problem (see, for example,

Spence 1973 or Stiglitz 1978).

6. It is assumed that the expected value of labor services offered by indi-

viduals with a screening index of qualifications, Qs(Is), at least as

great as the rlservap,p screening index, (Is, is increasing in qs. That is,

@E(VIQs(is)>qs)/ aqs>0. The sequence of screening applicants prior to
interviewing implies that the cost to an employer of aninterview is high

relative to the cost of screening an applicant using an application form.

7. It is assumed that the expected value of labor services offered by indi-

viduals with an interview index of qualifications, Qi(Ii), at least

as great as the reservation interview index, qi, is increasing in

qi. That is, 3E(VNI(Ii)>4)/ aqt>0.

8. A decrease in the expected number of applicants per interview reflects a

decline in the reservation screening index. It is assumed that in the

screening and interviewing process, decision rules made prior to search

with respect to information sets and reservation qualification indices

are not altered during the hiring process.

9. An increase in APERINT reflects an increase in the reservation screening

index, while an increase in NINTERVW reflects. an increase in the re
servation interview index of qualification.A tote that an increase in

APERINT, holding constant NINTERVW, implies that the reservation
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. interview index of qualifications, qt, is appropriately changed

(increased), since with more extensive Screening it is more likely that

an individual interviewed will have qualifications that equal or exceed a

given reservation interview index of qualifications.

10. The survey represents the second wave of a two-wave longitudinal survey

of employers from selected geographic areas across the country. The

first wave, not utilized in this study, was funded by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor to collect data on area labor market effects of its Em-

ployment Opportunity Pilot Project (EOPP). The survey encompassed 10

EOPP pilot sites and 18 comparison sites selected for their similarity to a

the pilot site. The survey design specified a strategy of oversampling

firths with a relatively high proportion of workers. The second.

wave made an attempt to interview all of the respondents' in the first

wave survey. About 70 percent of the original respondents completed .

surveys for the second wave. The data. collected by this second wave

survey on the circumstances surrounding a recently hired worker are more

extensive than those available in the first wave, or in any other data

set known to the authors.

11. 'in the bulk of the sample, the respondent was the owner/manager of the

eatablishment. In large organizations, the primary respondent was the

perion in charge of hiring, generally the personnel officer. When the

primary respondent was unavailable to answer a question, he or dhe was .

asked if\eomeone else in the organization would have the information and

that, part of the interview was completed with this other official. Other

respondents were controllers, wage and salary administrators, and line

supervisors (for questions about a particular recent hire). A copy of

the complete questionnaire as well.as other. related. information is

available on request from the authors.

12. A total of 447 employers responded that they had hired a new employee but

did not have complete information on the ;hiring process, and so

were excluded from the sample.

13. Note that the sample is representative of the hiring activity of a group

of employers, not the hiring activity associated with the employment of a

group of job seekers during a specified time frame. The sample most

likely underrepresents larger employers if the employment of a group of

job seekers over a specified period of time were to be considered.

14. Specifically, assume the relationship between intensive and extensive

searchis of the form COSTPERA a(NAPPLIC)n . If the intensive and

extensive search choices are not correlated, then n - 0 and an estima-

tion of the logarithm of equation (1), excluding ln(COSTPERA), should

yield a coefficient on ln(NAPPLIC) not significantly different from 1.

This presumes ln(NOFFER) is independent of the other components of dir-

ect hiring costs. On the other hand, if there is an inverse relation-

ship between intensive and extensive search (n < 0), then the edtimated

coefficient on ln(NAPPLIC) should be significantly less than /; 1 minus

the coefficient then provides an estimate of n, the elasticity of, sub-

stitution between intensive and extensive search. 'The regression



results are

ln(DCOST ) = .47 .65 ln(NAPPLIC)

NOFFER (.032) (.018) 2
R .38

N 2264

where the numbers in parentheses are standard errors.

15. Note that to some extent the existence of measurement error strengthens

the claim of a trade-off between intensive search and the extensive

search. This follows since NAPPLIC is computed as the ratio a the total
number of applicants to the number of offers; thus, measurement errors
can bias the coefficient on ln(NAPPLIC) toward one.

16. Note that regression (8) provides no new information over that contained

in regressions (4) through (7).

17. This approach to the effect of firm site is suggested in Barton and

Mellow (1982).

18. The increase in the expected number of applicants seen per applicant in-

terviewed will increase extensive search; however, unless COSTPERA falls

dramatically, this argument suggests a fall in the number interviewed.

19. The variables we would prefer to include in the regression are the auto-

nomous flow of job seeker contacts at the time of the hiring event. By

autonomous we mean uninfluenced by the firm's recruitment policies. In

fact, however, the time period for which the flow of job seeker contacts

is measured is between 6 and 24 months after the hiring event being stu-

died, and these flows respond both to the long term recruitment policies

(e.g., whether applications are stockpiled, choice of advertising mode

when there is a vacancy) of the.firm and the employers current circum-

stances and behavior (e.g., number of vacancies, recent advertising ef-

forts, whether phone callers are being encouraged to visit) (see Bishop,

Barron, and Hollenbeck 1983). If these flows had been measured at the

time the hiring decision was made, there would have been an endogeneity

problem that would have positively biased their coefficients (employers

thec wanted to engage in a very extensive search may invest in greater

advertising to generate a larger flow of job Seekers). Since, however,

the time periods are so different, the negative bias produced by random

measurement error is likely to be much more significant than the positive

bias introduced by endogeneity. Dropping FREQPHONE and FREQVISIT from

the regressions does not significantly alter our other findings.

20. The construction of these two variables is described in table 1-2. The

weights chosen for the different components of training reflect hypothe-

sized relative costs. Note that the effect of training is not.sensitive

to changes in the weights or to the interacting of training with PROPGEN.

Specifically, each component of training has a significant positive

effect on the direct cost of hiring.
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21. Note it is assumed that even our measure of general training is not com-

pletely general since costs exist with respect to the providing of infor-

mation to other employers on the outcome of one emplyer's training on

productivity. The general training models typically downplay the perva-

sive nature of such informational costs. For evidence that individual

differences inproductivity at a firm are not fully reflected in the

compensation awarded the individual, see Bishop and Stevenson (1982).

22. Note that the effect of UNION is not significantly changed if industry

and occupation variables are included, no': if a variable interacting the

construction industry with the union variable is included.

23. Also excluded from the regression results reported were estimations that

included variables indicating the existence of a probationary period, the

duration of a probationary period, the annual quit rate for the employer,

and the Starting wage. These variables are excluded since it is felt

that endogeneity problems,are more severe with such variables. Inclusion

of the first three variables does not alter the reported results. Inter-

estingly, the lack of a probationary period has no association with the

direct cost of direct hiring because a rise in the hours spent per appli-

cant is offset by a fall in the number of applicants per employment

offer. For employers with a probationary period, an increase in the dura-

tion of the probationary period is associated with higher direct-hiring

costs as employers spend more hours with each applicant. Surprisingly;

differences in quit rates across employers are uncorrelated with differ-

ences in search behavior. On the other hand, a 10 percent increase in

the starting wage is correlated with an increase in the direct cost of

hiring of 3.2 percent, ever though the number interviewed per offer is

2.2 percent lower; more than compensating is a 6 pekcent increase in

hours spent per applicant (intensive search costs). With the inclusion

of starting wage, in(COSTMACH) no longer significantly affects the direct

cost of hiring.

J6r-
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CHAPTER 2

WHY DO EMPLOYERS PREFER INFORMAL RECRUITMENT MECHANISMS?

John Bishop
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2.1 Introduction

A number of studies have found that one of the most effective methods

of obtaining ajob is to apply at firms suggested by friends or relatives.

Even though only 14 to 17 percent of unemployed jOb Mien 404 tis periCe&b

employed job seekers are using this method at any point in time, 26 percent of

all workers reported that they found their job through a contact suggested by

a friend or relative (Rosenfeld 1975, see table 2.1). In the National Center

employer survey, 41 percent of a random sample of recent new hires were

friends or relatives of the owner, a current employee, or referred by a friend

or relative. In the Employment Opportunity Pilot Project household survey,

friends and relatives suggested only 8.8 percent of the employer contacts made

by job seekers, but these contacts were responsible for 17.6 percent of the

jobs that were obtained.

These studies have Also found that making applicatidhs through the em-

ployment service is a rather ineffective method for obtaining work. Even

though 28 to 33 percent of unemployed job seekers and 25 percent of employed

job seekers report using the empfoyment service, only 5.1 percent of those

with jobs reported they found their last job through a referral from the em-

ployment service. Referrals by private employment agencies and schools also

account for only a small number of the jobs that are found. Of firms with one

or more vacancies at the time of the interview, only 21 percent had listed

their job with the employment service at some time in the previous 2 weeks and

only 17 percent had listed it with either a union or a private employment

agency. In contrast, 48 percent of the employers ha&4nnounced their vacan-
,

cies to current emplvees and 44 pen-lent had not requeeted any referrals and

had neither announced nor advertised their vacancy.1

Employers invest resources in the recruitment and selection process be-

cause they expect it will enable them to hire better workers. Choosing the

optimal mix of recruitment strategies involves weighing the benefits (i.e.,

high-quality workers) of each strategy against its c Employers seldom

invest in all of the recruitment channels that are a. .ble to them. One

factor that may contribute to the employer preference for informal over formal

recruitment channels is the lower cost of informal recruitment channels. A
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TABLE 201

JOB FINDING METHODS;

Per nt Finding
Job this Method Percent Ulan Method

Percent
of All
Contacts.

Ratio o'
Contact
to Jobs
Found.

Employer
Surveys

Worker,.
Sarvevu

o p oy
Findpre Job
19736 Seekerse

nemp oy
Job seeker§
1/74u 3/83°

Friend

Job at their firm. 31.4 12.4 50,8

Other Job N/A 5.5. 41,8

Relitivo

Job it their firm 10,1 6,1 28,4

Other job N/A 2.2 27.3

Apply Directlily 24.8 34.9 66.0

Newspaper Ad 11.8 11,8 50.0

Employment Service 3.6 5.1 33.5

Private Epl, Agency 2.7 5.6 21.0

School 3,7 3.5 12,5

Union .7 1.5 6,0

Employer 5.6 N/A N/A

Other 5,6 11,4 N/A

Total 100 100

69,9

25.3

10.4

5.5

6,9

17.3 8.8k8,8 23

70,5 79,6 38,4 51

28,0 33.3 31,5 96

26,1 24,2 10.5 29

8.8 5.5 2.2 .32

1.1 20

8.2 5.0 9 24

N/A N/A

6.7 35

100

National Center Employer Survey
Rosenfeld (1975, pp. 39-43),

C Rosenfeld (1977, pp. 58 -62). \\,
d Employment and Earnings (1974, table A 15); Employment and Earnings (1983, table A 19)4-'
Tabulations of the Employment Opportunity PtIcm'Project Household data graciously
provided by Mike Keeley of SRI International,
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good measure of hiring coat is the total number of hours spent recruiting,

screening, and interviewing to fill one position. There is a strong relation-

ship between the measure of hiring colts and the recruitment source of the

person hired (see table 2-2).

TABLE 2-2

HIRING COST BY RECRUITMENT SOURCE2

Recruitment Strategies Hours

T-Statistic
for Difference
from Walk-in

Union referral 3.8 2.86

Relatives of current employee 6.1 4.33

Friends of current employees 8.3 1.24

Walk-in
9

School referral
11.2 1.67

Employer referral 12.0 2.59

Employment service referral 14.8 3.71

Private employmeht agency referral 15.6 3.56

Other government agency referral 17.9 3.71

Newspaper ad
10.35

Note: Hours spentorecruiting, screening, and interviewing were pre-

dicted as a function of recruitment source whiletholding constant the

following variables: employer size, flow of job seeker contacts,

unionization, intensity and generality of OJT, part time or temporary

job, and job security policies. For walk-ins the arithmetic mean of

hiring cost was approximately 9 hours. Since walk-ins were the excluded

category in the logarithmic regressions predicting hiring costs, esti-

mates of hiring cost for other recruitment sources- were generated by

multiplying the antilog of the appropriate coefficient times 9 hours.

The table characterizes an association and should not be viewed as

providing estimates of a causal model.

Recruitment sources that were significantly less costly than average were

unions and relatives of current employees (Ba , Ind Bishop 1983). The

sources that were significantly more costly than average were newspaper

advertising and referrals from the employment service, other government agen-

cies, private employment agencies, schools, and other employers.

The choice of which recruitment channel to emphasize is also influenced

by perceived benefits (i.e., beliefs about which channel is most likely to

yield the best workers). Many employers believe that information on who made
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the referral and even how the applicant came to hear of the job helps in mak-

ing a selection among the candidates that are interviewed (Granovktor 1974).

As a result, even after. an application is made, the decision to interview a

particular candidate and the selection for hiring may be influenced by who

referred the applicant. Interviews with employers provide evidence for the

existence of these beliefs. Are these beliefs justified? That is the issue

addressed in this chapter.

These beliefs were put to an empirical test.by comparing individuals

Iostering the same job at the same firm who were recruited from different

sources. Four questions were asked:

Is the time required to train a new employee associated with the source
of his or her recruitment? If yes, which groups require less traiAing?

Is the eeported productivity of a new employee associated with the
source of his or her recruitment? If yes, which groups are more

productive?

Is the wage paid to new employees associated with the source of their
recruitment? If yes, which groups get the higher wages?

Does the firm obtain greater profits if it recruits workers from one

source rather than another? In other words, is the productivity net of
training, recruitment, and wage costs consistently higher for new hires
obtained through certain recruitment channels? If yes, which

recruitment channel seems to be most profitable?

In the section called "Theory," how such associations may develop is

discussed. The specification of the proposed tests is discussed in "Empirical

Specification," the collected information is discussed in "Data," and the re-

sults are presented in "Results."

2.2 Theory

The theoretical and empirical issues raised by the first three questions

are quite different from the issues raised by the fourth question. "Yes"

answers to the first three questions are quite consistent with a perfectly

competitive labor market where all skills are general and information'is

available without cost to everyone. The data suggest that it is not uncommon

for people in the same job with the same tenure to receive different wage

rates. If the firm can offer different wage rates to different new hires, a



perfectly competitive labor market is quite consistent with substantial dif-

ferences in the expected productivity of the new employees hired for a

specific job. If the employer's beliefs are correct about the correlation

between recruitment channel and productivity of the sample of job seekers that

contact the firm, this same correlation will appear when different workers

hired in the same job are compared. Perfect competitiOn implies that the more

productive. groups will receive higher wage rates and that the higher wage will

exactly offset the higher productivity net of training and recruitment costs.

If a firm has a policy of not varying the wage rates paid to people in the

same job, then perfect and costless information and the lack of specific human

capital imply that everyone hired by the firm has the same expected productiv-

ity net of training costs.2

Labor markets, however, are not perfect. Skills are often specific to

particular employers and information about the competence of job applicants is

incomplete and costly to obtain. In firms that pay the same wage to everyone,

circumstances may therefore arise whereby employees recruited from one source

(e.g., referral by another employer) are on average more productive than other

elue...oyees who do the same work and were recruited from another source (e.g.,

the state employment service).. In firms that adjust the entry wage to the

perceived competence of the worker, the productivity net of wages, recruit-

ment, and training costs may vary systematically with the recruitment source

of the worker.

What kinds of market imperfections can produce. variations in the profit-

ability of new hires that are predictable according to the recruitment source

of the new hire? The short answer to the question is imperfections that pro-

duce a correlation between recruitment source and the employer's monopsony

power in hiring that specific individual. A union referral service is one ex-

ample of a recruitment source that substantially affects the employer's mono-

psony power and, in fact, establishes monopoly power on the supply side of the

labor market. If the employer's decision to use a union referral service is

not a completely free choice (e.g., because of the threat of a strike), we

would expect union referrals to be less profitable than a new hire obtained

from other sources. The reason is that a union referral will expect the union
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wage which is typically higher than the wages,paid to new hires who do not

have a union card. While the,union referral is probably more productive, stu-

dies have found that the wage differential for union workers is considerably

greater than any productivity differential in their favor (Brow and Medoff

1978).

When a union is not present, the case for a correlation between employer

monopsony power and recruitment source is somewhat more complicated. Compet-

ition forces the firm to offer each worker a compensation 'package that is at

least equal to what the worker can obtain from other firms. A worker with

characteristics that are visible to many employers and that predict higher

productivity in many firms will inevitably receive higher compensation. A

worker with characteristics that predict higher productivity in one specific

firm but not in other firms, or with positive attributes that are visible to

only one or two employers, may not receive appreciably higher compensation and

thus may provide the firm an opportunity to receive a profit.

If the recruitment source that yields an applicant is correlated with

that individual having a comparative advantage at the jobs in that firm, the

result will be a systematic tendency for the recruitment source to relate to

the profitability of a new hire. An individual may find a comparative ad-

vantage in working at particular firms for such reasons as the following:

e A job applicant may already know skills specific to the firm

because of previoua employment at that firm or a similar firm,

or because he or she is a relative of a current employee.

A job applicant may have a comparative advantage in learning

skills that are specific to the firm because he or she knows

the trainer.

A job applicant may enjoy the job more because he or she will

be working with relatives and friends and this might result in

a higher propensity to stay'at this firm. (The effect of re-

cruitment mechanism on turnover is not examined in this study.)

Another effect of enjoying the work more might be that the

employer can pay a lower wage to the new hire.

A job applicant may have special compatibility with other mem-

bers of the work team (presumably resulting in greater produc-

tivity) because of similar ethnicity or existing friendships

with current employees.

The second reason for systematic variation in the profitability of new

hires would be the availability to the firm of information about applicants
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from a particular recruitment source that is not available to other employers

contacted by the applicant. Such information allows the employer to make a

more refined choice among applicants (e.g., avoiding less-productive workers

and hiring more productive workers without having to pay extra). When an

employer gets a referralifrom a current employee or another employer, the

person hiring normally receives information about the job applicant that is

not available to other employers. As a result, the theory predicts that these

new hires will typically be more profitable than other new hires. Presumably,

the state employment service and schools treat, all employers equally, so one .

would not anticipate that hiring such referrals would offer the firm an op-

portunity to profit.

Why Do Firms Sometimes Use Less-Preferred Recruitment Sources?

If, as we have argued above, some recruitment sources generally yield

less-profitable new hires than others, why are such recruitment sources used

at all? In fact, most firms do se referral sources that they believe

provide the worst (i.e., the least p job candidates. Many firms use

more than one referral source, howdver. Why do they consider and hire job

candidates from recruitment sources that tend to yield inferior workers?

An important feature of preferred recruitment sources is that the flow of

job candidates from the source cannot be expanded at zero cost. The. need to

fill a job by a particular date and the cost of leaving a vacancy open makes

it optimal to consider all people who apply regardless of their recruitment

source and to make a job offer. to the first job seeker that exceeds its reser-

vation quality index. Sometimes the employer is lucky and is able to recruit

from a preferred source and, thereby, have a good chance of hiring a better-

than-average worker. On other occasions, either job applicants from the pre-

ferred recruitment source are not available or the trusted referral source

tells the employer the applicants are not outstanding. When this happens, the

employer must select the new hire from a pool of applicants obtained from

less-preferred referral sources.

The phenomenon just described is illustrated by figure 2-1. The firm

looks at applicants frog three sources and hires the job applicants whose
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Source with
High-Quality

Unique Information
on Candidate

(Pij-Vi)*

A

Source That
Yields Poor

Information on
Candidate

B

Source with
Poor Information
but a Comparative

Advantage.

Figure 2-1. Expected profitability of a new hire. The distribution
of expected productivities net of the reservation wage
(Pi.rWi) of applicants by referral source. Note

that the firm accepts applications from all three
referral sources and hires everone with a (PipWi)
greater than (Pil-Wi)* (i.e., the shaded i,reas).

Also note that tfie expected profitability of those
hired from referral source A (which provides unique
high-quality information on the candidae) and source C
(whose applicants typically have a comparative advan-
tage) is greater than the expected profitabilityof
those hired from source B.
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expected productivity net of their reservation wage, (PijWi), exceeds

their reservation quality index. The expected profitability of the last

person hired from each referral source has to be equal. Even though the means

of the job applicant distributions from referral sources A and B are the same,

a greater proportion of the applicants from A are hired, and for those that

are hired, the mean difference between productivity and wage is larger .for re- .

ferral source A than referral source B. The cause of these differences is the

high-quality information available on job applicants when -they come from

recruitment source A, which significantly increases the variance of the A

distribution of expected productivities.

The other reason why one referral source'may be preferred over another is

illustrated by comparing B and C. The job applicants from recruitment source

C have a comparative advantage regarding the firm's jobs,'so distribution C

has a higher mean than distribution B. This results in a higher proportion of

source C referrals being hired and a higher mean net productivity from those

that are hired.

A firm's ability to recruit workers through its, preferred recruitment

source may also vary with season of the point in the business cycle.3. Note

that if a need for a large number of new hires all at once forces the firm to

lower its reservation quality index (Pij-Wj), the result will be an increase

in the proportion of. all new hires that are from B, the least-preferred re-

cruitment source.

2.3 Empirical Soecificarion

Predictions generated by employer conventional wisdom and the theory just

outlined can be tested by estimating models that characterize how the dif-

ferdnces in the training required, reported productivity, and wage rates of

two new hires in the same job are affected by the source of recruitment of

these new hires. The hypotheses generated by the anecdotal reports of em-

ployers do not imply a rejection of perfect labor markets. They relate to the

impact of recruitment source on the levels of training, reported productivity,

and wage rates. They are as follows:

New hires referred by a union will receive higher wages and be
more productive and less costly to train.
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New hires obtained from an expensive referral source (i.e.,
private employment agencies) either will be more productive
and less costly to train or will be paid lower wages.

New hires obtained from government agencies and schools will
.be -less produdtive and more costly to train.

New hires who are referred by a'current employee or who are
friends or relatives of a current employee will be more pro-
ductive and less costly to trail.

The, predictions made by the theory which do imply rejection of perfect

labor markets relate to the profitability of a new hire (the difference be-

tween productivity net of trainingcost and the wage). They are as follows:

Union referrals will be less profitable.

Employer referrals will be more profitable.

Referrals by current employees of their friends and relatives

will be more profitable.

Employment agency' referrals will seem more profitable (because
recruitment costs are not part of the dependent variable).

Referrals by a government agency will be less profitable.

Referrals by schools wili'be less profitable.

Testing these hypotheses involves measuring the association between re-

cruitment source and job performance4in a sample of new hires. There is no

need for structural models of the underlying population relationship between a

worker's productivity and his/her referral source. Since an individual job

seeker may appear to oae employer as coming from one referral source and to

another employer as coming from another referral source, such a relationship

is not even well defined. Structural models of the relation between referral

source and performance in a sample of job applicants cannot be estimated in

data on new hires without bias'because of the truncated nature of the sample

(i.e., the job applicants who were believed to have low productivity were not

hired, so observations on their job performance are not available) (Brown

1982). The point of the theoretical discussion is not just that some re-

cruitment sources typically yield better workers than others, but rather that,

given these associations and the selection mechanisms at work in the labor

market, significant associations may continue to exist between these recruit-

ment sources and job performance even when the job, the employer, and the wage

rates are all held constant.
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Let us assume that in a sample of people who have been recently hired,

job performance, Yip depends upon worker characteristics,,Xi4,.andjob
c! J

characteristics, Zj. A linear model is specified then as follows:

(1) Yij 8Xif+ 0 Zj + uij + vj

4 where

Yij is a vector of outcomes such as training time, supervisor reports

of a worker's productivity, or wage rate of employee "i" in job "j;

Xij is a vector of background characteristics including.recruitment

source of employee "i" in job "j";

Zj is a vector of measurable characteristics of the job ,including

characteristics of the employer;

uij is a random error that is specific to the individual;and
4

vj is a job- specific or employer respondent-specific error.

A problem arises in estimation of equation (1). Because the, wage rate,
,

A

and the amount of training received depend upon unmeasured characteristics of

the job that are correlated with characteristics of the occupant of the job,

the covariance of Xij.and vj is almost certainly nonzero. So,: biased es-

timates of coefficient vector B will be produced. This problem can be dealt

with by estimating a fixed effects model in which the differences in the out-

comes experienced by two people in the same job at the same firm are modeled

as a function of differences in-their background characteristics, as -is shown
.

in equation (2):

. .

(2) Yij Y2j li(Xij-X2j) + ulj u2j

where person one and two both work in the same job "j." Estimating (2) pro-

duces unbiased estimates of B if the Xij's are not correlated with the

uij's.

2.4 Data

An employer survey sponsored by the National Institute of Education and

the National Center for Research in Vocational Education conducted between

February and June 1982 provides the data necessary for examining the asan-

ciation between referral source of a new hire and that new hire's reported



productivity and required training time. The survey represented the second

wave of a two-wave longitudinal survey of employers from selected geographic

areas across the country. The first wave, not utilized in this study, was

funded by the U.S. Department of labor to collect data on area labor market

effects of its Employment Opportunity Pilot Project (EOPP). The survey

encompassed 10 EOPP pilot sites and 18 comparison sites selected for their

similarity to the pilot sites. The survey design specified a strategy of

over-sampling firms with a relatively high proportion of low wage workers.

The second wave made an attempt to interview all of the respondents in the

first wave survey. About 70 percent of the original respondents completed

surveys for the second wave. The data collected by this second wave survey on

the circumstances surrounding a recently hired worker are more extensive than

those available in the first wave, or in any other data set known to the

authors.

In the bulk of the sample the respondent was the owner/manager of the

establishment. In large organizations, the primary respondent wail the person

in charge of hiring, generelly the personnel officer. When the primary re-

spondentwas unable to answer a question, he was asked if someone else in the

organization would have the information and that part of the interview was

completed with this other official. Other respondents were: controllers,

wage and salary administrators, and line supervisors (for questions about a

particular recent hire). A copy of the questionnaire as well as other related

information is available on request from the authors.

The sample of jobs for which paired data are available was generated in

the following manner. A stratified random sample of 3,712 employers way in-

terviewed. Three hundred of these did not have the time for a long inte:.ew,

so shortened questionnaires were administered. Employers who received the

full questionnaire were asked to select "the last new employee your company

hired prior to August 1981, regardless of whether that person is still employ-

ed by your company." A total of 818 employers could not provide information

tor a recent new hire. Most of these firms were small organizations that had

not hired anyone in recent memory. The employers that provided information on

one new hire were asked to provide data on a second new hire in the same job,

but with contrasting amounts of vocational education. Of the 2,594 employers
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that provided data on one new hire, 1,511 had not hired anyone else in that

job in the last 2 years, and 424 had not hired anyone :pith a different amount

of vocational training for that position in the last 2 years. As a result,

data are available on 659 pairs of individuals who have the same job at the

same establishment. Missing data on specific questions used in the model

further reduced the sample used for estimation to about 450. Most of the

establishments from which paired data are available are sma11.4 Seventy

percent have fewer than 50 employees and only 12 percent have more than 200.

Data on the amount of time that is devoted to training new employees

during their first 3 months was obtained from the employer (or immediate

supervisor in large firms). Separate questions asked about training hours

spent in formal training, informal training by management, informal training

by co-workers, and watching others do the job (see questions 206, 271-280 in

appendix B).5 For the sample of firms and jobs, the means for the typical

worker were as follows:

Watching others do the job--47.3 hours

Formal training programs--10.7 hours

Informal training by management--51.0 hours

Informal training by co-workers--24.2 hours

A training time index was constructed that valued and then combined the

time invested it the latter 3 types of training activities during the worker's

first 3 months on the job.6 When supervisors and co-workers are giving in-

formal training to a new employee, the trainee is almost invariably directly

involved in a production activity. Employers report that for informal train-

ing, the trainees are typically as productive while being trained as they are

when working alone. Consequently, informal training is assumed to involve

only the investment of the trainer's time.? The arithmetic mean of this

ind is 124 hours, implying that the value of the time invested in training a

typical new employee in the first 3 months is about 23 percent of the output

that a co-worker would produce in 3 months. The first row of tables 2-3 and

2-4 reports the effects of recruitment source on the logarithim of this train-

ing time index.
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The impact of referral source on the success of a new hire will also be

assessed by examining its association with the reportpd productivity of the

new worker.8 The questions asked for a supervisor's report of the produc-

tivity of new employees.(see questions 282 and 283 in appendix B) after 2

veeks, 12 weeks, and at the time of the survey. The mean values of these

indexes of reported productivity were as follows:

The first 2 weeks--49.0

The next 10 weeks--64.6

Current or most recent--81.4

If it is assumed that these productivity indexes are proportional trans-

formations of true productivity plus a random error, it is possible to combine

the estimates of time investments in training with these productivity esti-

mates to produce estimates of productivity net of training costs of each new

hire during the first 3 months of employment.9 The formula for this calcu-

lation is given by--

(3) NPi RPi ( 1 + TFi ) MTIi + MTFj
520 520

where

NP141 productivity net of training cost of new hire "i",

RPi = relative productivity of new hire to productivity of
typical worker with ;years' tenure,

= .167 PROD2i + .833 PR0D312i,
PRODTYP

PROD2i = reported productivity of new hire during the first 2

weeks,

PROD312i = reported productivity of new hire over the next ten weeks,

PRODTYP = reported productivity of typical worker in same job

with 2 years of tenure,

TWi = time watching others over first 3 months,

TFi = time spent in formal training over first 3 months,

CTi = co-worker time spent training new hire $formally
over first 3 months,

MTIi,(MTFi) = management time spent training new hires informally

(formally) over first 3 months.
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Productivity net of training cost is defined relative to the productivity of a

worker with 2 years of tenure. Its mean is 0.48.

Another dependent variable in the analysis is wage rate. Questions were

asked about the recent hire's current and starting hourly wage rates and an

average rate paid to workers with 2 years of experience. If the respondent

could not report hourly rates, he or she was asked what the monthly salary was

and how many hours the individual worked per week. An hourly wage was calcu-

lated by dividing the salary by 4.33 times hours worked per week. Note that

the starting rate is a nominal wage and that consequently the time since the

person was hired must be controlled when tne starting wage is a dependent

variable.

The final dependent variable studied is a measure of the worker's pro-

ductivity net of training cost minus the wage during the first 3 months of

employment as follows:

(4) Employer net benefit(i) = Productivity
net of train-
ing cost(i)

Starting wage (i)

Wage at 2 year
tenure (typical)

The wage term is normalized on the wage of a typical worker with 2 years

of tenure, whereas the training cost term has been normalized on the reported

productivity of a worker with 2 years of tenure. Subtracting one from the

other means we are assuming that Iv the end of the second yea x of employment,

a typical new worker's productivity rises to the point w re it equals the

wage rate being received for the work. The difference etween employer net

benefits received from two different workers was regr seed on differences in

their background characteristics and recruitment so4tce. The results of this

\..
1

regression are presented in the bottom rows of tabs 2-3 and 2-4. Most of

the theory discussed in this chapter relates to t/ s variable. The employer

net benefits, or profitability of hiring the "i"t worker, is a measure of

at+atj wi for the first 3 months of employment.

2.5 Results

The models that were estimated distinguish the effects of 11 different

potential recruitment sources: (1) union, (2) employer, (3) friend of owner

or current employee, (4) relative of owner or current employee, (5) newspaper,

(6) employment agency referral, (7) school referral, (8) government agency,
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TABLE 2-3

ASSOCIATION BENEEN REFERRAL SOURCE AND THE INING REQUIRED;
REPORTED PROIDUCTIVITY AND WAGE RATE OF A PAR ULAR WORKER

(FRCM MODEL THAT EXCLUDES OTHER CREDENTI )

/(PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES FROWA WALK IN)

Union E lo er
Don't
Know Friend Relative

Other
Referral Newspa er

Employment
Agency

Referral
School

Referral

Government
Agency

Referral R2

Total Training Time -45.0** -14.9* -39.8*** - 4.9 -2.8 2.8 - 7.5 -4,8 4.2 4.7 .057

(1.9) (1.6) (3.3) (.9) ( .4 ) (.3) (1.0) ( .4 ) ( .5 ) (.3)

Reported Productivity

First 2 weeks +65.3*** 3.3 8.7 4.7 .8 7.0 - 2.0 4.8 -1.7 - 8.8 .085

(2.7) (.4) (.7) (1.1) (.1) (.9) (.3) (.5) (.3) (1.2)

3rd-12th week 24.3* 9.4* 9.3 4.0 1.8 2.9 .4 - 5.9 .6 - 5.4 .063

(1.3) (1.6) (1.0) (1.2) A (.4) (.5) (.1) (.8) (.1) (1.0)

Current or 29.9* '5.5 3.8 . 4.1 - 2.3 4.7 .3 7.2 3.8 - 3.7

most recent (1.6) (.9) (.4) (1.3) (.5) '(.9) (.1) (.9) (.8) (05)

..106

Productivity Net of 56.2 24.1** 49.7** 5.3 6.4 6.8 4.9 1.9 - 8.2 -19.2* .062

Training Cost (1.3) (1.7) (2.3) . (.7) (.6) (.5) ( .5 ) (.1) (.7) (1.4)

Wage Rates 59.5*** 2.5 10.5** .3 - 6.3*** .1 - 1.2 1.4 - 3.0 .2 .171

Starting (4.8) (.8) (2.1) (.2) (2.6) (.0) (.5) (.3) (1.2) (.1)

Current 26.8** 7.5** 13.0** 1.8 - 4.0 2.7 - .9 3.0 - 1.3 - 3.1 .201

(2.1) (2.1) (2.2) (.9) (1.4) (.7) (.3) (.6) (.4) (.9)

Employer Net Benefits -52.7 18.8 32.9* 4.6 7.3 5.3 4.5 - 7.3 - 4.2 -22.2** .055

(First Quarter) (1.2) (1.4) (1.6) (.6) ( . 7 ) (.4) (.4) (.4) (.5) (1.7)

Note: These estimates of equat1r.:n 5 include controls for the following van Wes-knew when hired worker was eligible for subsidy,

hours worked per week, whether Job was originally temporary, whether worker s a student. Models pred1cting current reported

productivity and wage rates contain additional controls for tenure and tenure squared. Models predicting starting wage rates and

employer net benefits contain years since hired and years since hired squared. T-statistics are In parentheses under the coefficient.

*p<.10 on a one-tall test
imp.<.05 on a one-tail test
"°.E:(.01 on a one-tair test
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TABLE 2-4

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN REFERRAL SOURCE AND THE TRAINING REQUIRED;
REPORTED PRODUCTIVITY AND WAGE RATE OF A. PARTICULAR WORKER

(FROM MODEL CONTAINING OTHER CREDENTIALS)
(PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES FROM A WALK IN)

Union Em lo er
Don't
Know Friend Relative

Other
Referral Newspa er

Employment
Agency

Referral
School

Referral

Government
Agency

Referral H2

Total Training Time -35.5* -12.6* -30.1 - 4.2 - 3.5 8.8 - 5.4 2.1 4.0 1.7 .259
(1.6) (1.5) (2.6) (.8) (.5) (.9) (.8) (.2) (.5) (.2)

Reported Productivity

First 2 weeks +54.9*** 1.2 .7 4.7 1.8 .6 - 3.7 - 1.2 - 7.1 - 7.1 .208
(2.4) (.2) (.1) (1.2) (.3) (.1) (.6) (.1) (1.1) (1.0)

3rd-1 2th Week 16.7 8.0* 3.6 4.0* 2.3 - .3 - .3 -10.2 - 1.2 - 4.0 158
(1.0) (1.4) (.4) (1.3) (.5) (.1) (.1) (1.2) (.3) (.7)

Current or 21.0 3.9 .2 4.4* - 2.3 2.2 - .5 4.9 2.6 - 2.9 .162
most recent (1.2) (.7) (.1) (1.4) (.5) (.4) (.1) (.6) (.5) (.5)

Productivity Net of 35.8 20.2 31.7 4.8 - 5.0 - 2.7 2.0 - 8.3 -12.9 -15.4 .209
Training Cost (.9) (1.5) :1.6) (.7) (.5) (.2) (.2) (.5) (1.1) (1.2)

Wage Rates: 51.7*** 2.4 4.3** .3 - 5.2*** - 2.2 - 2.0 - .6 - 4.0 .1 .171

Starting (4.9) (.9) (1.0) (.2) (2.5) (.8) (.9) (.2)

(1

(.1)

Current 19.4** 6.8** 8.8* 1.7 - 3.1 .3 - 1.9 - .8 -2:8) - 3.4 .314
(1.7) (1.9) (1.6) (1.0) (1.2) (.1) (.7) (.2) (.9) (1.1)

Employer Net Benefits -61.9* 14.8 23.8 4.4 5.2 .4 3.3 -11.0 - 7.5 -18.1' .122
(First Quarter) (1.5) (1.1) (1.2) (.6) (.5) (.0) (.3) (.6) (.6) (1.4)

Note: These estimates of equation 5 Include controls for the following variables --age, age squared, education, finale, relevant
experience, relevant experience squared, knew when hired worker was eligible for subsidy, hours worked per week, whether Job was
originally temporary, relevant vocational education, whether worker is a student. Models predicting current reported productivi+.
and wage rates contain additional controls for tenure and tenure squared. Models predicting starting wage rates and employer ria
benefits contain years since hired and years since hired squared. 1-statistics are In parentheses under the coefficient.

*p<.10 on a one-tali test
**-0%.05 on a one-tail test
**157<.01 on a one-tail test
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(9) walk-in, (10) other, and (11) "don't know." Walk-in is the excluded

category, so the coefficients presented in tables 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5 are

estimates of the effect of the named recruitment source in comparison to the

.effect of the new hire being a walk-in.

Estimates of equation 2, predicting differences between two specific in-

dividuals in the same job, are presented in tables 2-3 and 2-4. All models

presented have controls for the following characteristics of the job/worker

match: (1) hours worked per week, (2) a dummy equal to 1.0 when the job was

supposed to be temporary, (3) a dummy equal to 1.0 when the emplafee was eli-

gible for subsidy and this was known by the employer when the hiring decision

was made, and (4) a dummy equal to 1.0 when the employee was going to school

part-time while working.

In models of current or most recently reported productivity and wage

.rates, using specification one, the differences between person one and person

two's tenure and tenure squared are both included as controls. The number of

months since the hiring and its square (differenced) are entered in the models

of starting Wage rates and net benefits for employers. Table 2-3 reports the

results for' models that do not contain controls for other credentials and

table 2-4 presents results obtained when controls were included for the fol-

lowing background characteristics of the new hire: (1) vocational education,

(2) previous relevant work experience, (3) experience squared, (4) age, (5)

age squared, (6) education, and (7) sex.

The first thing to examine in tables 2-3 and 2-4 is the R2 presented in

a column on the far right-hand side. The R2s for models of differences

between 2 different occupants of the same job range from 0.162 for current

productivity to 0.314 for current wage rates when other credentials are in the

model, and from 0.055 to 0.201 when other credentials are not included in the

model. For cross-sectional models of differences between two people, these

R28 are remarkably high.

When the background characteristics of the new hire are controlled (as in

the models presented in table 2-4), coefficients reported reflect the effect

of referral source on various measures of the success of the match between

employer and employee, net of the effects of such worker credentials as age,

relevant experience, sex, education, and vocational education. The theory
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explaining how the employer's monopsony power in certain recruitment channels

results in It betA9 more pro4itsibte 60 hire ;ram certslA referral sovres4
relates to the gross association between recruitment source and indicators of

the success of the match. Thus, the discussion that follows will focus on the

results of models without controls for other credentials (table 2-3). When

other credentials are excluded from the model, coefficients on the recruitment

source variables are generally slightly larger and more statistically sig-

nificant. However, none of our main results would change if we were* instead

to focus on models that did contain controls for other credentials. Since the

hypothesis tests are directional for all referral sources except "don't know,"

"other," and newspapers, the test statistics reported in this chapter are for

one-tail tests unless otherwise stated.

2.5.1 Union Referral

A union referral was the recruitment source used only about 1 percent

of thYtime. The effects of a union referral are reported in the first column

of tables 2-3 and 2-4. The coefficients on the union referral dummy with no

controls for credentials imply that referrals bya union take 45 percent less

time to train, are 65 percent more productive in the first 2 weeks, are 24

percent more productive in the next 10 weeks, and are 30 percent more produc-

tive at the time of the interview. Despite the very small number of cases

where only 1 of 2 new hires at a firm was referred by a union, the coeffi-

cients are significant at 0.03 level on a one-tail test, _n the training time

regression, significant at the 0.01 level in the regreion predicting produc-
,

tivity in the first 2 weeks and significant at the 0.054 level in the current

productivity regression.

Union referrals receive 60 percent higher starting wage rates and 27 per-

cent higher current wage rates. These differentials are significant at the

0.0001 and 0.02 level, respectively. The effect of union referral on the pro-

fitability of the new hire, (e.g., productivity, net of training costs, and

wages) is given in the bottom row. Hiring a union referral rather than a

walk-in lowers the profitability of the hire during the first 3 months by 53

percent of the mean productivity net of training costs of new workers. De-

spite the large size of the effect, it is statistically significant only at

the 0.108 level.
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2.5.2 Emplozer Referrals

About 6 percent of the new hires were referrals from'other employers.

Employer referrals have 15 percent lower training time (P m 0.053), 9 per-

cent higher productivity during the 3rd through 12th week (P - 0.053), and

24 percent higher productivity net of training costs (P - 0.045). Starting

wage rates are slightly, and nonsignificantly higher. Employer net benefits

during the first 3 months are larger by an amount equal to 18.8 percent of

the net productivity of a typical new hire (p m 0.085). The employer-does

not, however, seem to receive any long-term benefit from hiring an employer

referral, because wage rates at the time of the interview are 7.5 percent

higher (p m 0.02). An after-the fact explanation of the delayed rise in

wages may be the need to forestall a rehire of the worker by the employer

who provided the referral.

2.5.3 Friends and Relatives of Current Employees

About 30 percent of the new hires were friends of either the owner

or a current employee. Coefficients on the dummies for hiring a friend had

the hypothesized signs, but were significant in only a few cases. Traihing

time was a nonsignificant 5 percent lower, and reported productivity was 4

percent higher during the 3rd through 12th weeks of employment (P m 0.105),

and 4.1 percent higher at the time of the interview (P m 0.102). Friends of

current employees do not receive higher starting wages. A direct test of

whether employers benefit during the first 3 months from hiring a friend of

a current employee, rather than a walk-in, found no statistically significant

difference.

About 10.6 percent of the new hires were relatives of either the owner or

a current employee. Relatives'were reported to 'be slightly though generally

nonsignificantly more productive. Surprisingly', relatives received (in model

1) 6.3 percent lower starting wages (P m 0.009 on a two-tail test). The point

estimate for the effect of hiring a relative rather than a walkin on produc-

tivity net of training costs and wages in the first 3 months is 7.3 percent

of the net productivity of a new hire. The effect is not statistically sig-

nificant, however. The point estimate of the effect of hiring arfrieno, 4.6

percent, was quite similar. If effects of this nature last for only 3 months,

they are worth the modest sum of $105 and $125.
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Whether or not the hypothesized effects'of referral source last beyond

the first 3 months is, therefore, of great interest. A lower bound net bene-

fit proxy can be constructed for the date of the interview by subtracting wage

differentials from productivity differentials. Since this omits training time

effects (which were not measured beyond the first 3 months), it understates

the continuing impact of recruitment source and other variables on the pro-

fitability of particular new hires. The point estimates for this measure of

the current effects of recruitment source are almost 0 (1.8 percent) for re-

.. datives, but are a rather substantial 3.6 percent (P s. 0.14) for friends. If

this was to continue as long as the workers stayed at the firm, the present

discounted value (at 33 percent to capture the effects of turnover) of the

additional profit from hiring a friend of the owner or an employee rather than

a walk-in is $2,182. Substantively, this would be quite an important effect.

The relevant coefficient is not statistically significant, however, so some

uncertainty remains about the long-run effect of hiring friends.

2.5.4 Don't Know and Other Referrals

Employers responded that they did not know the source of about 2 percent

of their new hire and that a referral source other than the ones listed was

used in about 4 percent of the cases. There was no hypothesis specified about

how or whether these new hires would be different from walk-ins. "Other re-
-

ferrals" were not different from walk-in's in any consistent or significant

way. The training time, productivity net of training cost and wage rates of

"Don't knows" were significantly different (using two-tail tests of signifi-

cance) from those of a walk-in. No explanation of this finding has occured

to the author.

2.5.5 Newspaper Ads

Advertising in a newspaper is a rather inexpensive way of attracting a

lot of job applicants. About 12 vercent of the new hires were recruited

through a newspaper ad. The firm has no-special access to information on

the applicant, so there does not appear to be any reason to expect new hires

recruited through newspapers to be different from walk-ins. None of the

effects of recruiting .through a newspaper ad are statistically significant,

and coefficients have no consistent pattern.
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2.5.6 Private Employment Agency Ref errals

About 2.7 percent of the new hires were referrals from private employment

agencies. Since private employment agencies generally charge employers quite

a substantial fee, their referrals were expected to be more productive, re-

quire-less training time, and be paid lower wages. None of these hypotheses

can be accepted. Point estimates imply effeCts in the opposite direction:

training time is greater and ,productivity is lower. The data seem to imply

that, unless the use of private employment agencies saves the firm a great

deal of screening and hiring costs, they are a bld deal for the firm. An

hypothesis that employment agency referrals are sufficiently more productive

to warrant a fee of 20 percent of wages is rejected for productivity net of
0

training cost and for employer net benefit. Many ItTivate employment agencies

specialize in occupations that are in shortage; Their seemingly poor per-'

formance may reflect a tendency for employers to ask for agency referrals only

when other recruitment methods have failed to yield a qualified candidate.")

2.5.7 Referrals by Schools

About 3.7 percent of the new hires were referred by a school. It was

hypothesized that school referrals would require extra training, be less pro-

ductive, and be less profitable for the firm. The signs of the coefficients

are consistent with the hypothesis in 9 out of 12 cases. However, but none

of the coefficients are statistically significant. Productivity net of train-

ing costs of school referrals during the first 3 months is lower by 8.2 per-

cent (P = 0.25). Starting wage rates are 3.0 to 4.0 percent lower (P n 0.089

on a two-tail test) when other credentials are controlled. As a result, em-

ployer net benefits are a nonsignificant 4.2 percent lower. While the point

estimates are consistent with our hypothesis, the effects are small if they

are there at all, and much larger samples would be required to obtain a power-

ful test of the hypothesis.

2.5.8 Referrals by Government Agencies

Referrals by the employment service, CETA, a welfare agency or a com-

munity based organization like'the Urban League accounted for 4.2 percent

of the new hires in the sample. The hypothesis that these referrals require
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extra training and are less productive and less profitable employees was sup-

ported by the data. The signs of.all 12 coefficients are consistent with the

hypothesis. Productivity net of training costs of government agency referrals

is 19.2 percent lower (P 0.077). The regressions also imply that the net

benefits of hiring a government referral are lower,by a statistically signi-

ficant 22.2 percent (P 0.042) of a new worker's net output. If controls

for the workers' credentials are included in the model, the effect is an 18

percent reduction (P 0.075) on the net benefit of a new hire.

2.6 Summary and Caveats

In this section we summarize the main findings and POint out the limitations

of the study and suggest avenues for future research. A =theoretical model has

been developed of how recruitment source influences the profitabilityworker

output minus training costs and wages paid--of a new hire. The theory implies

that, since competition forces all firms to pay wages roughly equal to' the

market's asse4sment of a worker's generalized productivity, a firm can profit

from hiring a worker only if (1) it has information about the worker not

available to other employers that implies the worker is better than the market

seems to indicate, or (2) the worker has a comparative advantage in working at

that firm. The following specific hypotheses were derived from this general

proposition:

Employer referrals and new hires who are friends, or relatives of

the boss or a current employee will require less training, and be

more nroductive and more profitable than walk-ins.

Employment service and school referrals will require more training,

and be less productive and less profitable than walk-ins.

Because of the high fees, referrals from private employment agen-

cies will require less training and be more productive and seem

more profitable than walk-ins.

Union referrals will be paid more, will be more productive, but

will be less profitable to the firm.

The hypotheses regarding the effect Of private employment agencies were

decisively rejected in every case. The remaining hypotheses specified the

sign of 38 regression coefficients in each of 2 specifications. If controls

for credentials are not included in the model (table 2.3), only 4 coefficients
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have the wrong sign and 12 of the 38 coefficients are statistically signifi-

cant at the 10 percent level or bler. If controls for other credentials are

included (table 2.4) only 3 coefficients had the wrong sign and 10 of the 38

coefficients were significant at the 10 percent level or better. Except for

predictions about the effects of private employment agencies, these results

appear to provide reasonably strong support for the theory and the resulting

hypotheses that were developed.

A number of caveats are in order, however. The theory related to the de-

terminants of the present discounted value of the profit--difference between

productivity net of training costs and wage rates--of hiring workers from dif-

ferent recruitment sources. Most of the data analyzed, however, related to

only the first 3 months of employment. Data limitations make it difficult to

eddress whether the effects documented for the first 3 months of employment

continue indefinitely. The present discounted value of the benefits of hiring

from a particular recruitment source depend critically upon whether the ef-

fects uncovered for the first 3 months continue into the second, third, and

fourth yearn c enure. This gap in the analysis needs to be filled by stu-

dies that: aeasure training costs beyond the first 3 months of employment.

Reductions La turnover are another potential benefit of gi"ing preference

to certain recruitment sources. Research into the association between turn-

over and recruitment source is underway and preliminary results suggest that

referrals from informal sources--friends and relatives of current employees- -

have considerably lower rates of turnover. These results provide additional

pupport for our theory.

The patterns reported here could he the consequence of offering workers

from different recruitment sources diffeient implicit contracts (relating to

the time pattern of the connection between productivity and wage rates), or

from a general tendency to reward even predictable variations in productivity,

after the fart, through promotions and wage increases. These possibilities

cannot be ruled out until evidence has bvon obtained on the longer-run associ-

ations between turnover, productivi'v net of training and wages, and recruit-

ment source.
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Another area needing more research is the validity and scaling of the in-

dexes of reported productivity. The current project has examined the associa-

tion between the recruitment source through which a new employee was hi freL and

the employers' report of the productivity, the training requirements, and wage

rates of that new employee. Little is known about the scaling and validity of

these reports. Since wage rates move with report0 productivity, the calcula-

tions of net benefit are sensitive to the paper's assumption that reported

productivity is a proportional transformation of true productivity plus a

random error. Research needs to be directed at validating these indexes and

replicating these findings in other data sets.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Even when no announcements are made, no ads are placed, and no referrals

are requested, having a vacancy seems to increase the number of phone contacts

by job seekers by about 10 percent and increase personal visits by about 20

percent. This suggests that knowledge of the existence of a vacancy gets
informally transmitted to some job seekers even when the firm has made no

effort to publicize it.

2. This occurs despite the fact that some categories of job applicants (e.g.,

those referred by a current employee or another employer) may have a higher

average productivity level than others. Each firm evaluates its job appli-

cants and offers a job only to those whose expected productivity exceeds a

cutoff point. Firms will be more likely to uwke job offers to applicants with
characteristics (...g., previous work experience or a strong recomme4mlion

from someone the employer trusts) associated with a high productivity level.

Workers whose expected productivity is substantially above a firm's cutoff

point know that other firms offering better jobs will recognize their produc-

tive potential and, therefore, choose not to apply at this firm or choose to

turn down this firm's job offer. Workers with expected productivity that is
below this firm's cutoff point either do not apply (because they know they

are not qualified for the job) or are not offered a job when they do apply.

These workers must settle for jobs at firms that offer somewhat less-

attract.(ve positions.

3. When the economy is at the bottom of a recession, firms are typically

able to hire workers with greater-than-average levels of expected productiv-

ity. At the peak of the cycle, when labor markets are tight, the employers

are typically foeced to hire workers who have less training and experience,

who come from less-preferred referral sources, and who are less productive.

The result is that some of a firm's employees (those hired during a recession)

are simultaneously more productive and better credentialed (i.e., have greater

training and experience) than other employees. Thus, seasonal and cyclic var-

iations in the tightness of labor markets can produce a within-firm correla-

tion between productivity and referral source, even if all new hires at any

given point in time were to have identical expected productivity.

4. Note that the sample is representative of the hiring experiences of a

group of employers, net the hiring experiences associated with the employment

of a group of job seekers during a specified time frame. The sample most

likely underrepresents larger employers if the employment of a group of job

seekers over a specified period of time were to be considered.

5. In a few cases employers reported that more than 520 hours (13 weeks times

4() hours a week) had been devoted to a specific training activity during the

first 3 months on the job. While the new hire might have received training
from morP than one supervisor, it is unlikely that two trainers were simul-

taneoesly in one-on-one contact with the net, hire. Coosequently, the computer
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edit of this data changed all reports of more than 520 hours involved to a
training activity to 520.

6. Our respondents reported that du0ng the first three months on the job
that new employees were about 80 percent as productive as workers with two
years of tenure in the job.. Consequently, the trainees' time was valued as
equal to 0.8 hour of coworker training time. The management staff members who

9 provide formal and informal training were assumed to be paid 1.5 times the
wage of coworkers. Formal training involves both the trainer and trainee's
time. Sometimes it is one on one and sometimes it is done in groups. It was

assumed that the average ratio of trainees to trainers was 2 and that the
value of the trainer's time (including materials cost of training was twice
the wage of a coworker with two years. of tenure. The training index is thus
equal to 1.8 times the hours in formal training plus 1.5 times the hburs in
training by management plus hours in training by coworkers. The results are
not sensitive to the details of the assumptions made to create this index.

7. Time watching others was not included in the index because no 'data was
obtained on how it varied across individuals in the same job. The index was

constructed under an assumption that the four training activities were mu-
tually exclusive. This implies that, if the sum of the hours devoted to
individual activities is greater than 520, that a reporting error has occurred
which overstates investment in training. In the few cases where the sum of
hours devoted to training exceeded 520, the training time index was adjusted
downward by the ratio of 520 to the sum of the hours reported for individual
activities. This procedure reduces the mean of the index by about 10 percent.
It was also assumed that a reporting error had occurred if absolutely no
training of any kind was reported. In those very few cases 4 hours of train-
ing was assumed instead.

8. The interview questions about the productivity of recently hired employees
were intended to provide indicators of the relative productivity of one worker

at different points in time or two different workers in the identical job.

They do not attempt to measure productivity in any absolute sense and, there-
fore, are not comparable across firms. Many of the uses made of these data
only require that the index be correlated with true productivity. Estimates

of the magnitude of training investments that combine time inputs of other
staff with the lower productivity of the trainee require an assumption that
the index is cardinal and a proportional transformation of true productivity
plus a random error. The questions asking for a rating of the productivity of
particular workers have remarkably low-nonresponse rates. Only 4.4 percent of

respondents asked about a particular new hire's productivity during the first
2 weeks responded with a "don't know" or refused to answer. Compr-abiy de-

fined nonresponse rates for other questions were 8.2 percent for previous
relevant experience, 3.2 percent for age, 6.7 percent for education, 8.6 per-
cent for time spent in informal training by supervisor, and 5.7 percent for a
three-question sequence from which starting wage rate is calculated. The

low-nonresponse rate implies that our respondents felt that they were
capable of making such judgments and augur well for the quality of the data
that results.
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9. If employer reports of a worker's productivity are equal to an unknown
constant times the worker's true marginal product plus a random error, per-
centage differences in cell means of the productivity index can be Interpreted
as unbiased estimators of percentage differences in true productivity. If the

variations in the productivity scores assigned by supervisors exaggerates the
proportionate variations in the true productivity, our estimates of percentage
impacts of recruitment source on productivity will be biased upward. Even

though it is poss%ble for a worker's true productivity to be negative, the
scale was defined as having a lower limit of zero. Floors and ceilings on a
scale typically cause measurement errors tl; be negatively correlated with the
true value. If this were the case, the. result would be an understatement of
the percentage impacts of recruitment source on the productivity, net produc-
tiv5ty, and profitability of a new hire. In our view, this latter type of
bias is more likely than the former. Until the productivity indexes are
validated, this view must remain unsupported by any evidence.

10. Intensive interviews at one firm, which uses private employment. agencies
to recruit and screen computer' programmers, suggests an explanation for the

use of private employment agencies. The firm was large enough to have'a per-
sonnel office but did not hire programmers frequently enough to warrant having
a specialist in the personnel office with the expertise necessary to recruit

and screen computer programmers. The only peor1e in the firm who had the
necessary expertise were the staff of the firm's Computer Services Division.

The fees of private employment agencies were paid out of the Personnel Depart-

ment's budget. Since another department's budget incurred the expense of
contracting out the recruitment and screening function and his own staff would
have had to do most of the work if the function had been retained in the firm,
the director of the Computer Services Division had very little incentive to
choose a direct applicant over an equally qualified agency referral, or to
attract additional direct applicants by advertising in the paper or pursuing
informal contacts at computer science departments.
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CHAPTER 3

WHY DO EMPLOYERS UNDERINVEST IN ON-THE-JOB TRAINING?

John Bishop and Suk Kang
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3.1 Introduction

Every year employers and employees jointly invest a massive amount of

resources in on-the-job training (OJT). Despite its importance,"however, very

little is known about it's magnitude, its distribution and its effects. The

absence of data containing direct measurement of the time devoted to OJT and

the productivity of individual workers that receive OJT has forced economists

to treat both OJT and its primary outcome, greater productivity, as unobserv-

ables. Training has had to be proxied by imperfect indicators ouch as tenure

on the job and experience, and the only outcomes that could be studied were

earnings and turnover.

The unsatisfactory nature of the empirical work in this area is accentu-

ated by the variety and richness of the theoretical developments. The theory

of on-the-job training accepted by most economists starts with the observation

that training develops two distinct types of skills: general and specific.

Specific training raises the worker's productivity in the organization provid-
;

ing the training, but this training cannot be Applied in other organizations.

The outcome of specific training might include\such things as: learning how tt

operate a particular piece of machinery in a w4y that avoids breakdowns, know-

ing where to find things in the plant, learning whom to ask for advice about

particular matters, or learning how to communicate best with one's 'per

visors. General training raises a worker's ability to be productive in other

organizations as well as the one providing the training. General training in-

cludes activities such as learning how to operate or repair a type of machine

used by many organizations, learning how to read a bYueprint, or developing

good work habits that are important for success in any job--punctuality, reli-

ability, self-discipline, and ability to work as a team member.

As workers receiving general training become more productive, the firm

will raise their wages to keep them. Since the workers get the benefits Of

the training, not the firm, a firm will not be willing to pay any of the costs

of general training. Thus, the competitive firm that provides only general

training will offer, during the training period, a wage equal to the value of

the marginal product of the worker minus the cost of the training. Some

workers will volunteer to work during training at this wage, even if it is

below what could be earned elsewhere without the training, because it will
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mean a higher wage later. The wage paid the worker will at all times equal

that workers productivity net of training cost. This pattern is graphed in

figure 3-2.

The theory predicts that the costs and the benefits of specific training

are shared by the employees and their employer. Workers who receive specific

training will not be offered comparable wages by other firms because the pro-

ductivity of that worker will be higher in the firm in which specific training

is received than in another firm. Therefore, firms offering this type of

training can recover part of the training cost by offering trained workers a

posttraining.salary, lower than their marginal product in that firm, but high-

er than their (current or future) marginal product elsewhere. The employer's

contribution to the cost of specific training is the difference during train-

ing between the wage paid and the workers'productivity minus the cost of

training. The employees' contribution to the costs of general and specific

training is the difference between their wages during training and the wages

they could obtain in jobs that offer no training opportunities.

'Hashimoto (1981) and Hashimoto and Yu (1980) have shown that sharing the

costs and benefits of a specific human capital investment occurs only when

ppstinvestment compensation is prespecified. In his model the share of

specific human capital investment that is paid for by the worker, and, there-

fore, the rate of wage growth (for any given level of training), is negatively

related to the responsiveness of the quit rate to the differential between

in-firm and out-of-firm wage rates, positively related to the responsiveness

of the dismissal rate to the firm's second period wage. Performance measures

that are accurate and acceptable to workers also raise the share of the

specific human capital investment that are paid by the worker. Since some of

the skills learned in a new job are inevitably specific to the firm, the

theories of on-the-job training proposed by Becker and Hashimoto imply that

productivity net of training costs will rise more rapidly than wage rates

during the training period. This growth pattern is graphed in figure 3-1.

The message of most of the other recent theoretical papers on 0.1e time

pattern of wage rates is quite different. The models that have been developed

all seem to imply that the rate of increase of wage rates will equal or exceed

the rate of increase of productivity net of training costs. Salop and Salop

(1976) and Nickell (1976) have shown that if investme9Tim specific human
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3.1 Front load compensation
(Specific Human Capital)

P

'3.3 Back loaded compensation
(Lazear's Agency Theory
Medoff and Abraham)
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3.2 No load compensation
(General Human Capital
Salop and Salop)

Tenure

p

P Productivity Net of

Training Costs

W Wage

Tenure

3.3 Front and back loaded compensation
(Bishop and Kang combined with
Medoff and Abraham)

Figures 3-1 through 3-4. The time pattern of compation and productivity

net of training costs: alternative views.



capital make turnover costly and workers have information not available to

firms on how)likely they are to quit, some employers will attempt to attract

those with low quit probabilities by imposing a hiring fee (through a below

market starting wage) and raising the wage level in subsequent periods. The

equilibrium wage pattern results in the worker paying all the training costs

and receiving all the benefits of investments in specific human capital, and

in the wage rates rising in step with rises in productivity net of training

costs (see figure 3-2).

1'

Jovanovic (1979) has developed a job-matching theory of turnover which

hypothesizes that workers r Aain in jobs in which their productivity is high

and are fired (or quit) fr m jobs in which their productivity is low. His

model predicts that the wagt- rate for workers with a particular amount of

tenure is equal to the expected marginal products for workers of the tenure

class and that, therefore, sorting out the least productive gradually raises

the productivity of the group and therefore the wage rate. This wage pattern

is also characterized by Figure 3.2.

Lazear (1981) shows that the need to provide incentives for greater ef-

fort and the lags in recognizing and rewarding effort result in a wage struc-

ture that pays less than marginal product net of training costs early in a

worker's tenure at a firm and more than the worker's marginal product toward

the end of the worker's tenure as in figure 3-3. Lazear and Moore (1981)

tested this model by comparing the wage profiles of self-employed individuals

to the wage profiles of wage and salary employees. Upon finding flatter wage

profiles for the self-employed they concluded that "under some strong assump-

tions, our conclusion . . . is that most of the slope of the age earnings

profile reflects incentive based wealth and not human capital accumulation via

on-the-job training" (p. 19.). We do not view this test as definitive, how-

ever, because flows in and out of self-employment makes it difficult to con-

struct a longitudinal wage profile from cross-sectional data, because self-

employed individuals may for some reason invest less in OJT, and because Cohn

and Kiker (1983) obtain the opposite result using similar methodology.

All of these tneories--OJT, self-selection, Lazear's principal agent the-

ory, and Jovanovic's sorting theory--predict that wages will rise with tenure

and experience. Consequently, the fact that wages do indeed rise with tenure
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and experience carries no implication about which theory is best,. Truly

powerful tests of these competing theories require direct measurement of

crucial theoretical constructs that typically have been treated as unobserv-

ables in empirical work (e.g., the amount of training received, whether that

training is general or specific, and the productivity of the worker). Medoff

and Abraham (1981) were the first to collect the data necessary to test the

on-the-job training theory of wage profiles with tenure and experience. Using

microdata from the'personnel records of four'large U.S. corporations, Medoff

and Abraham found that, within a grade level, there is simultaneously a posi-

tive association between wage rate and experience and there is a negative

association between performance rating and experience. They concluded that,

"under the assumption that rated performance is a valid indicator of relative

productivity, our results imply that a substantial fraction of the return to

experience among the groups we are studyihg is unrelated to productivity"

(p. 187). Medoff and Abraham also reviewed a large number of other studies

and concluded that the association between seniority in a job and productivity
A

is curvilinear. During the initial very short orientation/training period

there is a positive association. Once this training period is over, however,

there tends to be a negative association between tenure and productivity

amongst those who occupy a particular job (i.e., have not been promoted to

greater responsibility). This Aplies growth patterns either like figure 3-3

or 3-4. Almost all the studies were conducted in large corporations and

almost all of the workers included in these studies had many years of tenure

at the firm. These findings tend to support the proposition that one and

possibly more of the non-OJT explanations of wage growth are substantively

important partial explanations of the rise of wage rates with tenure after the

initial 1-5 year adjustment/learning period is completed.

Medoff and Abraham's findings do admit to another explanation, however.

The data available to Medoff and Abraham provided measures of productivity and

wage rates. The theories being tested, however, specify a relationship be-

tween productivity net of costs and compensation, the sum of wages

and fringe benefits. The leaLt tenured workers in a particular employment

grade are likely to be those who are receiving rapid promotions. The past and

anticipated future job changes of these workers mean they are more likely to

receive more intensive training than the older, more tenured workers in that
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employment grade. This means that even though productivity may be neaativelv

correlated with tenure within an employment grade, productivity net of

training costs (production minus the value of the time that others spend

training the individual) may be positively correlated with tenure within

employment grade.

The other possible hole in the Medoff and Abs2aham argument is that work-

ers with vested pension rights and many years of tenure may find that the

present value of their pension benefits is declining as they postpone retire-

ment. If this. were the case, total real compensation of workers who are not

being promoted as they approach retirement might be falling. On this point

there is controversy. Lazear's (1981) study of defined benefit pension plans

found that the present discounted value of expected pension receipts tend to

decline with additional years of tenure once the individual has more than 20

years of tenure and is over age 55. Kotlikoff and Wise (1983), however, co

not find declines in pension wealth as retU.ement is postponed beyond the age

of early retirement. The different results are a consequence of different

assumptions about interest and inflation rates and a different sample of

plans.

The only other study to examine the issue of relative rates of growth of

productivity and wage rates is that of Bishop (1982). Using data from the

first wave of the Employment Opportunity Pilot Project (EOPP) employer survey,

he found that employers report significant investments in training (a total of

34 hours of supervisor and co-worker time in the first month) and significant

improvements in the reported productivity of new employees in the first year

or two on the job. Furthermore, the amount of training offered on a job has

a statistically significant effect on both reported productivity growth and

wage growth.' These results provide strong support for the proposition that

during the first year or two on a job, on- the-job training is a major con- .

tributor to a worker's improved productivity and rising wages. These results

do not, however, imply that other forces such as self selection or sorting are

not contributing to the tendency of wage rates to rise with 'enure. In fact,

the data support the substantive importance of sorting as a contributor to

wage and productivity growth with tenure. Also, they may not be inconsistent

with Medoff and Abraham's findings since they relate to only the first year on
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a job and are fox a sample of establishments whose size (the geometric mean is

16 employees) is considerably below that of the firms studied by Medoff and

Abraham.

The purpose of this study is to generalize the theory of on-the-job

training to include sorting phenomena and to test the predictions of the

theory regarding the relative growth rates of wages and productivity net of

training costs early in a worker's tenure against the predictions of principal

agent theory and of models in which self-selection is based on propensities to

quit. One of the important overall implications of the theory discussed next

is that because of the specificity of the match and differential access to

loans at low rates of interest the rate of wage growth will typically be below

the rate of growth of productivity net of training costs early in the worker's

tenure (i.e., wage and productivity growth follows the pattern graphed in

figure 3-1 or 3-4).

The format for the remainder of the chapter is as follows. "Data" de-

scribes the data set used to test the predictions of the theory. Competing

theories are then tested in 'Results" by constructing estimates of the growth

rates of wages and productivity net of training costs and tabulating by the

degree of generality of the training. These tests provide .support for the

theory developed earlier in the chapter. "Are Private Decisions about On-

the-job Training Socially Optimal?" explores the reasons for discrepancies

between social and private rates of return to on-the-job training and develops

the policy implications of the research.

3.2 311e911

(A nontechnical summary of the Theory's predictions appears at the end of this

section.)

Model with Stochastic Quits and Dismissal

The firm's training level and wage profile will be analyzed in a simple

two period model. Training is assumed to produce two types of skills: gen-

eral skills (g) that are useful at other firms and specific skills (h) that

are productive only at the firm providing training. The cost of the training

C(g,h) is incurred in the first period and the benefits are received in the

second period.
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There are two random elements in the'model. The first element is the

wage offer that competing employers make to the worker at the beginning of

the second period; the second element is the worker's productivity during the

second period id the firm after the training is completed.. It is assumed that

wages and productivities in the two periods are as follows:

where

Worker's Wage
.Productivity Offer

First period at the firm P .
. w1

Second period at the firm P +g+h+co
w2

Second period at other firms w3(g)+E

P is the worker's productivity without training,

g is the increment in productivity due to general training,

h is the increment in productivity at the firm due to speclfic

training,

co is the random factor in productivity in this firm which capture

the quality of the match at the training firm,

w1, w2 are first and second period wages at the firm,

w3(04-c is the wage offer from other employers which depends on the

amount of general skill and the random factor which measures the
quality of the firm-worker match at the alternative firm.

At the end of the first period the worker will quit if the alternative

wage (w3(g)+ej exceeds the firm's second period wage (w2). The worker,

not the employer, learns about E. at the end.of the first period.

The firm providing tree training knows the worker's productivity in this

firm (P+7,1-h+co) by the end of the first period. If the worker's produCtiv-

ity is less than the second period Nage, the firm will dismiss the worker. The

random factor co is a measure of, the quality of the firm-worker match at the

current firm.

There are four possible combinations of worker-firm decisions at the end

of first period.

Worker Firm Result
---

Sty Keep Retention

Stay Dismiss Separation

Quit Keep Separation

Quit Dismiss Separation
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At the beginning of the first period neither the worker nor the firm know

the. worker's exacts productivity in this firm and in other firms. The firm

offers a wage package, (wl,w2),. that is, based on the prior.knowledge of

She worker's productivity.and the nature of
uncertainties involved (i.e.,

p.d.f.. of co wide ). In the firsCperiod, the firm, invests in the training

of.the worker, taking into account the posbible oss due to separation in the

following period. Training investment takes two forms: investment in firm-

specific skills and general skills. General training increases the wage that

the worker can obtain in,alternative employment as well as his or her produc-

tivity in this firm, Wipe specific training does not affect his productivity

outside the firm.' Workers accept the job offer from this firm if the wage

package and training plan, are generous 'enough to attract workers in a competi-

tive'labor market. In their decision, workers take into account the possible

gains or losses from a voluntary or involuntary separation. It is assumed

that the worker and the firm have the same.prior distributions on the uncer-

.

tainties surrounding the worker's productivity in this, firm and worker's'

income opportunity outside the firm in thesecond period. Further, it is

assumed that both firm and worker are neutral risk. At the end of the first

period, the workelearns whatwige hd or she can get in-the second period at

other firms. This real wage is affected by the amount of general training

perceived by other' employers acid the cost involved in making the.transition. .

If the wage offer' from the other firm (net of transition cost). is higher than

6 thefirm's'wage,(w2), the worker will quit. By the end of the first period,

the firm knows the worker's productivity in the second period.

The firm's objective is to maximize the discounted sum of profit frob two -

periods, by choosing wage rates in two periods, wlanl w2, and an amount of

general training, g, and specific training, h, subject to the con4raint that

the wage offer and,the amount of training are generoui enough to attract new

hires in a competitive labor market. The firm's expected' profit maximization

problem whenc and co are independent is written as---

(I) Max P - C(g,h) w1 + D,.[Pr(S) Pr(K)(P+g+h+E(c0110)-w2)

g, h, wl, w2.

Subject to the constraint

(2) R < w1+ Db[Pr(S)Pr(K)w2 + (1-Pr(K))w3 + (1-Pr(S))Pr(K)(w2+E(e10)]
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where

E(e01X)ois the expected 'ialue of do given that the firm wishes to
.

keep the worker, .

E(eIQ) is the conditibtal expectation. of e given that the worker quits

the firm,

Da and Db.are the discount factor of the firm and worker, respectively

°Pr(S) is the prior probability the worker is willing to stay with the
firm, . ,

Pr(K) is the prior probability the firm .is willing to keep the worker,
. v

P

t is the lev100. of expected utility the worker can attain 'in the

-N competitiVe labor market. .

\ .

. -

N The probability of a worker wishing to stay 'in the firm, Pr(S),, is
.

O
(3) Pr(S) = pr(w3(0.+c w2) r Pr(EZ w2-.0(0.)

.

.. 1-1(w2-0(g))

Where

is the cumulative density functiOn (c.d f.) of E.

Also, Pr(K) is written as --

(4) Pr(K) = Pr(P+g-l-hVEo w2)

= Pr(e w2-P-g-h)

= 1.- I0(w2-P-g-h)

where
I
0
is the c.d.f. of Co.

Denotingthe probability density function (p.d.f.) of I and Io by

4 and +0, the first order condition for the second period wage is

written as--

(5) 0 = DalsiPr(K)Dk - Pr(S)Pr(K)] + Db[Pr(S)Pr(K) 40GO

where 4

Dk and Gk are defined as

Dk a P+0.11+E(e011()-W2 > 0,

Gk = Pr(S)w24.(1-Pr(S))(w3+E(c1Q))-0 > 0.

Dk is the firm's expected profit on workers who want to stay and it wants to

keep. Alternatively, it may be intrepreted as the gUasi-rent the firm re-

ceivesin the second period on the workers they keep.

Gk is the. gain the worker receives from not being, dismissed. Gk can be

interpreted as the expected wage if kept, Pr(S)w2+(1-Pr(S))(w3+E(e1Q7*,
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minus the expected wage if dismisSed, w3, or alternatively the quasi-rent

received by workers Who are kept en. ttk sek.oad vertod.

The first order conditions for general and specific training (g and h)

are given by (6) and (7). '

(6) Cg = Da[Pr(S.)Pr(K) - Owillr(K)D0 + Db[(1-Pr(K)Pr(S))wi 4000

where

Cg = 9C/ag, ;4! aw3/ag,

(7) 'Ch = Da*Pr(S)Pr(K) + DhclooGk

where

Ch u ac/ah.

Also the optimal wage in the first period, wl, is determined so that the cog

straint 0) is binding.

81,

(8).' R:= wl + Dhpr(S)Pr(K)w2 + (1-1°r(K))0 + (l-Pr(S)Pr(K)(w3+E(ErQ))]

The first order conditions--(5), (6), (7), and (8)7-charact:rize the

optimal wage and training package the firm will offer. In what follows,,the

economic implications of these conditions are, examined.

Choosing the Wa(e Structure

The understanding of'what determines w2 will be aided by'specifying the

income opportunity outside .the firm, w3(g) + c, in more detail. '41.7e write

w3(g) in the following form:

(9) w3(g) = P + g.- T

where P is the productivity of a worker who does no; recieve general training

in the first period, g is the increment of the wage offer due to general

training, and T is the transition cost. Employers U86 Lhe interview and the

reputation of the previous employer to predict the tree value of the general

training. The estimate by other employers, of the productivity gain due to the

original firm's general training is g.

Other otential employers cannot observe the exArt amount of human capi-,

tal that is roduced by the training.2 The signal that Provides information

on the level of training contains a good deal of noise. Denoting,the signal

other employers receive by.g, the following relation is assumed:
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10.

( gi.k+ N4 v is i noise independent ot g.

Other firms predict'the true level of general skill using the prIcir

expectation of g and the signal §. When the prior distributions of g and v

are normal. the posterior expectation Jf is
oh

g E(gIJ) + b(i-g(gIJ)) a E(gIJ) + b[i-E(gIJ)) + by

where E(gIJ) is the other fines prior expectation of general .human capital of

the particular class of job seekers, given information set, J. J represents

the worker's characteristthsisible to the prospective employer, such as,,

,occupation, industry, and Arm size of previous job and.backgrOund character-
)

istics of the individual, and b is given by

b var(0)
var(gfil+var(v)

where ,var(g) J) fs the condftionafivariance df 'g given J (Learner, 1978, pp.

51-55).. This implies that a unit increase of general skill restilpa.inqiess

than proportional increases in other firms' wage offers.

Substituting (9) into the firpt order condition for w2, and after rear-

ranging sterms,'tfle optimum wage rate ,in. the second period is written, as

follows:,

Z.

(10) w2 [P+h+g+E(ColK)] - -13 [T+E(colK) + (h+g-g) - E(eIS)] - ipaca-12. Pr(S)

1+0 Da TT-1454

where,

6 Db . 4 Pr(S)
Da 1 Pr (K)

oand E(EIS) is the conditional expectation of e given the worker wishes to
stay in the firm.

Equation (10) implies that the expected profit from the worker staying with .

the firm is positive. Since in the 1 run equilibrium, competition among

firms
.

brings the expected profit of th f rm to zero, the wage rate in the

first period must be higher than the worker's productivity net of training

cost by a compensating amount. Thus our modelredicts that in the early

stage of employment, productivity net of training cost-grows faster than Age

rate. .The firm's net profit is negative in the investment period, but the

loss is compensatO for in the second period when the .firm receives the return a

from human capital investment.
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441410.4111le'

The wage offer in the second pariod is the expected productivity IA the

.
worker, P+gl-h+E(eolK), less the second andthird terms in IIU). The econd

term indicates that given the value of Ov the factors that .reduce the rm's
, .

second per d wage offer (and also raise ,the firm's first period 'wage offer)%

o

are
n,

transition cost, (T); . .

'difference between ayorker's.true genera/ human capital (g) and

other eaplVer's perceptieri of hp general human'capital g. This

could be positive or negaave,depending upon whether the, firm pro-

:vides more or less general training than iaayerage,for that yoeoups.----

tion and.industry; and
.

.
.

. .

\
e,

average' unattractiveness of alternative mployment to the worker who
.

wants to stay, (-E(EIS)).
4

The expression in brackets'is the difference (for those workers who are kept

and vent to stay) between the worker's productivity in the firm,*13-1-g+h+E(E0110,

and tlmworker's income'onhis or 114 next best alternative, P+g-Tit(elS).'

A

Adythidg that raises productivity in the firm bUt does net raise it

outside the firm, will raise the second period wage at the firm. The wage

increase is smaller than .the rise in productivity so the firm's profit on the

worker in the second 'Period goes up. The two factors that will producc this .1

effect are--

specific huinan capital, (h); and

expected gain from having ,the option of disinissing less productiOe

workers, (E(c01K))

Also, othe r things being equal, the second period wage offer declines if 8/1+6

is large. A factor that mikes 0/(1+0) large le-- , II

the second period wage has a larger proportionate, impact on the

probability the employer will keep the trained worker than it has on

the probability the worker will want to stay.
0

The third term of (10) reflects the fact that the model is characterizing

wage and training contracts at firms that face an infinitely elastic supply of

new hires but a less than infinitely elastic supply of trained labor. New

hires take second period wages into account when evaluating the fines job

offer. Consequently, the dec4ne.in the elasticity of labor supply with the

6

worker's tenure influences the wage structure only when the firm and its work-
,

ers-have different rates of time poreference. Workers typically have higher
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1

rates of time preferencl. (i.e., lower discount factors) than fifgs. Subsi-

dized student loans are not available for financing investments in on- the -job

training. Without collateral', banks will not lend money fOr this purpose.

Even with collateral, the loan will be at an interest rate that exceeds the
A

interest rates charged buqinesses by'a considerable amount. In addition

Workers are more likely than firms to face a higher marginal tax rate in the

second period'than in ;the first period. These two factors result in firms

being more willing than workers to trade off future earnings for present earn-
,

trigs. The compensation packages that result reflect the worker's preferencet
for compensation now rather than later. Thus, the third term of (10) implies

that the firm's second period wage offer will be reduced and the first period

wage increased to the extent that--

The firm's discount fadtor is larger than jhe worker's discount

factor, Da-V0,and
1

. .

,the proportionate response of the proportion%staying "(4/Pr(0) to
the firm's 'second period wage is small' (e.g., the labor supply+

elasticites of trained workers. are low).

Choosing the Level ofTrailita

The f.o.c. for specific 'capital, (7), says that the marginal cost of in-
t,

vestment in specific capital is equated to. the marginal discounted revenue to . -

the firmthe discount factor Times theetentionrate times one dollar ,1

(DaPr(S)pr(K)) plus the discounted margihal benefit to the worker of the

speCific training. Benefit of.specific training to the worker is captured by

the second term.of (7). The increased productivity makes the firm less, likely,

to dismiss the worker. This effect is captured by 40. In (7), .40.s multipli-

ed by Gk--thegbenefit the worker receiaNtrom not being dismissed.

The first order condition for general, training,.(6), characterized the

,optimal amount of 'general, training.' The marginal cost of general traiding iS. .

40
% equated to the discounted marginal revenue to the firm 'plus the discounted

marginal benefit to the worker. The marginal revenue to the firm from
00

general

training has two elements. The first element is the marginal product of a

didllar of expenditure on general training for the workers who are going to

stay with the firm (Pr(S)Pr(K)).' The second element measures the lots they

firm is likdly to experience because, with given w2, suit rates kill rise.
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1
40

The higher level of general skill implies better alternative income oppor-

\\.-
A

.

tuni ties for the'worker. For a given second period wage, quits will rise by

iwi. Per qua, the loss theiirm experiences is pr(K)Dk--the probability

the firm wants to keep the worker times the quasi-vent received by the firm
. 1

from those wo*ers it keeps.

The marginal benefit'of general training to. the worker also has two ell-

ments. Thefirst element is that, if the worker is leavingthe firm (volun-

tarily or involuntarily), general training increases the, wage offer in

employment. The second element reflects the fact that the ificreaseCpro4u

tivitf-Makes the firi lone likely to di.mmiss the worker. This benefits 4he

worker, and the amount of the benefit is Gk. The worker benefit of reduced

0 .

risks of dismissal roughly offsets the loss the employer exile ced from the

,

quits that are induced' by the rise in other firms' wage offe s.3

Substituting the first order conditions for w2 and .13= wi and rearranging

terms, the condition, describing the equilibrium level of general human capital.

i this: (/

(11) Cg DaPr(S)Pr(K)(1-b) "+ Dbb + Dbll-b)46Gk.

4
IL othqr firms fully perceive the quality of training provided' by the firm

4=1), the' condition'rgduces to setting.the marginal cost of.training (Cg)

equal to Db,the worker's discount factor. If other firms cannot. perceive

'differenti'als in training'quality ;1t, 0), the condition becomes identical to

s?eeific human capital.

The inability of ,they firms' co perceive all of, the firk-to-firm varia-

tiohs in the amount, of general human capital' has the effect of dividing the,

marginal,returns to general human capital into two parts. The'share of the

tsktir return that the worker .is assured'of getting, whether or.not he oroshe

stays at the firm (b), is'discounted by the worker's rate of time preference.

The share that is perceivel only by, the firm that provides the training (1-b).

4

is depreciated by the retention rate and discounted by the employer's tater-

'nal rate of return Equation (10 implies that investment in general OJT in-'

creases with the firm's and the workerls discount factor (Da and Db) and the

retention rste, and decreases with. its marginal cost. Because turnover rates-
,

of new hires are rather high, we expect that DaPr(S)Pr(K) + ,DbloGk < Dbo6

If sop.an increase `in the quality 'if the signals available to ccher firma will

increase investment in general OJT.

4

ri
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Nontechnical Summary..
(

The thaory of the 'det of on -they- job trainingeand.the time pat-

tern of compensation makes he following assumptions about the environment:
..

,
. .

,

OJT develops two.distitict types of skills, general andApecilfic

t which- are prliduCed jointly. .

.
,

The, training firm can accurately measure the amount of general
training received ty its worker, but other firms cannot.

. ../
.

44 Workers are not able to borroI money at as attractive 'rates of

interest as their employers, (coniequently, they make choices .:

.betwedb alternative job 6PportunitiespLacing a very high value on.
receiving compensation' now hither thap later).

1,7The compensatiop offered by 'a firm has'a bigger effect on job
seeker's decisions to take a job than on Whether to quit a Job at
a later time.' .

1,.,. 1

When these assumptions about the environment in which training and compensa-

tion are determined aces combined with a model of a competitive labor market,
..

.

we get the following predictions about` the time pattern of compensation.

0

Employers 'bid for new employees by offering.. trout loaded compensa-

. tion.packages. (Compensation packages like thos§ depicted in 3-1

or 3-4.) Since most workers have a stronger desire 'to have a dol.: '.' ,

lar new rather than later than their employer, th flrm'in effect.
,.

uses its borrowing power offer norempleyees a wage package
,

which pap' in,,advance of performance. Moving allowances' are

' clear example of this phenomenon but the same,thing is also accoti- `'

plished by offering higher starting-wages and raising wages with i
.

.. tenure by less than the rise in prodUctivity net of training
costs.' -The tendency of firms to front load compensation is great-

eut when quit rates are not very responsive to the second period

i)
wage and when there is a big difference between the worker's and

the employers ability to borrow.

Compensatfen tends to be,front loaded if the people who stay at, a
firm tend to find that the attractiveness of alternative jobs

falls with tenure on the current job. The factors that have, this'

effect are costs of job search or job changing, an underestimate

by other employers ,of the amount of general training received, and

the tendency of thoi with better alternativ or the grcatTst
dissatisfaction with their_purrent job to le0e and of those with
less attractive alternatives and greater satisfaction with their

current job to stay.

Front loading of compensation is greater when the second pc oil

wage has a'greater proportionate impact on the probability

'employer will keep a worker thamit has on the probability the
worker will want to stay (i.e., choose not to quit).
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,

Anything that raises.productivity in the firm but- does raise,

it 3:41.4:ide the Tirp will raise ,the wage in the 'Second period but
by as much as productivity at the firai increases. Two factors

that will produce this effect are training that 1s-specific to the '

needs of the employer (and not useful to other employers) and the
ability of the firm to fire the least productive emplores. Here
again the result is a front loaded wage package.. .

0

sr-e^.

lo;

. General training which raises productivity equally both in and out
9f the firm results in -wages risingalong.with the rise in produc-
tivity net of training costs as in figure 3-2. iost-training wage
rates will have to be higher and string wage rates will conse-
quently be lower.,

44 0

The Consequences of a Front Loaded Comperilation Package

A front loaded compensation package deans that at first the firm is in-

vesting more in training and in learning about the new employeeis,productiv- "

ity. Later in the worker's tenure these, investment pay off andthe employee's
. 4

output exceeds the wages paid.. If thewdsker quits before the return from the

investment is recouped, the)employer hoses money on the hire. As a result,

employers offering front'loaded comeensafion packages will tend to give hiring

priority to job applicants who are not liki/y to quit. An employer whose wage

structure closely tracks he average increase in the productivity of new et-

ployee4ill tend to give' ihiririi priority to job applicants who took like fast

learners. While front Iladl..cOmpensation. causes the firm to try to select

employees who will not quit, it tends to increase the propensityd those it

does hire to quit. It is not clear whether the result will be higher of lower

quit rates. Which of these two infipences is more powerful depends on, which

of the facfbrs mentioned causing the compensation package to be front,., '

loaded.

The theory predicts ,th4t even 'when training is entirely general most com-
\

%
.pensation packages will be front loaded during the first couple of years on

the job or in other words that wage rates will riseepore slowly than produc-
w

tivity net of training costs. e

The TrainiulDeCision

The theory also makes some important predictions about the determinants

of investment in on-the-job training:

'
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Firms and workers will invest more in general and/or specific OJT
Ighen interest ratee are low, when tax rates On ;hd returns to the
investments are low, when sepagation rates are low, when other

i.

employetdi recognize the value of improvements in the quality4 a
firms training and when costs of twining Investment are dedue-
table in the year incurred and the tax rates diming the year of
the` investment are high.

o
10 Decisions about the piovision of specific human capital dependi

upon the tax rates faced by the firm and the interest rat the

firm must pay to borrow'money. The fact that the costs ana
e-s\, benefits of specific human capital investments are shared. does snot

an that decision Taking about the amount of specific training is
olshared. The interest rate the employee must pay to borrow money #

and his tax situation does not affect the decision.

When general WTois perceived accurately by all potential. employ- ,
ers,"the worker must finance all iti costs and it is "the interest

fates and tax rates faced by the worlds that determines whether
the investment is undertaken. The impac Of these factors on the
level of general training is similar to their impact on a young
person's decision to remain in school. The primary difference is
that generous low interest loans are not available to finance
employer-provided general training as they are for attending'
institutions of postsecondary education.

, When the quality of general OJT provided- by an ,employer isnot
accurately perceived by other potential employers, the costs and .
benefits of the training are shared between employer and employee.
Decision makine,authority over its level is also shared. The

tlevel of investment is influenced by the rates of interest and
taxation faced by both the employer and the employee.

23:3 Data

An employer survey sponsored by 'the National Institute of Education and

the National Center for Research in Vocational Education conducted between

February and June 1982 provides, the basis for analyzing the size and character

of on-the-job training and testing the theory developed in part two. The

survey reprerented the second wave Of a twd-weve longitudinal survey of em-

ployers from selected geographic areas across the country. The first wave,

not uti,lized,in this study, was funded by the U.S. Department of Labor to

collect, data on area Tabor market effects of its Employment Opportuhity.Pilot

Project (EOPP). The survey encompassed 10 EOPP pilot sites and 18comparison

sites'selected for their similarity to the pilot site. The survey design

specified a strategy of oversampling firms with a relatively high proporiion

of low wage workers. The second wave made an attempt to interview air of the

respondents is the first wave surveyAZAbout 70 percent of the original
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Vespondents completed surveys for the second wave. The data,collected by this

second wave survey on the circumstances surrounding a recently hired w6rker

are more extensive than those sarailable in the first wave, or in any other

data set known to the authors.
4

"In the bulk of the sample the respondent was the owner/manaditof the

establishment. In large organizations, the primary respondent was the person

in chatge of hiring, !generally the personnel officer. When theyeimary res-
t.

pondept was.unable to answer a question, he or she was asked if sbmeone else

in the organizatidn Would have the information and that piirt of the interview

.

was completed with this other officiTl. Other respondents were: controllers,

wage and salary administrators, and line supervisors (for questions about a

particular recent hire). A copy of the, questionnaire as well as' other related

information is available arequest.from the authors. Each employer surveyed

was asked about the training provided to the,lalit employee hired prior to

August 1481. A total of, 447 employers responded that they had hired a new

employee but did not have complete information on the hiring and training

process, and, therefore, did not complete this part of the interview. The

2,264 employers who provided answers to a series of questions concerning the

last person hired make up'the sample of employers whose hiring activity is to

be examined.5

Questions were asked about the recent hire's current and starting hourly

wage rates and an average rate paid to workers with 2 yearsitof experieve.

If the respondent could not.report hourly rates,, he or she was asked what the

monthly, salary was and how many hours the individual worked per week; an

hourly wage was calculated by dividing the salary by number 'of ,hours worked

per month (4.33 times the hours worked per week). Since the starting rate

warted in the interview is a nominal wage, its level will, depend on the

general wage level at the time the individual was first hived. Consequently,

when the ste6ting wage is a dependent variable, the time since the person was

hired must be controlled. .

Data were obtained on the amount of time that is devoted to training new

employees during their first 3 months. Separate questions were asked about

training hours spent in formal training, informal training by management, ir-

.

Iottal training by co-workers, and watching others, do the job (see questions
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206, 271-280 in appendix C).6 For the sample of firms and jobs, the means

for the typical worker were as foXlows;
. . .

Watching others do the4Ob--47.3 hours
Formal 'training programs--10.7 hours
Informal training by management-51.0 hours
Informal training' by co-workers--24.2 hours

& training time index was constructed that valued and then combined the

time invested in eiaining activities during the first 3 months on the job. The

management staff members who provided formal and informal training were as-

sumed to be paid 1.5 times the wage of a co-worker and the trainee's time was

valued as equal to 0.8 hour' of co-worker training Utile. When ,upervisors

and co-workers are giving informal training to a new employee,, the trainee

is almost invariably involved directly in a production activity. Employers

report that for inforiol training) the trainees are typically as productive°

while being trained as they are when workinAlone. .Consequently, informql

training is assumed to involve only the investment ofthetrainer's time: The

training time index is equal to 08 times the hours spent watching others do

the job plus 1.8 times the hours in formal7 training plus. 1.1 times the

hours in training by management plus hours in training by.co-workers.8, The

arithmetic mean of this index is 124 hours; implying that the value of the

time invested in tlainina a typical new employee in the first 3 months. is .

about 23 percent of the output that a co-worker would produce in 3 months.

The survey asked the employer (or in larger firma the immediate super-
A.

visor) to report on the productivity of the typical individual hired in the

job (see questions 282 and 283 in appendix A) after 2 weeks, 12 weeks, andat

the end of 2 years 'at the firm.9 The mean values of these indexes of

reported productivity were as follows:

First 2 weeks--49.0
Next 10 Weeks-64.6.
After 2 years--81.4

4.

In ,most of the work to follow, it is assumed that these productivity

indexes are proportional transformations of true 'productivity plus erandom

'error.10 This makes it4possible to combine the estimates of time inVest.6.

meats id training with tkose productivity estimates to produce estimates of
, .

productivity neeof trathing.costs of each new hire during the first 3 month.:-
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of employment. The assumption that these4productivity indexes are a propor-

tional transformation .of true product tvo 1140 a paNkem erre is, o teliAiSej

arbitrary. Sensitivity to the main findings concerning this assumption will

be tested.bylaresenting estimates of total trajming costs that are based on 3

alternative assumptions: proportionate differences in productivity. are in

sfact 150 percent of those reported, 50 percent of those reported and cionexiwb

tent. The general formula for these calculations is--

(12) NP RPTP - CT + 1.5*MTI + MTV'

31;- 520

where.

NPt= productivity net of training coat Of typical new hire

RP = relative productivity of new hire to productivity of typical worker

with two years' tenure

= .167 PROD2j. + .833_ PR0D312.1

PRODTYP 4

'TP a time attempting to produce. The conservative calculation of train-

ing costs assumes TP = 520. Calculatioha using liberal assumptions

assumes Ti' = 520 - TW TF.

PROD2 = reported productivity of typical new hire during the first 2 weeks

PROD312'= reported productivity of typical hire during the next 10 weeks

PRODTYP = reported productivity of typical worker in same job with 2 years'

tenure .

TW = time watching others over first,3 tAonths

TF a time spent in formal training` over first:I...months

CT a co-worker time spent training, new hire informaIlyover first

3 months

T1,(MTF) a management time spent training new hires informally (formally)

over first 3 months.'

3.4 Results

! The theory Developed in section 2 predicts that even when training is

entirely general, wage rates will rise more slowly than productivity net of

training costs. This outcome is predicted whenever workers poor access to

loans at reasonable rates of interest than firms (i.e., worker's preference

for a dollar now rather than 5 years from now is much greater than that of

employers), and/or whenever there are other sources of specificity besides

specific training such as costs of transfer or the impacts of selective
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retention. - This prediction contrasts with the predictions of Becker's theory

of general human capital, Lazear's agency model, Jovanovic's sorting, model,

and. Salop and Salop's self selection model. These models all preJlet tnt

Idas traLnits is seistrit Ow wise ',its *la vitt a* a nat. ti

above the rate of growth- of productivity net of training cost. Data on

training, reported.productivity, and wage rates during the first 2 years of

tenure on a job. from a sample of 1,493 recently hired worke:s will be used to

test these competing theories. In order to minimize problems of recall and of

adjusting actual starting wage rates for inflation since the date of hire, the

sample was limited to jobs of new employees who were hired after July 1, 1980

(e.g., less than 24 months prior to the interview).

Employers were asked "How many of the skills learned by new employees in

this job are useful outside of this company?" Fifty-nine percent responded

"almost all," 13 percent responded "most," and only 7.5 percent answered i

"almost none." This question provides us with.an independent direct meastme

of the generality-of the training provided by'a firm. It allows us to t st

1our hypotheses about relative rates of growth of wage rates and training in a
1

sample of jobs that require highly general skills. The employers were nxt,

asked how many other local firms made use of the general skills- that were

developed in their training. This question allows a further refinement of our

classification of jobs. The jobs that offer the most general skill training

are defined to be those reported o have "almost all" of their skills useful

at other firms and 16 or more other firms in the local labor market that in

fact use these skills. Data for these jobs are presented in the first column

of table 3-1. The second column presents data for the jobs where almost all'

of the training was useful in other firms, but here the number of such firms

in the locality was small enough (below 16) to suggest that emploYirs might
o

have some monOpsony power. The groupings for the other three columns are

based only on the generality of the skills taught without regard to the size

of the local Market for these skills.

The first; two rows bUthe table present mean ratios of starting to cur-
.

rent or second'year wage.rates. Since the starting wage is a wage paid about

a year previous to the interview, after adjusting for inflation, only 8 or 9

percent of the 16 percent increabe reflects wage progression with tenure.'

Wage increases are similar in all of the jobs with some generality in their

. BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TABLE 3-1

TRAINING, WAGES, AND PRpOUCTIVITY OF TYPICAL! NEW EMPLOYEES BY:

GENERALITY OF SKILLS TAUGHT //

Number of Skii(ls Useful'Outside This Company

Almost All T

4;

L.

GT 16.
other
firms,

LT 16
other*
firms Most Almost None

Wage Rates

Ratio starting/2 years (typical) .86 .85' .83 .83 .93

Ratio starting /currett (actual) "as .89 .88 .88 .90

Hours Spent In Specific Training '

ActuvItles Fn rirst 3 months

Watching others do the Job, 49.0 50.9 48.1 46.3 27.6

Formal training programs 9.6 9.3 ' '6.3 10.0 7.9

Informal training by management 51.9 55.8 58.1 53.8 41.0

IniOrmal training by coworkers 25.6 26.9 25.2 22.7 27.1

investment In training time 147.1 156.5 148.9 147.3 118.0

Weeks to become fully trained 7.8 8.3 7.9 5.10, 4.8

Reported Productivity

Ratio first 7 weeks to.2 years .60 .59 .58 .60 .64

Ratio next 10 weeks'to 2 years .79 .79 .78 .81 .83

Ratio of Productivity Net of TrelqIng Costs

In F rst 3 Months to Productivity 1f a

Worker with 2 Years Tenure
.46 .44 .44 .47 .55

Liberal assumptions

RP (true) = 0 .72 .70 .71 .72 .77

Conservative assumptions

RP (true) st RP (Imes) .53 .52 .56 .62

RP (true) =,45 RP (meas) .67 .66 .66 .68 .72

RP (true = 1.5 RP (meas) .42
o

.40 .38 .44 .52

Number of cases 557 *- 326 192 304 114

Note: Sample is limited to Jobs for someone hired less than 2 years earlier and for which

all the necessary questions ow wage rates, training time, and prstductivlty were answered.



training. The wage increase in jobs offering almost no training in skills

that are useful at other firms is much smaller and can probably be fully

accounted for. by inflation. The lack of any wage progression with tenure in

these jobs suggests that employers pay for and receive'almost all the benefits

of specific training.

Tit:* deceld panel of table 3:1 reports answers to questions about the

number of hours devoted to four distinct training activities. Training for

jobs with the most eneral training and many local competitors irvolves an

average of 49 hours watching others do the job, 9.6 hours in formal training,

52 hours ininformal training by management., and 25.6 hours'in informal

training by co-workers in the first 3 months. The time devoted to training

has a value equivalent to 147 hours of an already trained co-worker's time.

As long as some of the skills taught are general, the required training time

seems to be unrelated to the reported degree of generality. However, jobs .

reported to teach almost no skills useful in otlipr firms (i.e., have training

that is completely specific LI the firm) requ&xe less iraining7-118 rather ,

than 147 hours in the first 3 monthi.

The final row in the panel reports the geometric mean of the answers to

ti .

the question "How many weeks does it take for a new employee hired for this

position to become fully trained and_quJr-alifigLlf he or str/has no previous

experience in this job, but has the necessary school-provided training." Job6

for which only some or almost none of the skills are useful in other firms

take an average of 5 or 6 weeks to learn.

This training seems to have the hoped for results of increasing the pro-

ductivity of the new employees. The third panel of the table presents.ratios

of the reported productivity of new employees to the. reported productivity of

those with 2 years of tenure.' During the first 2 weeks, the typical new em-

ployee at firms offering general training is reported to be only 59-60 percent

as productive as the typical worker with 2 years of tenure and experience.

During the next 10 weeks at the firm, the typical new empl:Nyee's productivity

is reported to be 79 percent that of a worker with 2 years of.tenure. As one

would expect, the reported productivity of new employees increases more rapid-

ly in the first month or so than it does later. The increase in the worker's

reported productivity seems to be-conerdlerably greater than the 8 or 9 percent
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' increase in the worker's wage after accountring for the inflation of scale wage

rates.11 This occurs despite the fact that the training is reported to be

almost entirely general and there are many local firms that use the skills in

question.

The bottom panel of table 3-1 presents estimates of the ratio of pro-

-

ductivity net of training costs in the first 3 months of employment to the

productivity of a typical worker with 2 years of tenure in, the firm. The

sensitivity oipOlese estimates to the assumptions about the scaling of the

productivity index can'be examined by comparing the rows. Our preferted esti-

mates, those calculated .usinuconservative assumptions, are in the third row

of.the panel. The conservative estimate is obtained by subtric'ting the value

of time expended by others--management and co-workers--from the estimate of

the new worker's productivity. 12 The liberal estimate of productivity net

of training costs assumes that the trainee produces no current output when re-
.

ceiving formal training or watching others do the work, and, therefore, sub-
*

4

tracts the value of the trainee's time devoted to formal training or watching

others do the work from the previously described conservative estimate of

productivity net of training costs." The estimates are presented in the

first row of the bottom panel. The second row of the panel presents estimates

based on the extreme assumption.that productivity per hour engaged in a non-

training activity does not increase during the first 2 years on the job at

all. Time fully devoted to training (i.e., the training time investment re-

ported in row 5 of the second panel divided by 520) is subtracted from 1 to

produce the estimate of the productivity net of training cost. ratio.

The fourth row of the panel presents estimates that are based on the as-

sumption that the reports of productivity differences supplied by our respon-

dents exaggerate true proportionate differences in productivity by a factor of

two. The fifth row of'the panel presents estimates that are based on the as-

sumption that proportionate differences in true productivity between new and

experienced workers are 50 percent greater than those reported. These two

rows aggregate time estimates and productivity differences using the conser-

vative assumption that the lower productivity reported for new workers re-

flects in part the portion of their time that is devoted to formal .training

and watching others do the work.
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The 1982 National Xenter employer survey found that the time others spend

training's new employee during his or her first 3 months has a value equal to

19 percent of the productivity of a worker with 2 years tenure. The survey

also found that the average new employee spends 11 percent of his or her time

in the first months either watching others do the job or in a formal train-

ing program. The survey did not, however, ask questions about the time de-

Noted to training after the first 3 monthi on the"job. Consequently, the

ratios reported in the bottom panel compare reported productivity net of

training cost in the first 3 months to reported productivity at the end of .

the second year. A calculation of the ratio of productivity net of training

costs at these two points in time requires that the value of time devoted

to training be subtracted from the dehominator as well as the numerator. A

rough estimate of the correction neecied can be obtained by consulting a 1983

National'Center survey. of employers that did ask about time devoted to train-

ing in the second year of employment (Hollenbeck and Smith, 1984). 'It found

that in the second year on the job the proportion of time devoted to a full-

time training activity was about one half of the corresponding proportion of

the first month.14 This means that a rough estimate of the rate of growth

of productivity net of training costs can be obtained , dividing the numbers

in the bottom panel of table 3-1 by 0-.905 when conservative aggregation as7

sumptions are being used and by 0.85 when liberal aggr4ation assumptions are

used.

Tests of,our,central hypothesis--that productivity net of training costs

rise more rapidly than compensation during the first 2 years ina job even

when the training is reported to be completely generalare presented in table

3-2. This involves testing the null1dypOthesis, 110, which states that .the

ratio of productivity net of training cost in the first 3 months to. productiv-

ity net of training cost at the end of 2 years, NIIII/NP2yr, is equal to or

greater than the ratio of hourly compensation at these 2 points in time,

\Ws/w2yr. The hypothesis is tested under three different maintained as-

sumptions about the validity of our measures of relative productivity, and

for two alternative assumptions about how to aggregate reportstof trainee

productivity and the time others devote to the new employee's training. The

adjustments necessary to calculate estimates of the ratio of starting 2 year

productivity net of training costs were described in the previous paragraph.
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TABLE 3-2

T-TESTS OF THE HYPOTHESIS THAT PRODUCTIVITY NET OF TRAINING COSTS RISES

FASTER THAN WAGE RATES IN JOBS WITH GENERAL TRAINING AND MANY,COMPET1TORS

. .08 <0
"2yr

H
"16e 4r2 yr

Definition of NP Hires

men
Hires Hires

'Liberal assumptions 18.8 '18.4 16.0

Conservative assumptions 18.4 17.6 150

RP(true) .5 RP (measured) 12.2 8..2

ch

.12.1

RP(true) = 0' 7.4 7.9 1.9

Number of cases 676 557 676

r.

.03 0
H1:

tis__w+ .02.< 0

1* 1"-2yr "2yr

ecen
. Hires

15.2

14.6

8.6

2.5

557

ecen

Hires H res

13.2

12.0

4.3

NS.

. 676

12.0

11.6

5.0

NS

557

Note: The hypothesis tests assume NP/Np2r and W,/W2vr are independent. It Is as more likely their covariance Is

positive, t-statistics would be even Mighet: The Eoillein titled Recent Hires uses statistics reported In table 3-1 and is based.

on Jobs for which there was a hire less than 2 years ago. Ws Is the nominal smarting wage of people who began work an averageof

a'year before the interview, so 0.08 was added to W,/W2r In the first 2 volumns. The 2 right-hand columns assume that34

years of tenure eaIse fringe benefits enough to increase the rate of gfowth.of ccmpensation,by 10 percent. This implies hat

,.(0.08 -0.10) should be added to the Ws /W2yr when testing the hypothesis.
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The estimate of the relevant wage ratio,-ws4wayr, was obtained by adding

0.08, the rate of growth,.of adjusted hourly wages from the second .quarter: of

1981 to, the second quarter of 1982, to tae wage ratio presented in the first

.row and' column of table 3-1.
.

The first 2 columns of table 3-2 report hypothesis, tests that are condi-

tional on the maintained assumption that the rate of growth of compensation_

(i.e., wages plus fringe benefits) 'and wlie rates are equal. The next 2,,

columns of the tatale are basedon a.maintained astv.imption that compensation

typically rises. 5 percent faster than wage rates during the ft/at 2 'ears on a

job." The 2 columns on the far right hand sire of the table are bgged an a''

maintained assumption that compensation typically rises '10 percent faster than

wage rates during.. the first 2 years bn a job..
A

A
, .

0

The t-statistics repotted in the table imply A decisive rejection of the

hypothesis that the rates of compensation for jobs reported to offer complete-

ly general training rise at a rate `that' is equal to or greater than the rise

in productivity net of training costa. The finding-that in the first 2,years

of tenure compensation rises less rapidly than productivity net of training

costrls quite robust. If compensation rises no more than 5 percent faster

than wage rates, the hypothesis is rejected even when we make the truly ex-

treme assumption that, although respondents report to:theaconttary, there is

no increase in worker productivity in the first 2 years on a job. If compen-:'

satioI increases 10 percent faster than wage rates, the hypothesis is rejected

evelrwhen it is assumed that the true increase in relative productivity with

tenure 1.4 only half of what was reported. by our respondents.

These results can be viewed as evidence that in the first year or so on.a

job the forces tending to cause wage s to grow more slowly than,productivity

net of training costs are stronger than those having the opposite effect.

This is true even when the training is reported to be genera1.16 The lorces

that tend to cause starting wage rates to be higher than productivity ,net of

training costs and therefore wage growth to be slower than the growth of

productivity net of training costs areworkers facing higher interest rates

when they borrow than firms and sources of job-worker match specificity such

as sorting, costs of transfer, gpeciftc training and extra general training

that is ,not recognized by others in the labor market. The forces that work in
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the opposite direction are the need to design wage structures to attract those

with low quit probabilities (Salop and Salop0976),. and to reduceffiirkiiig

(Lazearv1981).*The'great deal of specificity, to job-worker matches that is

impled by these results means that turnoveris extteinely costly for the 0

worker, the firm and'soeiety.
/

/-

3.5 Are Private DecisAns About On-The-Job Training,Socially Optimal? .

444,44.44

The models developed in this chapter can be used to analyze the social

optimality of the amount of on-the-job training specified in the employment

agreement. The socially optimal amount of general training is defined as the

amount that eqUatesth% Z.sides. of (13):

(13),C(goh) Ds 1'10 docietx's discount factor.
b. lfts

e .
a AN

An examinationof.the condition determining the level of general training

0
-

suggests two reasons for expecting.firms'and individuals to under invest in

general Ofirthe-job trepans. The first reason is that some firm -to-firm varti

tions in general training are not recognized by other employers. If ill die-

count factors are the same, denoting the retention rate, Pr(S) Pr(K), by ik;'and

dropping the. second order effects (see appendix B) thecpnditail determining

.'
the level of general training becomes- -

(14) Ca(g,h)

The fact that the expreision within the brackets is less than one implies

that the private payoff to training is smaller than the social 'payoff and

therefore that there is un erinvestment in general4JT. Expressed as a pip-
.

portion, the discripancy,be men the two is (1-R)(1-b), the separation rate

/r,

times the errors in measurement bias in rewarding increases ia general train-

ing. The discrepancy and, therefore, the tendency to underinvest in general

training is 'elated positively to the separatk ;?
rate,and related negatively .

to the quality of the signals available to other fiims for predicting the

amount of general training received at the firm being modeled.

The second reason why investment in general on-the-job training is below

the social6bptimum is that the workers who must invest in general OJT typi-

cally demand much higher before-tax rates.of retuen t han society would demand.
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If general- training is fully perceived by\other firing,

4
level bf general training will equate the individual's

(b=1),. the equilibrium

trade7off of future

before tax dollars for present before tax dollat.s, Db, to the marginal cost

in .the first period of ,one before tax dollar of general human capitakin the

second-period, t.(g,111. If. tax rates are part of xtle model, the discount'

factor is

Db = 1 (1-t2)%'
(l+r4411-t1)
a

k

d .

where t1 and t2 are marginal tax rates in the first periods and the"second

period and'rb is the individual's rat of time pref rence. A rise (fall) in

Db produces a rise,(fall) in training investment.

Because of the progressiveness' f income. tax it'd the individual's

prior access to credit, 0b is almost certainly smaller than Ds, the social

discO:int factor. The,costs of4OJT are expensed in the year, they are incurred,

so, if alf,individuals paid taxes every ylar and faced the same marginal tax

rate every'year, the tax system would have neutral effects on OJT,invedtment.17

However, investments. in' OJT ate typically made at a time when the individual

has no.tax liability oz$ lower than normal marginal tax .rate and the beqsfits

aretecelved'when earnings and marginal taxWates are higher., This' phenomenon
4D

reduces the size of Db: Secondly, the discount rates that individuals use
4

to calculate the present value of returns to OJT are considerably higher than

both thefirms internal rate of return and the social rate of discount. This

occurs because most young workers are unable to borrow to finance investments

'.in OJT and because those loans that are available (e.g., tithe purchase of a

car
.
or an appliance) carry extremely high interest rates. Government-guaran-

anteed and subsidized loans are available for financing schoolinalbut not for

financing on-the-joCtraining.

;7.

Wben both these effects are operating, the expression that characterizes

the ratio of private to social rates of return for an investment in general ,

human capital 4is --

4
(15) Ratio private/social returns = (Da(1-b)R + Dbb)/Ds

111.4(1"'W(ity.i.)(1:S) b(l+r0(1.1:12)

(l+ra)(1-ti) + (l+rb)(1-ti).
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For specific huMan'capitali social optimality is the level of training

that 9duates the marginal c9st of speOlfie training, Ch(g,h), to the.reten-

tion ra$4-dividedbyethe soc0 ial disifount rate, R/l+rs. Private, decision

making results in specific training investments that equate Ch(g,h) to

R(1-t)l[(1+ra)(1-ti)]. Thus, for specific human capital, the ratio of

private social returns is-

*

A

(16) Ratio private/social returns ' (l.:11a)(1:11)

(14-ra)(1-ti)

Since the firm typically tea not ,concentrate all its specific OJT investments

in one period and receive all the returns in another, the marginal tax rates

in the first and second periods.are not likely to be Systematically different.

,

.
Firms that do not have good access to the capital market may have befor tax

internal rates of return that considerably exceed the social rate of iscount.

This will cause such firms to underinvest in all forms of human and hysical

capitaL. However, the firm's internal rate of return will, typical y be below

the discount rates being used by its newer employees. For this d other

reasons, the discrepancy between private and social returns is ikely to be

smaller for specific training than for general training.

The assumption that many of the costs of producing general and specific

training are joint implies that the marginal cost of a dollar of specific

human capital depends upon the amount of general training and vice versa. If

the cross partial of the cost function Chg is positive and almost the size

of the.second partial, Cm the two forms of training are close substitutes

and a distortion thst causes underinvestment in general training will result

in extensive substitution of specific.far general training. If the cross

pupal of the cost function, is negative, a distortion that causes underin-

vektment in general training will also reduce specific training. This means

that tf workers and their employers are underinvesting in general OJT for any

of the reasons cited above--high discount factors, rising marginal tax rates, .

lack of market perception of OJT ciality--the firm's decisions about the

amount of specific training to undertake 0.11 also tend to be distorted as

well. There is no way of knowing, a priori whether the spillover distortion

of the specific OJT decision will increase or decrease specific OJT: What

k\
does this discussion imply about the social optimality of investment in

1,1
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specific OJT? Underinvestment in specific human capital is not as serious a

problem as underinvestment in general human capital)s&stimulating specific

OJT has lower social priority than stimulating general OJT. In ad4ition

successfully stimulating general OJT' will tent to reduce distortions of,

pecific OJT.

' In summary, workers and ftras tend to underinvest -in general training.

This ocgurs for four reasons--

the worker's discount' rate (the rate at which the worker can ,

borrow and therefore tradeoff futUre consumption for.cUrrent
consumption) is,considerably,higher than the socialdiscount rffite?
(tht interest rate On government bonds)

the tax rates faced by the worker when.the returns to the invest-
ment are being received are typically higher than the tax rates.
when the costs are being incurred

.

other employers do not accurately perceive the quality of the
general OJT received by the worker and as result do not fully.
compensate the traijied worker if hey /she receives good training

the minimum wage: If a minimum wage constraint is.,bindini.,the ..' 0
starting Wage on a Iob will have to be higher:than it would. other-
wise.heve been and this increases the cost of training and thus
reduces its amount. A second impact of the minimum' wage is that
.the higher starting wage it cues Is 'partially compensated for by
a fall in the wage rate in tike post training period. This in-
creases the quit rate Which.in.turn reduces the payoff to training
and therefore the amount of training.

If the interest rates facing employers are higfiei than the s6ial discount

rate there also be underinvestment in specific training. The degree of

underinvestment in specific training is considerably smaller than the under-

inVestment in general training.

From the point of view cf public policy, the most important conclusion

from our economic analysis of on-the-job training is that from society's point

of view employers and employees uaderinyeet in general on-the-job training.

There is a good deal of empirical evidence supporting this finding. If there

is underinvestment in general OJT we would expect to find private rates of

return to OJT to be very high. The studies that have estimated the return to

OJT do find that rates of return are very high. Harvey Rosen (1982) found,

for instance, that after adjusting for inflation the real rate of return to
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return and considerably higher'thah the real raes.of return .of,about 4 .

percent'on corporate bonds and of about 5 percent for schooling.
.

dMincer
,

(1974) estimated theraeas of retatn to be even higher..
A I. . t 0

4 ..At'

The data presented in table 3.1 also supports a conclusion that total
t .

. 4 . ,

).
1 rates of return (comblding both worker,and. employer benefits and was) to OJT.

. .

e
i

.,

in the first few, nitodtha.Of employmedt are extreiely Iiiih. Our respondents

report.that.in-,the third throug tWeifth week of employment).productivity is 1\6 ' °

0
percent higher on average in the first two weeks. Since the training

11 I
OJT investments.by the worker was 12:6 percent per year for those who went to'

college and 1.? percentsfor ihOse.who did not. attend college. 'These rates of

i.

.

.

shat produces this'drematic increase in productivity is occurring over the

.

course of only, two Monthi, Ole calculated costs of this trdinin& are not

likely to' exceed.two months of output from the new worker. If so the average

rate oreturn to this training exceeds 100 percent. The employeri. we '

interviewed reported that over the course of the next 21 months up to thei

worker's second 'anniversary at the firm that prodUctivity typically increases'

another 12 percent. Average rates of return on the training investments that

produce this productivity gain will not be 100 percent but they are many times

higher than the real rates of return to corporate bonds and schooling. o

A different type of evidence for underinvestment is general,on-the-job

training is provided by Bishop's (1982) study of the social payoff to

occupationally specific training. By comparing twopew hires in the same job

with differing'amounts of experience, he obtained the result that compared to

zero experience, 5 years of relevant work experience reduces the'training

required by 22 percent and increases productivity by 16 percent in the first

two weeks, 11 percent in the next 10 weeks and.6 percent after about a year at

the firm. The'key finding isthat these increases in productivity and savings

in training costs are larger than the extra wages offered these workers. This

means that on-the-job-training at employer A not only benefits the employee

and employer A (as implied by Becker's theory of OJT) but also benefits other'

employers in the industry who hire workers who quit or are laid off by

employer A. In other words, OJT creates externalities--social benefits that

are not captured by either the trainer or the trainee. The market failure
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that is implied by this finding is justification for governmental efforts to

stimulate the externality creating activity -- general on-the-job training.

How might government induce firms and workers to increase investments'in

general on-the-job training? FOur different approaches will be evaluated:

(1) lower taxes on'the returns that the employer receives from training

investments (2) lower taxes on the returns the employee receives frgm training.

investments (3) subsidize the costs of training investments and (4) abolish

- the minimum wage fof jobs that offer considerable training.

The first two options are not viable 'because the returns to a training

investment cannot be administratively distinguished 'from the returns to other

investments and general reductions in tax rates (both during and after train-

ing) do not increase the incentives to invest in training. It has been demo ---\.,

strated both theoretically and empirically (Hashimoto, 1982; Bishop, 1982)

that the minimum wage reduces general OJT so reductions in the minimum would

increase general OJT somewhat. Eliminating the minimum wage would not, how-
N.

ever, end or even significantly reduce the underinvestment in general OJT.

The reason is'that the minimum wage is a binding constraint for only a small

minority of jobs and even in its absence underinvestment in general OJT would

occur for a variety of other reasons.

This leaves us with a subsidy of the costs of general training as the

only policy that might significantly increase general on-the-job training.

Since geniial OJT typically gets mixed together with specific OJT and both

occur simultaneously With 'actuaeproduction, the primary barrier to subsi-

dizing general OJT is finding a way ,to measure it. One way society can

promote on-the-job skill training without having-to have a comprehensive

solution to the measurement probled is for community colleges (or some other

public agency) to establish cooperative training ventures with specific local

employers in which teachers on the college's payroll provide training that

meets that employer's specifications but is also useful at other firms. Many

states and localities now offer this kind of aid to companies that open or

expand plants in the community. Publicly subsidized ihstitutions seem to be

becoming increasingly important providers of skill training that is custom-

ized to a particular employer's needs. It is not cis.ar, however, that

publicly controlled institutions have a comparative advantage in this type of
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activity and that lacking the public subsidy theytould be effective competi-

, tors in this market. If not, efforts to promote onkhe-job skill training

might better be focused on offering the subsidy to the worker or firm and

letting them choose who shall provide th training.

An alternative way of encouraging coIlaboration is to offer subsidies to

employers Oatoffer training that is integrated with a school or college's

curriculum (the Targeted Jobs fax Credit offers suc h a tax credit for hiring

disadvantaged high school cooperative education students).. Another approach

might be to offer young people leaving high school. a voucher /scholarship that

can be used to buy training from an employer as well as to pay college

tuition. Still a third approach would be to offer a tax credit to employers

that provide certain approved kinds of training. The major difficulty with

the latter two approaches s that one cannot subsidize something one cannot

measure, and measuring OJT is notoriously difficult. The measurement problem

cast be solved, however, and the final section of the paper presents two

practical proposals of how on- the -job training might be subsidized.

\

Marginal Training Subsidy

A marginal training subsidy (MTS) would offer a partial subsidy of train-

ing expenditures above a threshold level. Thd rate of subsidy or tax credit

would be set somewhere between 10 and 33 percent. The training costs that

would be eligible for subsidy would include payments to industry, training

funds, tuition reimbursements for job related training, contributions of mate-

.

rials or staff time to vocational/technical institutions, the budgeted costs

of the firm's formal training of new and continuing employees, and certain of

the costs of informal training of new and upgraded employees.19 Partici-

pating companies with more than 100 employees would be required to have a

training advisory committee that contains worker representation.

While the measurement of the costs of informal training is difficult, it

must be attempted if choices between formal and informal training are not to

be distorted.20 The subsidizable costs of informal training would limit-

ed to trainee time and trainer time during tlhe first year of employment or

during the first 3 months before or after a major promotion and change in job

responsibility. If the training is formal, certain additional expenses - -books .
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and materials, rental on leaching machines and equipment or office space de-

dicated entirely. to training, andloymTnts to training vendors--would be

eligible for subsidy. 'Formal training would be subsidizable regardless of

length of tenure and whether the worker is receiving a promotion. At the con-

clusion of the training program or the firm's fiscal year, the employer would

be toquired to award each trainee a certificate describing the numbei of hours

of foimal or informal training provided/attended, skills taught and where

appropriate, the competence achieved.

- The threshold Which'must be exceeded before a subsidy or tax credit would

be paid would be equal to 10 percent of the firm or establishdents wage pay-
,

ments to employees with less than one year of tenure at the firm plus 1.5

percent of wage payments to all other employees.. The threshold is higher for

afirmswith many new employees because (a) new employees tend to receive. more

training than continuing emp ees and (b) the costs of informal training are

subsidizable' only during the fi t year on the job and for a short period

0

after a promotion. 0
A subsidy'above awthreshold has some important advantages over an obliga-

tion to spend a minimum amount on training:

Firms that are big trainers (and therefore probably efficient trainers) of

skilled workers would always face an incentive to expand their training.

In Francs. where there is an obligation to spend 1 percent of wage bill on

training the great,majority of employees work at firms which exceed their

obligation to spend on training so at the margin, there is no public en-

couragement of additional training for the majority of .French workers. A

subsidy above a threshold avoids this problem.

Paperwork is reduded because most firms would not apply for a subsidy in

most years. Year-to-year variations in training expenditures are likely

to be large at small firms. Such firms would most likely spend above the
threshold only in years in which there is a major expansion of employment

or the installation of new equipment.

Employers who feel the administrative burdens of the subsidy are too high,

are free not to participate.

All employers--profit making, non-profit and governmental--should be eligible

for the marginal training subsidy if their training expenditures exceed the

threshold defined for their organization.21 In order for incentive effects

to be maxAmized,' employers must feel they are assured a larger subsidy payment

if they increase their firm's training investment. Together these two considr

erations imply that the MTS should be administered as a subsidy entitlement,
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as a tax credit againstoa, broad based tax on the firm wage bill like FUTA or

social security, or as a tax credit afeinst income taxes that can be sold to
,

other fiims.22 The MTS would be financed either out of general revenue or

a special training tax on the wage bill of all employers. In order to give

firms time to set up the accounting procedures to record training expendi-

tures, it would be phased in at least a year after the legislation is

passed.'

The MTS has a number of important advantages:

The social benefits of on-the-job training are probably, just as large

as the social benefits of occupationally specific training provided by

schools. The MTS would create an incentive for firms and workers to

generate more of such benefits and would reduce currently prevailing

distortions of the choice between these two modes of providing

occupationally specific training.

Since the employer pays 67 to 90 percent of the cost of training, there

is always an incentive to do the training in 00 most efficient manner

possible.

Choice of which jobs to train for and how to do the training is made

by the employer not by an educator, a gove*tment official or by the

trainee. The employer is the person best able to project the firm's

future need for Skilled workers and to select the best method of train-

ing for those skills.

The inclusion of the costs of informal training in the definition of

subsidizable'training expenses is fair to small business and reduces the

tendency of the subsidy to distort choices between formal and informal

training.

While the MTS is not directly. targeted on the unemployed dislocated

worker, it will reduce unemployment nevertheless. The MTS reduces un-

employment in two ways:

--It encourages firms to hire and train new workers; and to retrain

rather than lay-off.workers whose skills were becoming obsolete.

- It encourages the firm to expand the' supply of skilled workers rather

than engaging in a bidding war for the limited supply of already

trained workers thus producing an,acceleration of inflation.

The MTS should discourage turnover. A firm with high rates of turnover

will hive a higher threshold and will as a result receive a smaller sub-

sidy payment.

.The MTS has as its objective expansion and intensification of on-the-job

training. Only two small reforms of current practice are proposed--training

advisory committees at firms with more than 100 employees and providing the

trainee a certificate describing the training that has been received.23 All
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the really important decisions--who is to be trained, what is to be taught,

workers influence these decisions by bidding for jobs that require training,

by selecting an eliPloyer who provias the desired training, and the commitment

that is given to learning the material that is presented).

Employers and workers probably invest nearly $100 billion of time and

resources in formal and informal on-the-job training each year. Consequently,

covering all employers and all kinds of training inevitably means costs can be

kept down only if the subsidy rate is set rather low, the definition of subsi-

dizable. expenditure is restrictive and the threshold is set rather high.

A Critical Skills Training Incentive

An alternative approach to promoting more private investment in on -the-

job training is to target certain critical occupations that are experiencing

severe shortages. A subsidy would be offered for training newly hired and/or

(transferred employees in a few'selected occupationse

Selecting Skills for Which to Provide Training Incentive. Legislation .

would restrict the subsidy to a limited number of industries that currently

export a major share of their output, or are service firms that provide speci-

alized high tech services.24 To be eligible fot a.training subsidy, an

occupation/skill would have to involve considerable initial on-the-job train-

ing, be required at many,firms, and be in shortage. The determination of

whether an occupation is in shortage would be based on current data on changes

in relative wage rates, changes in vacancy rates or newspaper advertising if

available, and on recent and projeCted growth ofdemand 6r the ski11.25

The Department of Labor would be given a fixed budget and empowered to select

a limited number of skilled jobs for which training subsidies would be

available.

Once an occupation had been selected as a potential candidate for subsidy

the Secretary of Labor would appoint an industry/labor committee to make re-

commendations regarding the definition of the critical skillo'the competencies

that a trained individual would be expected to have, and possible mechanisms

to insure that subsidized trainoea achieve these standards. The Depitment of

Labor would do a small survey of the coats of training and the length of the
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training period that would serve as a basis for calcula ions for median train-
,

ing cost.26 ,The Secretary of Labor would be empowered t make competency a

certification (under the auspices of a multi-employer or union umbrella

organization) a part, of the mechanism for defining eligibility for a critical

skills ttaining subsidy.27

Administration of the Training Incentive. Application for a eubsidy of .a

particular.. trainee must be made within ono week of the start of the training

(within One week of the date of beginning; work in the case ora new hire).28

The requirement of immediate application for the training subsidy has three

purposes: (1) by forcing the firm to be aware of the subsidy when it begins

the training, it maximizes the subsidy's incentive effect and reduces. .

retroactivity, (2) it allays DOL to continuously monitor the number of

trainees its program has stimulated, and to project future costs and the

fullfiliment of its goals, (3) for the firm it locks in the terms and,

conditions of subsidy that prevailed at the date training was commenced. If

DCL determines that more (less) training is being undertaken than needed or

.waft budgeted, it has the right without advance notice to restrict (liberalize)

tilt. definition of subsidizable jobs/skills, lower (raise) the training cost

allowance or end teat occupation's eligibility. Changes in rules would apply

to all training programs begun one, week or more after the announcement of the ,

change.

There would be no limit to the number of trainees for which an employer

could besubsidized, and the firm would not have to Obtain advance agreement

from DOL as to this number. The employer would only have to certify (1) that

the training he provides results in the worker's attaining the critical skill,

and (2) that the trainees did not have that skill prior to the training. This

certification would be audited on a random basis.29 Workers who complete

training would be awarded a certificate attesting to the skills they have

achieved. The skills taught by the training program would be described in

detail either on the back of the certificate or on an attachment.

The administration of this Critical Skills Training Incentive has been

described in fgnsiderable detail for several teas, q:

the popularity of the program with employers will dfpend upon how easy it

is for them to administer it,
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the power of the incentives it produces and the cost of the program may'
depend upon seemingly' minor administrative matters (such as when
application for subsidy must be. wade),

the primary concern about proposals such as this is whether they

can be administered, so there needs to be a demonstration of the
feasibility. of the program. .'

The plan described has a number of attractive features:

It is limited in scope .to occupations in critical shortage.

Great flexibility, is given to program administrators. (This is

essential because the very concept of the program is new and because
it must quickly respond to the changineveeds of the economy.)

t./corkers who complete training are awarded a certigicate that describes
the skills they haNie gained.

The firm always faces a marginal incentive to expand its training
of targeted skills. Itvdces not have to get prior agreement from
DOL about how many people to train (an administrative hapsel that would
be a major barrier to participation).

The.firm is given an incentive to retain the workers it trains.

Despite the almost 'entitlement' nature of the training 'subsidy, its
total cost is capped by the monitoring of usage and DOL's ability to
lower subsidy amounts and tighten eligibility.,

A sunset provision automatically ends a skill's eligibility' for
subsidy.

Cost could be further reduced by requiring that firma already employ-
ing people in the targeted skilled occupationi exceed a given level
of training before being eligible for subsidy. it could be assumed
that in the normal course of events 'such firms would have to replace
10 percent of their stock of workers with the targeted skills anyway.
The subsidy could be paid for trainees above this,threshold.

The firm's administrative costs...areimpt_low....Ihe.firm does.not have
to calculate and report how much it is spending on training.

Eligibility for subsidy his a function of an output--the number of
people trained for certain specific jobs--nota measure of input. 4'

This creates a strong incentive to be as efficient as possible in
doing the training.

The Critical Skills Training Incentive has some important drawbacks, how-

ever. Its success depends-upon the wisdom and timeliness of the selection of

skills for which training subsidy is provided. Experience with federally

funded graduate fellowships should remind us how difficult it is for govern-

ment to forcast future demand for a specific skill and implement decisions to

extend or withdraw training subsidies in a timely manner. Graduate fellow-

ships were originally targeted on a few shortage fields thought to be critical
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to national defense. However, other fields campaigned to be included and new

programs were started until *West every field of study was included in at

least one agency's fellowship2program. The number of fellowships expanded even

after the shortages of PhD holders that gave rise to the'programs were re-

placed by surpluses. The CSTI has features--the sunset provision, great

administrative flexibility and a fixed budget--that are intended to prevent a

recurrence of the poor timing thit characterized the graduate fellowships

programs. There is always the possibility, however, that the projections of

future demand will be wrong or that politics will result in the wrong oceupa-

tions being selected and dux the.selective nature of the training incentive

would increase rather than decreeise market distortions. .

s\
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FOOTNOTES
o.

1. Comparisons of rates of productivity growth.and rates of wage growth

were made under an assumption that reported productivity. was a proportional
transformation of true productivity plus a random error. 'During the first.6

months, reported productivity grew considerably faster than wage rates. After

the first16 months, rates of wage and productivity growth were approximately

equal. As with Medoff and Abraham; these results do not take. into account re-

ductions in 'the amount of time: others spend training the new employee as the

worker gains tenure. Growth rates of productivity net of training costs are

inevitably higher than growth'rates of productivity alone. These results are

very similar to those reported in this paper and arse consistent with the the-

ory that is developed in section 3.2.

2. The job'of predicting firm to firm variations in general training is made

harder bithe fact that there are thousands of types of general human capital

only some of which will have vqa9e in a particular firm. To keep things

simple,'bowever, the model assumes only One form of general human.capital.

3. 'Studies of quit and layoff rates typically obtain wage elasticity esti-

mates that are considerably below one (Bishop 1981). This implies that the

elasticities of stay and' keep rates are even lower and that (DaimiPr(K)Dk -

DbioGk) is very small (See appendix B for an extended discussion of why these

terms are very small).

4. 40Ok may be rewritten as Pr(K)n o(Gk/w). Since both Gk/w, the ratio of the

worker's quasi-rent to the wagejs small, and no the wage elasticity of.the

proportion of new hires that are kept.is small, the third term of (11) will be

small.

5. Note that the sample is representative of on- the -job. training provided by

a group of employers, not the training activity wasociatsd with the employ-

ment of a group of job seekers during a specified time fame. The sample most

likely underrepresents larger employers if the employment of a group of job

seekers over a specified period of time were to be considered.
t

6. rn a few cases, employers reported that more than 520 hours (13 weeks

times 40 hours a week) had'been devoted to a specific training activity during

the first 3 months on the job. While the new hire might have received train-

ing from more than one supervisor, it is unlikely that two trainers were

simultaneously in one-on-one contact with the new hire. Consequently the com-

puter edit of this data changed all reports of more than 520 hours involved in

a training activity to 520.

7. The cost of the trainer was assumed to be two-thirds of the foregone pro-

ductivity, since formal training often.jonvolves more than one trainee. Thus

1.8 (2/3)1.5 + .8.

8. The index was constructed under an assumption that the four training

activities were mutually exclusive. This implies that if the sum of the hours

devoted to individual activities is greater than 520, that a reporting error
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has occurred which overstates investment in*training. In the few cases where
the sum of hours devoted to training exceeded 520, the training time index was
ad %usted downward by the ratio, of 520 to the sum of the hours reported for
individual activities. This procedure reduces the mean of the index by Aba4t .*
10 percent.

9. The interview questions about the productivity of recently hired employees
were intended to.provide indicators of the relative productivity of one worker
at different points in time or two different workers in the identical job,:
They do not attempt to measure productivity in any absolute semse and there-
foreare not comparable across. firms. Some of the uses made of these data
only require that the index be correlated with true productivity. Estimates'
of the magnitude of training investments that combine time inputs of other
staff with the lower pritOctivity of the trainee. require an assumption that
the index is cardinal and.a proportional transformation of true productivity
plus a random error. The questions asking for a rating of the pyoductivity of
particular workers have remarkably low nonreaponse rates. Only 4.4 percent of
respondents asked'about a particalet new hire's productivity during the first
2 week responded with a "don't know" or refused to answer. Compatably deffin-

ed nonreaponse rates for other questions about the new hire were 8.2 percent'
for previous relevant enperience, 3.2 percent for age, 6.7 "for education, 8.6
percent for time spent in informal training by a supervisor, and 5.7 percent
fora 3-question sequence from which,starting wage rate is, calculated. The
low nonresponse rate implies that our respondents felt that they were capable.'
of making such judgments and augurs well for the quality of the data that
results.

10. If employer reports of a worker's productivity are equal to an unknown
constant times the worker's true marginal product plus a random error, per-
centage differences in cell means of the productivity index can be interpreted
as unbiased estimators of percentage differences in true productivity. If the

variations in the productivity scores'assigned by supervisors exaggerate the
proportionate variations in the true productivity, our estimates of percentage

5, impacts of recruitment source on productivity will be. biased upward. Even

though it is possible for a worker's true oroductivity to be negative, the
scale wasdefined as having a lower limit of zero. Floors and ceilings on a
scale typically. .cause measurement. errors to be,,negatively correlated with the
true value. "If this yere the case the result would be antundeptatement'of
percentage differeneis between the productivity of-new hires an workeis who
have been at the firm for longer. In our view this latter type of bias is
more likely than the former:

.11. This statement is conditional on thjissumptian that the 'productivity
reports received from employers are a proportional transformption of true
productivity plus a random error.' Tests of the sensitivity of the 'comparison.
betwien the growth of wage rates and productivity net of training costs to
this assumption appear shortly.

12. The following assumptions produce this calculation: employer reports are
a constant times true productivity plus a random error, the managerial and
co-worker tine reported; to be devoted to training is 100 percent devoted to
training as reported, the managerial staff members who provide training are.
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pait01.5 times what workers'awith 2 years of tenure earn; and the reported
lower productivity of new workers relative to those with 2 years of tenure
captures the loss of trainee productivity because pf training activities.

13. The first three assumptions are the same. The fourth Assumption is that
the productiVity scores that are assigned describe the trainaesi contributions.
to" current output when they are not engaged in training activities and when
receiving informal training by management or co-workers. During the other two
kinds of training activities (formal training and watching others do.the job),'
the trainee is assumed to contribute nothing to current output.

14.. When the ratio derived from the 1983 survey i multiplied by the 1982
estimate of value of training in the first 3 months, we estimate that workers
with 2 years of tenure spend 5.5 percent of their time in formal training or
watching others do the work and that the time others spend training him or her
has a value of 9.5 percent of his or her productivity. One minus this latter
figure is the appropriate correction factor for the denominator when cow!
servative aggregation assumptions are used. For liberal assumptions the
appropriate correction factor is one minus the sum of these two figures.

15. Compensation may grow faster than wage rates early in a worker's tenure
if some minimum amount of tenure is necessary before'vensions vest or paid
vacation can be take l. e .

16. Even when skills and training are all general in the sense of being
useful In other firms, workers with general training will typically be more
productive in the firm that has done the caining than in other firms. This

is because each firm is likely to require a different mix of general_04".
The firm that does'the training will concentrate on those skills it needs 6

the most, some of*which may not be as highly valued by alternative employers.
Skills that would be highly valued by an alternative employer may not be
'taught because others on the staff already fulfill that function or becaude of
some idiosyncracy of the training firm's production technology. The result is
that the best fit between a worker's skills and the employer's needs is more
likely to be at the firm that initially provides the training. This phenom-
enon has the effect of giving specifidity to the match even when all training
is general, and of reinforcing the tendency o£ wages to rise more slowly than
productivity net of training cost.

17. The tax treatment of investments in physical capital with lives of 10 or
more' years is less-favorable than the treatment of investment in human capi-
tal. The investment tax credit combined with ACRS makes the tax treatment of
equipment with a tax lifetime of 8 years or less roughly equivalent to immed-
iate expensing.

18. An increase in 1-b, the errors in measurement bias, will increase the
discreparidy only if [R(1-q)/(1+ra)(1-ti)] < [(1-t2)/(1+rb)(1-ti)].
The high rate of turnover among new hires means that this condition will al-
most invariably be fulfilled.
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19. To insure that only training gets subsidized/not vacations or otiva
tional sales meetings, subsidizable expenditures might be'defined to ude
(1) travel to a remote site other than the_company's national or the appropri-
ate regional hdlidquarters, (2) housing and food expenses of more than $100 a
day, (3) costs of training non-employees, part time employees working less
than 50 hours a month or employees for whom more than 50 percent of compen-
sation comes from commissions, (4) payments to speakers or presenters of a
training session of more than $1000 or $200 per contact hour which ever is
higher. The costs of developing a training package or system for use in
training ones own staff would be an allowable expense.

20. A trainee would be considered to be engaged in formal or informal train-
ing if he or she iu receiving group instruction, being instructed by a compu-
ter, reading manuals or instruction booklets watching others do the work or
being shown the work. A trainer, supervisor or coworkers time would be con-
sidered to be engaged in a training activity only if 100 percent of the
trainers attention is devoted to the training purpose. If any output is pro-
duced during a training activity it would have to be given to the trainee,
discarded or given away. The following tests could be used to define a promo-
tion for purposes of calculating subsidizable training expenses: there would
have to be a new job title, noticeably different job duties and a wage
increase of at least 6 percent above the standard seniority or cost of living
increment and the individual could not have held that particular job before.
In order for new employee training to be subsidizable it would have to be
associated with a wage increase by the end of that year of at least 10 per-
cent over and above the rise in the cost of living.

21. To insure that employers who receive an MTS subsidy were aware of the
program at the time it might influence their behavior, it could be required
that the employees make a preliminary application before July 1 of the cal-
endar year for which a subsidy is sought.

22. If the MTS is a subsidy, subsidy payments would be taxable income. If

the MTS is a tax credit the firm would have to reduce its reported social
security or FUTA tax payments by the amount of the tax credit.

23. To the extent that the accounting rules used to distinguish training
activities from production activities affect the way training is conducted
this is an unfortunate unintended consequence of the necessity of defining a
dollar quantity of training expenditure for each firm.

24. Examples might be communications, machinery, instruments, chemicals,
pharmaceuticals, electronics, computer service and R & D la

)
oratories.

25. FaK a skill to be eligible, both recent' and projected rates of growth
would hai.k to be high. Projections of future growth should be based on a
methodology that can be updated on a quarterly basis and that uses contem-
poraneous market signals (such as current or forward prices of the industry's
product, new orders, current industry sales or employment) to project future
employment. The methodology must be capable of giving timely warning of in-
dustry turn arounds like,the one that occurred in 1981 in oil drilling and ex-
planation. A projecticn of rapid growth would be sufficient on its own (in
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the absense of high past rates of growth) only if the evidence is particularly
strong (e.g. Congressional passage of obligational authority for a huge multi
year contract. Where eXassroom training at schools or colleges substitutes
for OJT, information A the number of graduation of such programs (recent and
projected) would have to be compared to growth of demand.

26. The survey would not be very costly and would not take long, once a

4 sample of employers who have trained such workers was obtained. While visits
to establishments by specialized staff would he the preferred mechanism, it
could be done over the phone. A telephone interview approach to measuring
on-the-job training costt for specific jobs has been developed by the National
Center for Research in Vocational Education and implemented by the Gallup

.....^-40tganization at a cost of less than $75 per interview. The training costs
te t\ would be measured by this survey would include:

1) payments to outside vendors such as a training institution,
12) depreciation on machinery 100 percent devoted to training,
3) time of specialized training personnel that is.spent in contact

with the trainee or preparing lessons,
4) time of supervisors or coworkers spent giving formal or informal

training to the non-worker above a 40 hour minimum,
5) time of the trainee that is spent in a formal or informal

training activity that is not directly productive.
The survey would also serve as a basis for developing an operational defini-
tion of the job or skill for which training subsidies would be provided, and
for the levels of the skills. The results of the survey would be reviewed by
DOL staff and the industry/labor committee) DOL staff would make a formal
recommendation to the Secretary which the advisory committee could endorse or
take exception to as it wished. Training costs allowed in future years would
be indexed to the economy's average'hourly wage, so the survey would only need
to be done once.

27. Systems for competency certification currently exists in construction,
telecommunications, banking and a varitey of other industries. In some indus-
tries and occupations,,an existing system(s) could be adopted "as is" or
modified; in other industries and occupations a new system would have to be
developed. Since an occupation is eligible for a critical skills training
subsidy for only a limited period, a judgement would have to be made as to
whether the benefits of competency certification would outweigh the inevitable
costs and delays that such a requirement would impose. In addition, in cer-

tain fast changing fiel4e codifying what must be learned in this way might not
be desirable. There woRld be an expectation that the organization sponsoring
the competency certifi cation after the end of the period of the occupation's
eligibility. Conditioning the CSTI on the existence of competency certifi-
cation would tend to encourage industry groups seeking designation of one of
their job/skills as a critical skill to create a certification process for
that job.

28. The application form could be quite simple, requiring only the name and
social secruity number of the trainee, employer ID number, the training estab-
lishment's name and address, the firm's name and address, the skill for which
training is being provided, the trainee's wage, and a description of the job
(including its wage) for which he/she is being trained.
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29. An advance opinion as to the eligibility of a proposed training program
(binding on DOL) would.be available to employers who request it. The calcu-

lated amount of subsidy would be paid in equal semiannual installments over
the training period that has been established for. that skill. If the worker
is employed' at the firm for less than the full training period, the subsidy
payment would be prorationed for the period he/she was at the firm. The

jpayments would be taxable income. Training establishments would submit

. semi-annual bills to DOL for the subsidy payments due to it. The payment
would be made to the training establishment (even when that establishment is
part of a multi-establishment firm), because auditing would be carried out at
the establishment level, and because the paymeLt then shows up in the right
place in multi-establishment firms with divisional profit, centers.
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Computational Notes

The fires expected profit maximization problem is written as -

(A.1) Max P -C(841)-el+ Da(Pr(S)Pr(K)(P+g+h+E(c011)-w2)}

go' he W
1

w2

subject to

(A.2) R wi+ Dh(Pr(S)Pr(10w2+(1-Pr(K))w1+(1-Pr(S))Pr(K)(w3+E(c141)))

Denoting the Lagrangean function and the multiplier by L and A, the first order

conditions for g, h, w
1

w
2

are as follows:

IESE0 11.1%(A.3) -Cg + Daia(PrTsPr(15) (P+g+h+E(solK)-w
2
)+Pro)proc)(1 +

as

+ AD 22F(912r(Ki) 2
w 4(1-Proo)w3

aft K w3
b ag

+ (
aPrag oo a(Pr(s)Prasot)))(w3+s(c1Q))

,

(E,
+ (1-Pr(S)Pr(K)) (w: +

aEas 1Q))10. 0

(A.4) -Ch + Da{ a(Pr(S)Pr(K))
2

(la+g+h+E(e01K)-w )+Pr(S)Pr(K)( + ai,
ageols)

an an

(A.5)

(A.6)

+ AD
b
r aar(San)Pr(K)) w2 aft(K) .)

`

1.4r(s). aPrh K)(w3+E(e10))

0

-1 + Ng 0

(a(Pr(S)Pr(K)) 1...w 2)0r(g)propalliol2ia. 1))

aw aw
NI

+ xp
b'
tialaarall (w2 + Pr(S)Pr(K) - 22122 2w3

aw
2

aw

a(Pr(S)Pr(9)
(111341(c1(1)) + (1-Pr(S)Pr(K)) aE(c2 1(1)) 0

aw
2
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The conditional expectations of the random factors are given by --

.

E(colg) 04.44 TO0(T)dt / Pr(K)

E(eIQ)

2

w3(g) 0(0dt / Pr(Q).

Then.the partial deriVatives.with respect to g, h, w2 are* >

_aPrag (S) . 4wg,
g'

aPr
00

(K)

ag

aPr(KY.
ah

aPr(K)

awl

amok()
ag

a(eo I K)

ah

ag(cIK)
w

awl

aztaIP!

-0
co

-00.Di/Pr(K)

-00Di/Pr(K)

0
o
D
K
/Pr(K)

where D
K

P+g+h+E(Eo
IK)-w2

laEfeQ) 3

ag
Ow

g
DQ /Pr(Q)

ag(c1Q)
ah

aE(E12 4) -OD /Pr(Q)

aw

where D
Q

w
2
-w

3
-E(elQ).

*> 0
o

is evaluated at w
2
-P-g-h,

0 is evaluated at w
2
-w

3
.

o, aPr(S)

awl

10

1

O

4.39



4.

The next expressions are important to what follows:

2(Pr(S)Pr(K)) Ow3
Pr(K) + 0 Pr(S),as ag,

a(Pr(S)Pr(P) 1Pr(R) - 00Pr(s)oa
w -

aw2

a(Pr(S)ah Pr(K),)

.

t

Substitution of the partial derivatives into (A.3), (A.4), and (A.6) yields

the f.o.c.'s for g, hand w
2

.

From the f.o.c. for g, (A.3)

Cs DalagDi + Pr(S)Pr(K)(1 - 0DK/PrlK))1

+ D
b
[(a

g
w2 + (1-Pr(K))w3

S
- 0

o
w3 + (0

:1

- a
g
)(0+E(01))

+ (1-Pr(S)Pr(10)(w
3
- Ow

3
D
Q
/(1-Pr(S)))].

After rearranging terms, we obtain the equation (6).

(6) c D [Pr(S)Pr(K) -Ow
3
Pr(K) D

K
]

8 a

+ D
b
[(1-Pr(S)Pr(K))w

3
+ 0

o
G
K

]

where G
K

Pr(S) DQ + E(ElQ)).

From (A.4)

Ch DalahoDK - Pr(S)00DK + Pr(S)Pr(K)]

Dblahw2 - 00w3 + (1-Pr(S)) 00*(w3+E(E1Q))1.,

This yields the f.o.c. for h, (7).

(7) Ch Da Pr(S)Pr(K) + Db00 GK.

From (A.6)

0 DalawDK + Pr(S)Pr(K)(DK00/Pr(K) - 1)]

+ yaw w2 + Pr(S)Pr(K) + $0w3 aw(w3+E(EIQ))

(1-Pr(S)Pr(K))(0Dei,(Q))]
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After rearranging term:tows get (5):
..

(5) 0 0 Da
I-OPr(K) DK

+ Pr(S)Pr(K)] + D
h
IPr(S)Pr(K) -

o
G
K

.

I.

From (5),

-41141'. 2' .1121112_ isal.i.-.1.1 fp +DySIL/Vh+E(FojK) "7 111 -'-ilirg 0 A-w-lrePr(K) ' Q. w a a . .

Substituting the explicit form of D
'4

and denoting

.0,0 irdr. 0
l'r(Ku) by

f

we transfdrm the above equation to the following form:

.* 2 3
-0.4.0)11 .01 "(1)+Ph+E(e0 IK)) - 0(w +E(e la) -*W)

+
D =1.
-1)a

w2 rte-(P+g+h+E(e01K) + r-7.0-(w3+E(elQ) flr(g(?))

-1, Pr(S)
T
4:

0(1+0)

P+g+h+E(c0JK) +
10 {w3 -(P+i+h+E(e0IK)

11110.:_11. 114=124 Pr S
Pr(S) Da $(1+0)

E(elq)%
Pr(S)

Substitution of w3 es P-T+1 gives

2
w P+g+h+E(eolK) - ire IT+h+g-g+E(coiK) +

1-Pr(S)
E(eIQ)

D -D Pr(S)- -0 6b
Da 0(1+0r1

Using the, 5elation, E(e) a Pr(S)E(e1S) + Pr(Q)E(elQ) 0, we can write

E(CIS) as--'

E(eIS) q-Pr(S))S(elq) .
,Pr(S)
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Then, w2 is given by (10) .

(10) w
2 P+g+14E(Collt) - ET4g+h-f+E(eolit) E(e Is)]

0

0 Pr (S)
""11
Da (1413)

Jab Xj101
Da Pr(t)
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9 , Appendix B

Noltudis of Second Order Effects

It will be interesting 'to compare our first order conditions for g and h

with those in models where the probabilities of dismissal and quitting are

fixed. When the probabilities of dismissal and quitting are exogeneously

determined, the-first order conditions far4eneraskill and specific skill

are written as follows:

for moral skill,

(1) Cs Da di- Pr(S) Pr(K) + Dh(1-Pr(S) Pr(K))wi,

and for, specific skill,

(2) Ch Da tr(S) Pr(K).

The differences in the right-hand sides in the above first order conditions

and those in our endogenous quit/dismiss model are:

(3) -De 4Pr(K) Dki4 #o Gk,

(4) Oh 40.

We shall call the terms in (3) and (4) the second order effects.

These differences depend on wi, the responsiveness of wage growth

in other employment. to general training; Dk, the expected profit from the,

worker the firm wants to keep; Gk, the benefit to the worker of not-being

dismissed by the firm; and 4, 40, the responsiveness of quit/dismiss-1.9

to the wage rate. (3) is rewritten as (5).

(5) '-Da Pr(K)D + 4114Pr(111-

where l

Ito "

,Pr(S) 4
Pr(S) Pr(S)

priK) _12/ 40 1_12..

w" Pr(K) Pr(K)
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AA.* the elasticity of the probability of staying with respect to the
second period wage,

!to is the elasticity of the probability of wanting to keep worker with
respect to the second period wage,.,

0 and

,
Gk is the workers benefit from not-being dismissed.

Using the above notation (4) is rewritten as

(6) DbiL0 Pr(K)

We san get a "feerfor the magnitudes Of (5) and (6) from Bishop's (1982)

estimates of quit and dismiss probabilities. According to his results, rough

estimates of % and Aare less than 0.1.

We set hypothetical values ofi0,411, Pr(K), Pr(S), Da, Db, Dk/w2, Gk/w2, and

0 w as follows:.8

46:" Oa lt " "0.1

Pr(Sres 0.75
4 Pr(K 1 10-0.9

Dk/w4 0.1 7.

Gk/w2 0.20
wi 0.4

. D; 0.9
Db 0.8

9.

Substituting these values into the first order condition for :entre].

capital when quit and dismiss rates are ezogeneous

0.9(0.75)(0.9) + 0.8(1-0,9°0.75)0.4 .0.712

and the second order effect is

-0.9(0.1)(0:75)(0.9)(0.1)(0.4) + 0.8(0.1)(0.9)(0.15) m0.008.

Also,the numerical values of thi marginal condition for specific capital when

Pr(S) and Pr(K) are fixed is

0.9(0.75)(0.9) 0.607,

and the second order effect is

0.8(0.1)(0,9)0.1 0.0072.
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These numbers suggest that the firm's investment decisions on general. and

specific capitals should be quite close to the case where the firm behaves

and if the probabilities of dismisa and quits are independent of wage rates.

0

1.14
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Appendix C

1982 National Survey of Employers questionLaive

4

270. When dld yo4 learn

(NAME)

0

(Part A)

19 ')

MO YR

271. From which program
is the money coming? -WIN Tax Credita

Otliar Government
Subikly

NA....9

27IA.The questions in this section ask about worker training

supervision for NAME'S position.

19
WHIM= tO/NOMO 111111=11111

MO

999998

999999

....
1

WIN Tax Cridlt.. 2
CETA4331'........ 3

4

Other Governmel;t'
Subsidy

SPECIFY 3

9

aad9.

Once we get started if you find it is necessary far me to talk to a supervisor for
that position pleasctransfer me to hImfher at the end
of this Interview.

271B. IF YOU MUST SPEAK TO A SUPERYLSOR ASK SECTIONS "CAND "D". ASK

FOR SUPERVISOR AT END OF INTERVIEW. ASK 271C - 234.

271C. Is there formal !rainin g. such. as
self-paced learning _programs :or training,
done by specially trained- Peti#nnel, for
people hired in :ms's p3sUion, or is all
the training done as informal oir the job
training?

88-nP2i-??
r8 bt
PO at 2
8 0 a
C 21

4-bt
NEW SD:: 30

8/7

Formal training ". . .ASK 272...1
All informal . . GO TO 273...2 8

D K *ASK 272. . . . .3
NA ASK 272 9
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272. °For the following *esti= 'we ask compfriscms arms *GS 1 and 2

'and your typical new .ompioyee in the sure position..

During the first 3 months of work what was the MA number of hours
spent on igtal training such as irja cegcUjeg:!)hg programs or
training done by 'specially, trained personnel, of,..

A. Your typical worker in
(NAME/S) position. .

.

997

995

9-11
E.

RECORD HOUR

Some,

.99 999
I

8. NAMEA 1244 -7.Gomm 1 ammo
IRE^ORD VERBATIM RECORD HOUR
IF NOT IN HOURS; Some,
DO CONVERSION IF

CLEAR) 395

999

C. NAME 2 15-2?affil1111111 41111IBID

RECORD HOUR(RECORD VERBATIM
. '

IF NOT IN HOURS;

DO CONVERSION IF
Some,

997
CLEAR) 99$

NA... 999

INTERVIEWER tRYTE : IF RES ANSIIERS QUESTION 272A, 8 or C IN TERMS

or DRAYS, WEEKS OR Kt= READ: You mean NAte received training 8 hours a

day for days/weeks /months?.

1

116

147
4
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273. IF NOT ALREADY READ, *4D:

In the following questions I as going to ask for calparisons

anFag WES .1 and 2 and oyou r typical not employee in the . sane

position..

Now switching to informal training during their first 3 months of

work,. what was the total number of hours management and line

supervisors spent away from other activities. giving NIMAL
Individualized trtAnirgtor airs supervision tot.

A. Your typical worker in 18orpo moor
(NAME'S) position. RECORD HOUR

B. NAME I OF NOT THERE

FOR 3 MONTHS ASK: For

the period he/she was

there how many hours

of informal training
did he /she receive?)

C. NAME 2 (IF NOT THERE

FOR 3 MONTHS ASK: For

the period he/she was

there, how many hours

of informal training .

did he/she receive?)

Soma, niCiteme.........996

Nave 997

998.

999

GOIMND 411INIII

RECORD HOUR

Some, 996

997

VIININNO

RECORD HOUR

998

999

996

997

998

999

INTERVISIBR NOTE: IF R4spacerr MEWS worm 273A, B, or C IN 1MS

CF MS, 110113 CR =DE READ: You Eagan ?ING received training 8 hours

a day for days/weeks/months?

IF 273A, B AND C ARE DIC ASX 274. OTHERWISE CO TO 277.

14 8
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274. How many different management

and supervisory level persons

give your typical employee in
(NAME'S) position jnformal

Veining?

j.
275. About how twiny total days

informal training doei the typical
managesmnt level person spend

informally training your typica l
new employee in (NAME'S) position?

276. How mau hours each day does

the typical management person spent.

away fray performing other duties

in order to informally train a
typical new employee?

la

qmongii 411111.111

RECORD NUMBER

Some, 96

98

NA.... 99

11111111111111

RECORD DAYS

Some, 96

1.18

111.1111111, 111111111

RECORD HOURS

Some, 01(0...mum... 96
97

OK

ti

119

98

111111111111 OOOOO 99

4.

27-28 4'

5

29-30

31-32



277. During the first 3 months of work what was the of number of hours
co-workers,. lito are not supervisors spent away from their normal work
giving informal individualised training or extra supervision to:

A. Your typical worker in
=MEM 111111111111M

(NAME'S) position. RECORD HOUR

Some, 996

.997

Ditimrppsommosoweem 998*

8-. NAME 1 OF NOT THERE

FOR 3 MONTHS ASK: For

the period he/she was

there how many hours

,s of informal training

did he/she Ter.eivel

C. NAME 2 (IF NOT THERE

FOR 3 MONTHS ASl: For

the period he/she was

there how many hours

of informal training
did he/she receive?)

999

sam1111111 M111110

RECORD HOURS

Some,

DICOOMM110 998*

999

RECORD HOUR

Some, DK# 996

None 997

.. 998

******.999

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS QUESTIai 277A, B or C IN TEdIS

OF EMS, WEEKS OR tOTIRS READ: You mean MANE received training 8 hours
a day for days/weeks/months? .

(*)
IF 277A, B AND C ARE ALL DX ASK 278. VISE GO TO .281.

150
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273. How mart;' different
. co-workers give yoUr

typical employee in

(NAME'S) position

informal, training?
4

, 279. About 114.1w many total days

or informal training does the

average coworker spend on

training your typical new an-

playees in (l01NE'S) position?
.

O

280. Hot many hours each day does

the average coworker spend

away from performing other duties

in order to informally train a

typical new employee?

281. The last set of questions in this section
asks about employee productivity.

30

.1111M11/1111,
42.43WOWS/

RECORD NUMBER 4.

. Some, 96

97

*

44-45
011111111111111 11=1.11

RECORD DAYS

Some, 96

97

DK...*****

99

48-47.
1111111

RECORD HOURS

Some, 96

97

93

NA. ...99

Please rate your employee on a productivity
scale of zero to 300, where 100 equals the maximum
productivity rating any of your employees (NAME'S)
position can attain and zero is absolutely no
productivity by your employee.

120

48 -SObZ
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142. What productivity score would
you give your typical worker

who has been in this Job for

2 years? (PROBE FOR NUMBER)

=MOW III111

RECORD. NUMBER
. rue

993

999

233. Now, for each of the following UM periods compare the productivity on this same scale
of (NAME I), (NAME 2) and your typical worker In this position. putt is the
productivity of /your typical tgoikei) during '(READ LIN) .

A. (His/her) first 2 weeks
of employment?

B. From (his/her) 3rd
week to the 12 week
at work? (IF NAME 1/

NAME 2 LEFT 024FANY BEFORE

12th WEEK Q. 237 I33 NOT

ASK Q. 2810

C. ( DO NOT ASK FOR TYPICAL
WORKER) Today?

CR, IF HAWN, LAGER

FOR Ca 'ANY READ: The last
week NAM worked for your

.ccaWLY?

a

NAME I .NAME 2 TYPICAL WORKER

54.68/57.69/10420/81// =EMI 0111/Mall

RECORD i RECORD I

N3NE..997 N1M..997
DL .998 DK. .998

NA..999- - -0.
MIMI= 1111111111111111......-

RECORD i RECORD
DIC"998 DK..993
NA..999 NA..999

OIREINSID 111111111 411011111 WNISW/P IMINE111

RECORD 0 RECORD
DK..9911 DK..9911

NA..999 NA..999

233A.IF TYPICAL WORKER - IS LESS PRODUCTIVE
AFTER 2 YEARS (Q.232 IS LESS THAN Q. 23314 TYPICAL
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'.203. In the first three riionths of employment,
approximately hov4 many total hours does a

typical new employee in NAME'S position

spend sway from normal week activities
filling out forms gird being told about

the company histiry, benefits and rules?

206. During the first three months,
how many total hews does the
average new employee spend in
training activities in which

he or she la watching other
people do the job rather than .

doing it himself?

207. How many weeks does It take
a new employee hired for this

position to become fully trained
and qualified If he or she MS no

previous experience in this Job,

but has had the necessary
school-provided training?

208. How many of the skills learned by

sew eeplayees in this job we
useful outside of this cispany?

MEAD LIST)...

209. Focusing on the skills that are

useful outside your company, how

many other companies in the local

labor market have Jobs that require

these skills? Would you guess .

(READ LIST)...
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